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There are Holy Scriptures as Bhagavad-Gita — the doctrine (teaching)
of Sri Krishna, Rig Veda, the Doctrine (Teaching) of Buddha (from different
sources), the Koran — the Doctrine (Teaching) of Muhammad the prophet
of Allah, the Doctrine (Teaching) of Baha'ism, the Occult Doctrines
(Teachings) of Helen Blavatskaya, "The Grail Message" — the Doctrine
(Teaching) of Abd-ru-shin, "The Rose of the World" and "The Iron Mystery"
— the Doctrine (Teaching) of Daniel Andreev — that is, sayings about God
and the Universe, in which resides this or that information about the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the Messiah of the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries will be included in this second volume (book), "The
Second Coming of the Messiah" for disclosure (interpretation). The doctrine
of the Helper (Comforter) will be made (created) and built upon the Living
Doctrine of Jesus Christ. All the religions of the world have their own truth,
and each religion leads a man to God, only in its own way, so one or another
saying (dictum) that speaks of the Messiah who will lead to One God all
peoples, tribes and languages must be found in every religious doctrine
(teaching). We will choose (select) such sayings from the various Scriptures,
which may give us some information about the Helper (Comforter) as of a
man, a Preacher, a Master, an Initiate, and a Messiah to reveal the purpose
of the contents of this book (volume).
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And never will the Jews or the Christians approve of
you until you follow their religion. Say, "Indeed, the
guidance of Allah is the [only] guidance!" If you were to
follow their desires after what has come to you of
knowledge, you would have against Allah no protector or
helper.
The Koran, Sura 2 "The Cow" 114 (120)
53. We will show them Our Signs in the universe, and
in their ownselves, until it becomes manifest to them that
this (the Qur'an) is the truth. Is it not sufficient in regard to
your Lord that He is a Witness over all things?
Sura 41 Fussilat "Explained in detailed" 53 (53)
O SON OF HIM THAT STOOD BY HIS OWN ENTITY IN
THE KINGDOM OF HIS SELF! Know thou, that I have wafted
unto thee all the fragrances of holiness, have fully revealed
to thee My word, have perfected through thee My bounty…
Bahá'u'lláh "Hidden words" (70)
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INTRODUCTION
Such Holy Scriptures as Bhagavad-Gita — the doctrine
(teaching) of Sri Krishna, Rig Veda, the Doctrine (Teaching)
of Buddha (from different sources), the Koran — the
Doctrine (Teaching) of Muhammad the prophet of Allah,
the Doctrine (Teaching) of Baha'ism, the Occult Doctrines
(Teachings) of Helen Blavatskaya, "The Grail Message" —
the Doctrine (Teaching) of Abd-ru-shin, "The Rose of the
World" and "The Iron Mystery" — the Doctrine (Teaching)
of Daniel Andreev — that is, sayings about God and the
Universe, in which resides this or that information about
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the
Messiah of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries will
be included in this second volume (book), "The Second
Coming of the Messiah" for disclosure (interpretation).
By looking through the sayings of different Scriptures
and doctrines (teachings) about God, which talk (testify)
about the coming of the Messiah to the Earth, we will try
in our interpretation of the commentary to find out
whether all these sayings talk (testify) about the same
person, the great Preacher, the Sage, the Interpreter, the
Messiah, Whom we call, as Jesus Christ the Son of God
taught us, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
And what is surprising, the way it is, that is, the Messiah,
Who appeared at the turn of the twentieth and twentyfirst centuries, Who is prophesied by all the Scriptures of
the World, is just the Helper (Comforter).
The Helper (Comforter) will review (look through) all
of the Scriptures and religious doctrines (teachings),
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discard dogmatic accretions (‘layers’) in the religions of the
World and will make Alive True Doctrine thanks to the
Spirit of the Truth, and will give all humanity the Light of
the Truth as the life-saving divine Thread for all who are
weary (labor) and burdened (heavy laden), for those who
long for the Truth from slaves, the poor, and to the sages,
religious masters (teachers), preachers. And whoever
accepts (takes) the doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) and
practices it in his ordinary material life will save himself
from all sufferings and torments and free himself from his
Karma, and it will enable him to enter the Blissful World of
Beauty, Creativity and Rest (Peace).
If Jesus Christ studied the Religions of the East and
gave the Doctrine of the Truth and sowed the Earth with
this Truth, the Helper (Comforter) will unite all the
Religions of the World by His Doctrine. But the Doctrine
of the Helper (Comforter) will be made (created) and built
upon (by) the Living Doctrine of Jesus Christ. Yes, it’s time
to unite all Religions (the time has come for the unification
of all Religions), for wars arise because of friction between
different faiths. That is, the Prince of this world, or rather,
the karmic Lord of heaven and earth, who is made
(created) by the energies of mankind and named (called)
Satan or the devil, does not sleep and tries by any means
to provoke conflicts, clashes, wars, to sow evil and
destruction on the Earth all the time as if to defend the
true faith under the righteous mask.
New religions were born on the Earth –they are
Baha'ism, the Rose of the World and other doctrines
(teachings) about God. And as the truth is in all religions of
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the world (all religions have their own truth), and every
religion leads (brings) a man to God, only their own way,
each religious doctrine should give us a quotation about
the Messiah, Who will lead to the One God all nations,
tribes and languages.
To make sure of it, we continue to travel through the
prophetic sayings of various Holy Scriptures and the
doctrines (teachings) of different religious movements
(directions) in search of information about the future
Messiah, that is, the Helper (Comforter).
Let us thank the Most High Lord God, so that the Spirit
of the Truth may help us in our journey and in deciphering
the prophetic sayings, that the Truth may be illuminated
by the Light of All-Love.
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Chapter 1
"BHAGAVAD-GITA"
THE DOCTRINE (TEACHING) OF SRI KRISHNA
1. "When your intellect ceases to be allured by the
fruitive sections of the Vedas and remains steadfast in
divine consciousness, you will then attain the state of
perfect Yogi."
(2.53)
There are different interpretations of a certain saying
from the Holy Scripture of a particular faith, thanks to the
spiritual and religious masters (teachers) who came to the
Earth after the appearance of this Scripture. And it only
confirms our thoughts once again that any religious works
(scriptures, writings) are symbolic and figurative, and
therefore, their contents is multi-faced (many-sided).
Therefore, one or another spiritual and religious master
(teacher) interprets one of the figurative facets of this
saying of (from) the Scripture. We will do the same. To
reveal the contents of our book, we will select (choose)
such sayings of (from) various Scriptures, from which
(where) one can get some information about the Helper
(Comforter) as of a person, a preacher, a master, etc.
We will be able to anticipate the thoughts and actions
(deeds) of the future Helper (Comforter) by revealing the
content of the above statement (quote). It turns out that
a person who is prepared for the Mission of a Helper
(Comforter) must, according to (by) his spiritual acts
(deeds), at the beginning of his knowledge, oppose
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himself to all the Scriptures, doctrines (teachings) which
speak about God and about the Way to Him. For, this
opposition will enable the future Helper (Comforter) to
find out the general thing which unites the religions of the
world into a Single Entity, for, it will be the Truth; and also
to find such a Doctrine which would answer this Truth
among the religions of the world. The analysis of the
various Holy Scriptures will lead him to meditative
thoughts (meditations) and he will "remain steadfast in
divine consciousness (Samadhi)" over some time, that is,
in communion with the Most High Lord God; and the Spirit
of the Truth will descend upon him and enlighten him
thanks to it, to make him wiser in the Truth, and in Eastern
terms it means – to achieve yoga, that is, union (unity) with
God.
So the Helper (Comforter) must know the Doctrines
(Teachings) of the world's Religions about God and the
Way to Him and, in all likelihood, write appropriate books
on these issues. That's why we talk all the time:
You will know Him according to His deeds!
You will know Him according to His fruits!
You will know Him according to His All-love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
And it will be to you according to your Love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
2. "Whenever there is a decline in righteousness and
an increase in unrighteousness, O Arjun, at that time I
manifest myself on earth."
(4.7)
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Human society is a mobile society, and it is not subject
to the rigid laws of nature, the laws of the animal world. In
the beginning (At first), human society sets out to restore
order and prosperity, the rigid and strict laws (Dharma),
but gradually it approaches universal well-being —
flourishing (heyday) of democracy, the laws begin to
weaken and crumble from within, which causes the
flourishing of the prostitution and anarchy in society, and
the high religious ideas are brought low (reduced) to
debauchery. There are disputes, conflicts, destructions,
wars in society. Chaos begins, and people seek a way out
of such a situation, turn to God for help, and the AllMerciful God sends a Savior, a Master, a lawgiver
(legislator) to the Earth; that is, one or another Spirit of the
Savior enters into human flesh, and becomes a great
earthly Master in any nation where the weakening of the
Dharma is brewing. This is how the birth of a new Religion
takes place.
Thus we see that the Spirit as the Savior came to the
Earth in the person of Krishna, Moses, Zarathustra,
Buddha, and the Christ. And now the time has come when
the Spirit of the Truth must be incarnated as the Savior,
but now He comes in the person of the Helper (Comforter)
as the Energetic Double, the Twin of the Son of God, Jesus
Christ.
A vivid manifestation of the weakening of the Dharma
is observed in the great country — Russia, and therefore
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth should
appear in Russia.
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Amen. Hallelujah!
3."Neither by studying the Vedas, nor by performing
sacrifices, nor by charity, nor by pious activities, nor by
severe penances can I be seen...It is not by these means
that one can see Me as I am."
(11.53)
If we see God the Father as Sri Krishna and Arjun as
the Helper (Comforter) who must act to purify the religious
doctrines (teachings), then we, people of another faith
(the Christians), understand that there is a spiritual
conversation between a person who studies the different
Religions of the world in the search of the Truth and the
Most High Lord God in the above statement. And
moreover, this person will be just the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth.
Having known it, now we can interpret this saying as
follows (this way): Neither through Vedas nor through
feats (renunciation, prohibitions, asceticism), or through
gifts (various offerings, presents), nor through sacrifice
(burning in the fire of something) impossible to
contemplate Me, God the Father, how you, the future
Helper (Comforter) saw Me in different Religions. You, the
future Preacher should find out that I am the Most Holiest,
All-Good, All-Existing, All-Wealthy, All-Sufficient God and I
need nothing from the outside, for I am also All-Humble,
All-Merciful, All-Patient, All-Meek, All-Forgiving, and
nonjudgmental (non-condemning) God. And if you, being
in a human body, in the earthly life will embark (stand) on
the path of All-Love and will always thank Me for
everything in all your thoughts and deeds (actions), then
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My Holy Spirit will help you to acquire seven or more of My
basic Epithets for a man, so that you will be able to receive
(accept) from Me the Mission of the Helper (Comforter)
one fine day.
Amen. Hallelujah!
4. "Free from egotism, violence, arrogance, desire,
possessiveness of property, and selfishness, such a person,
situated in tranquility, is fit for union with Brahman (i.e.,
realization of the Absolute Truth as Brahman)."
(18.53)
Brahmo is the Absolute, and in our Christian
conception it is the Most High Lord God.
A man himself will never be able to free himself from
selfhood, violence, arrogance, lust (desires), anger, and
property, to give up the "I", just as a man himself will never
be able to fulfill the Commandments of God. The karmic
Lord of heaven and earth took advantage of it, and forced
religious and spiritual people under a righteous mask or
under the mask of virtue to work (destroy) for him. Yogis,
Rishas, sages, priests, hermits, Church fathers and others
were caught by it. In order to fulfill what is said in the
above quote, it is necessary to gain seven or more Divine
epithets, such as: all-love, all-humbleness, all-meekness,
all-patience, all-forgiveness, all-mercifulness, nonjudgment, all-generosity and others. But, it turns out a
man himself will not be able to do it. Where is the way out,
then? The only way out is to acquire the Holy Spirit in your
soul. And the Holy Spirit will descend upon us only when
we will always and everywhere thank the Most High Lord
God for all our thoughts and deeds and through this
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thanksgiving learn to communicate with the All-Loving
through a living loving prayer of thanksgiving and
repentance with inner joy in our heart. This is precisely
what the future Helper (Comforter) must understand
thanks to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, in order to
fulfill (accomplish) His Mission successfully; and then He,
the Helper (Comforter), will really be worthy to become
Brahmo, that is, the Spirit of the Truth, having left the
flesh, will merge Together with God.
And you will know Him thanks to His deeds!
And you will know Him thanks to His fruits!
And you will know Him thanks to His All-Love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Chapter 2
RIG VEDA
MANDALAS I-IV
1. "Veda" — is the sacred knowledge of Ancient India,
and "Rig Veda" - is the Veda of hymns, it includes the entire
amount of knowledge of a man of that time about himself
and the world around him: gods, demons, cosmos (space),
ritual, and so on. The task of the authors, of the singers
Rishas — were primarily included the involvement of the
gods on the side of the Aryans, and then asking them to
support and give the life benefits, which are needed for
the Aryans.
It should be noted that the Aryans came to India from
the North, that is, they are, as it were, proto-Slavs (protoRussians, so to speak). Maybe, we can say that the
present-day (current) Russian lands were inhabited by
Aryans, nomadic tribes, shepherds, militant and strong
nation, which was conditionally divided into four or five
parts in its migration. Apparently, because of natural
disasters – small ice ages – it was impossible to stay in
the lands of Northern latitudes. And now one of the
separated branches of the Aryan tribes came to India
through the lands of Iran.
If the Savior from God, that is, the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, comes to the Russian land, whether
there are sayings in the Rig Veda, where it is said about the
consubstantial Trinity and the Twin Gods, one of whom
will be Jesus Christ the Son of God, and the other — the
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Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth. And what is
surprising, we will find it in the Rig Veda. The Gods Twins
are Mitra-Varuna — twin deity of the two main Adityas,
the gods-sons, who form the mystical union, then are
opposed to each other as close to distant, and that is Jesus
Christ in Palestine, and the Helper (Comforter) in Russia,
although They are the Christ and the Helper (Comforter)
— One in Trinity. Mitra – Varuna protect the universal law,
as the Christ–Helper (Comforter) do. Mitra embodies
(represents) the bright auspicious beginning for a man,
and this is Jesus Christ; Varuna is the all-embracing God
that is, the Spirit of the Truth, and therefore he will appear
as the Helper (Comforter).
Asvins will also be associated with the images of the
Christ and the Helper (Comforter) — two twin gods, who
travel in the morning and in the evening around the
Universe in a fast chariot, which is full of all sorts of
blessings (goods); they are saviors and healers of people.
And it does not contradict our reflections again.
But the Savitar — "the winner" – is God, who
embodies the life-giving power of the Sun, his Covenant is
obeyed by all living beings. The Savitar symbolizes God the
Father as one of the Hypostases of the Consubstantial
Trinity from our point of view.
There is another symbolic pair of twin gods. This is
Somo – Pushan, where Somo is the bridegroom of Surya,
the daughter of the Sun, and Pushan, the solar God; he
appears to us as the Christ–Helper (Comforter).
And we also will meet with such names as Indra, Agni,
Brahmanaspati, where Agni is the God of fire in all his
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manifestations, and therefore the God of the Sun; Indra is
the head of the Pantheon of gods; Brahmanaspati — "the
Lord of prayer", the patron God of prayer. According to our
version, They can express as if one of the Hypostases of
the Consubstantial Trinity.
Having known all this [information] now, it will be
easier for us to analyze and comment (interpret) certain
hymns which speak of the Helper (Comforter), the Savior,
the Spirit of the Truth, the Messiah.
The Rig Veda includes from I to X Mandalas, but only
first IV Mandalas have been translated into Russian, and it
will be enough to understand that one can find sayings
which speak of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth in the Vedas.
Mandala literally means "circle", "disk", which
includes a certain number of hymns, songs of praise to the
gods, who have certain Epithets of the Most High Lord
God.
Amen. Hallelujah!
2. "Our Sages, Mitra-Varuna, wide dominion, strong
by birth, [They] vouchsafe us strength that works well."
I: 2.9
"Mitra, Varuna, you whose ways are firm--a Power
that none deceives--,
With Rtu you have reached the rite."
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I: 15.6
4. "Mitra and Varuna, renowned as Gods of
consecrated might,
We call to drink the Soma juice."
5. "Those who by Law uphold the Law, Lords of the
shining light of Law,
Mitra I call and Varuna."
6. "Let Varuna be our chief defense; let Mitra guard us
with all aids
Both make us rich exceedingly."
I: 23.4-6
"BRING adoration ample and most excellent, hymn,
offerings, to the watchful Twain, the bountiful, your
sweetest to the bounteous Ones.
Sovrans adored with streams of oil and praised...
Their high imperial might may nowhere be assailed;
ne'er may their Godhead be assailed."
I: 136.1
2. "As there you, Mitra, Varuna, above the true have
taken to yourselves the untrue with your mind, with
wisdom's mental energy,
So in the seats wherein ye dwell have we beheld the
Golden One,
Not with our thoughts or spirit, but with these our eyes,
yea, with the eyes that Soma gives"
…
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4. "Well is it known, O Mighty Ones: ye open heaven;
for you the chariot-steeds are yoked for morning rites,
unswerving steeds for morning rites,
We set you on the chariot-seat, ye Mighty, on the golden
car.
Ye seek mid-air as by a path that leads a right, as by a
path that leads direct."
I: 139.2,4
3. "The folk have glorified your birth from Earth and
Heaven, to be extolled, ye Strong Ones, for your mighty
power.
You, when you bring to singer and the rite, enjoy the
sacrifice performed with holy praise and strength."
…
4. "The people, prospers, Asuras! Whom ye dearly
love: ye, Righteous Ones, proclaim aloud the Holy Law.
That efficacious power that comes from lofty heaven, ye
bind unto the work, as to the pole an ox."
7. "Whoso with sacrifices toiling brings you gifts, and
worships, sage and priest, fulfilling your desire,-To him do ye draw nigh and taste his sacrifice. Come
well-inclined to us unto our songs and prayer."
…
8. "With sacrifices and with milk they deck you first,
ye Righteous Ones, as if through stirrings of the mind.
To you they bring their hymns with their collected
thought, while ye with earnest soul come to us gloriously."
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9. "Rich strength of life is yours: ye, Heroes, have
obtained through your surpassing powers rich farextending might.
Not the past days conjoined with nights not rivers, not
the Panis have attained your Godhead and your wealth."
I: 151.3,4, 7-9
1. "HEAVEN and earth trembled at the mighty and
voice of him, whom, loved and Holy One, helper of all
mankind,
The wise who longed for spoil in fight for kine brought
forth with power, a Friend, mid waters, at the sacrifice."
I: 153.1
Having considered only the first Mandala, where the
Gods twins Mitra–Varuna are sung in hymns, we found a
surprising similarity with the Christian Messiahs: the
Christ—the Helper (Comforter), who are Energy Doubles,
Twins and descend from the Most High Lord God. It means
God Mitra embodies (represents) as if the symbol-image
of the Messiah Sower of the Truth (the Beginning) — Jesus
Christ, and God Varuna — the Messiah Reaper of the Truth
(Completion) — the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth.
Indeed, the Christ and the Helper (Comforter) — "Our
Sages, Mitra-Varuna, and wide dominion, strong by
birth... (a pair of seers of the strong lineage [Jewish and
Russian] with an abundant dwelling [housing])", that is, he
who takes (accepts) Their Doctrine, he acquires the eternal
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Living Source, which flows to Eternal Life, as They give us,
earthlings, "skilled force of activity (action)" — living
loving prayer to the All-Loving, All-Good Lord God.
And don’t these lines of the hymn contain the prophetic
words: "Mitra, Varuna, you whose ways are firm--a Power
that none deceives--, With Rtu you have reached the rite.
(You two, o Mitra-Varuna {the Christ-Helper [Comforter]},
whose covenants are strong, have reached (attained) the
irresistible power of action"?)
Humanity has acquired the Gospel – the New
Testament, and this Covenant is really strong and reached
an irresistible force (power) of activity (action) with the
coming to the Earth of Jesus Christ the Son of God. But the
above lines of the hymns speak of two Covenants
(Testaments), which means that there must be the Third
Covenant and the last One, called the White Gospel or
the True Gospel with the coming of the Helper
(Comforter) to the Earth, Which will also be strong and will
reach an irresistible force (power) of activity (action) —
will spread throughout the Universe.
How wonderfully accurately and rightly (correctly) it is
said in the hymn: "Those who by Law uphold the Law,
Lords of the shining light of Law, Mitra I call, and Varuna
[Two, who were born with pure power of action (that is,
they are incarnated in human flesh from the earthly union
[intercourse] of mother and father), who multiply the
Truth by the truth, Two masters of the light of the truth,
these Mitra-Varuna (the Christ-Helper) I (the singer) call.]"
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For Jesus Christ multiplied the Truth through His
earthly life, that is, by the truth, — He has sown the Earth
with the Truth; likewise, the Helper (Comforter) with his
earthly life (truth) will multiply (increase) the Truth — will
reap the Truth of Jesus Christ and re-sow the Earth with It.
And they, who of the humans will take (accept) Their
Doctrine and direct (point) their feet to the Lord God in
Their Way, those will really be showered with generous
gifts — a Blissful Life.
The Christ and the Helper (Comforter) appear before
mankind as the greatest Gods indeed, attentive Gods,
merciful Gods – "Sovrans adored with streams of oil and
praised at every sacrifice. Their high imperial might may
nowhere be assailed, ne'er may their Godhead be assailed"
("Two Almighty, whose drink is oil", that is, they are Two
Anointed Sovereigns of God, "and from nowhere to
encroach on their power and never to encroach on their
divine nature", for the Christ and the Helper (Comforter)
are Two God's Hypostases of the consubstantial Trinity of
the Most High Lord God.
The first, who placed lawlessness (iniquity) beyond
the bounds of the Law, is the Son of God, Jesus Christ, and
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will
continue and complete this act, for such is possible only to
the Two Anointed Sovereigns of God, who are the Two
Hypostases of the consubstantial Trinity. That is why it is
said in the hymn: "So in the seats wherein ye dwell have
we beheld the Golden One, Not with our thoughts or spirit,
but with these our eyes, yea, with the eyes that Soma gives
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(There, in your seats, we saw a Golden (throne) — let the
forces of insight thought, but with our own eyes."
Moreover, half of this prophecy came true, because Jesus
Christ after fulfilling His Mission returned to the Kingdom
of God the Father and sat with the Father on the throne of
gold, or rather, merged with the Father into a Single Entity
(Being) and He Himself as if became God the Father. It
remains for the other part of the prophecy to come true
on the Helper (Comforter), on the Spirit of the Truth. But
where there is already the Beginning, there will always be
the End, and the Helper (Comforter) will also sit on the
Golden throne, or rather merge with God the Father and
the Son of God Jesus Christ into the One Essence of the
Holy Trinity. Therefore, the Way to God, which is
indicated by the Christ and the Helper (Comforter), is a
straight Path (through the air), is the right and true Path,
and one who walks along this Path acquires joy and
exultation.
And the writer of these ancient hymns seems to be
prophesying and already predicting, saying, "The folk have
glorified your birth from Earth and Heaven, to be extolled,
ye Strong Ones, for your mighty power. The people
prosper, Asuras! Whom ye dearly love: ye, Righteous
Ones, proclaim aloud the Holy Law (Let the nations
celebrate your birth, o two gods, which is connected with
the Law, you proclaim aloud the Holy Law,)" that is, the
Divine Commandments. And indeed, almost the whole
world is celebrating Christmas, in all probability; the whole
world will celebrate the birth (Christmas) of the Helper
(Comforter). Amen. Hallelujah!
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And the earthlings will honor Them (the Christ and
the Helper [Comforter]) as two great Gods in their prayers,
hymns and songs in the future. For it is truly said in the
hymn, " Rich strength of life is yours: "ye, Heroes, have
obtained through your surpassing powers rich farextending might." ("Thanks to the irresistible spirit [the
Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth] you have achieved
[attained] great power, as you have [possess] great
power") to perform wonderful works for the good of the
people of the earth.
Amen. Hallelujah!

3. "O… Varuṇa and Mitra… make us well and happy.
(Give us prosperity, o Mitra-Varuna.)"
II: 29. 3
4. "This Soma hath been shed for you, Lawstrengtheners, Mitra-Varuṇa…"
5. "Both Kings who never injure aught seat them in their
supremest home, the thousand-pillared, and firmlybased."
6. "Fed with oblation, Sovran Kings, Ādityas, Lords of
liberal gifts. They wait on him whose life is true."
II: 41.4-6
10. "This laud, O Heaven and Earth, to you I utter: let
the kind-hearted hear, whose tongue is Agni, Young,
Sovran Rulers, Varuna and Mitra, the wise and very
glorious Adityas."
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III: 54. 10
…
55.6"….These are the laws of Varuna and Mitra. Great
is the Gods' supreme and sole dominion."
III: 55.6
…
17. "Far-ruling, joyful when adored, ye reign through
majesty of might,
With pure laws everlastingly."
III: 62.17
We see some additional information to the one, to
which we have already given our interpretation in these
quoted sayings, which are taken from various hymns and
dedicated to the Gods.
Indeed, those who turn in prayer to the Christ and the
Helper (Comforter) will receive well-being and protection
and salvation. Indeed, the Christ and the Helper
(Comforter), through Their deeds (acts) multiplied (the
Christ) and will multiply (the Helper [Comforter]) the
universal law of the all-radiant multi-faceted Single Entity.
So it turns out that the Christ and the Helper (Comforter)
are two kings who reveal the Truth, which means that
"Both Kings who never injure aught seat them in their
supremest home, The thousand-pillared, firmly-based."
That is, in order to enter the Kingdom of God and sit on a
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high Golden throne – it is figurative expression, it is
necessary that more than a thousand human souls, sages,
and in figurative and symbolic expression it sounds like "a
thousand-pillared" would be united into a single entity in
human flesh. Therefore, Jesus Christ, while being on the
Earth, had in His flesh more than a thousand human souls
(sages), to transform their karma into all-love by His deeds
(actions), and it gave Him the opportunity to enter the
Kingdom of God the Father and sit next to Him, or rather,
merge with Him Together into a Single Being (Entity). And
since the Helper (Comforter) is the Energy Double, the
Twin of Jesus Christ, He (the Helper [Comforter]) will unite
more than a thousand human souls (sages) with different
karmic studies (elaborations) in his human flesh. But He,
the Helper (Comforter), will fulfill his Mission successfully
and will enter the Kingdom and sit on the throne, that is,
will merge with God the Father and the Son of God into a
Single Trinity. No wonder the singer of hymns of praise
exclaims: "This laud, O Heaven and Earth, to you I utter
(such praise I proclaim, o two halves of the universe [the
whole Universe of God]). Let the kind-hearted hear, whose
tongue is Agni (hierarchy of all pagan gods of different
faiths) Young, Sovran Rulers, Varuna (the Helper) and
Mitra (the Christ), the wise and very glorious Adityas
[young autocrats... poets of widespread fame]."
The Christ came to the Earth two thousand years ago,
and the Helper (Comforter) has come now, in our modern
era (age). If the Christ can be called a Poet, as a storyteller
of parables, then the Helper (Comforter) will show
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(manifest) his talent in poetic creations; and we will have
to be witnesses of these manifestations, since the
predictions, the ancient prophetic hymns must be fully
come true (realized), manifested on the Christ and the
Helper (Comforter). Even the Covenants (Testaments)
which, were given by the Christ and will be given by the
Helper (Comforter), are essentially one Covenant, for
"Great is the Gods' supreme and sole dominion." Therefore
peoples, tribes, nations, and languages will always sing
(chant) of the Christ and the Helper (Comforter), by
exclaiming (shouting) words of an ancient hymn: "Farruling, joyful when adored, ye reign through majesty of
might, with pure laws everlastingly", that is, [as] owners of
All-Love.
Amen. Hallelujah!
4. 1 "YE Asvins, rich in treasure, Lords of splendour,
having nimble hands,
Accept the sacrificial food."
2 "Ye Asvins, rich in wondrous deeds, ye heroes worthy
of our praise,
Accept our songs with mighty thought."
3 "Nasatyas, wonder-workers, yours are these libations
with clipt grass: Come ye whose paths are red with flame."
I: 3.1-3
1. "Ye who observe this day be with us even thrice: farstretching is your bounty, Asvins and your course. To you,
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as to a cloak in winter, we cleave close: you are to be drawn
nigh unto us by the wise."
3. "Thrice in the self-same day, ye Gods who banish
want, sprinkle ye thrice to – day our sacrifice with meath;
And thrice vouchsafe us store of food with plenteous
strength, at evening, O ye Asvins, and at break of day."
4. "Thrice come ye to our home, thrice to the righteous
folk, thrice triply aid the man who well deserves your help.
Thrice, O you, Asvins bring us what shall make us glad;
thrice send us store of food as nevermore to fail."
5. "Thrice, O ye Asvins, bring to us abundant wealth:
thrice in the Gods' assembly, thrice assists our thoughts.
Thrice, grant ye us prosperity, thrice grant us fame; for the
Sun's daughter hath mounted your three-wheeled car."
6. "Thrice, Asvins, grant to us the heavenly medicines,
thrice those of earth and thrice those that the waters hold,
Favour and health and strength bestow upon my
son; triple protection, Lords of Splendour, grant to him."
12. "Born in your triple car, O Asvins, bring us present
prosperity with noble offspring. I cry to you who hear me
for protection be ye our helpers where men win the booty."
I: 34.1, 3-6, 12
15. "Drink ye of our libations, grant protection, O ye
Asvins Twain,
With aids which none may interrupt."
I: 46.15
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2. "Come, O ye Asvins, mounted on your triple car
three-seated, beautiful of form
To you at sacrifice the Kanvas send the prayer:
graciously listen to their call."
I: 47.2
We have already said that the Asvins are two twin
gods who embody (represent) morning and evening;
these two gods appear before the earthlings as Saviors and
Healers of people, and according to our reflections they
are just the Christ and the Helper (Comforter) as the Sower
and the Reaper. The Christ and the Helper (Comforter) are
indeed "Lords of splendour, having nimble hands," for
Their Doctrine quickly penetrate into the hearts of men, it
is the Doctrine of All-Love and, therefore, of beauty and
joy. And just as Jesus Christ had (worked) miracles, so the
Helper (Comforter) must have (work) miracles. Just as
Jesus Christ was reverent and followed a shining path, so
will the Helper (Comforter), and his way and gift will be
exceptional, extraordinary.
Even the ancient poet, who wrote (composed) these
hymns, was not aware of his prophetic gift yet, by singing
(chanting) these glorious Gods-Twins, who belong to the
consubstantial Trinity, but he has already uttered the
symbolic word: "Thrice (three times)... thrice... thrice..." So
it will always be in the Universe: the Lord God will never
be known to the Face, but He will descend to the Earth [at]
first as the Son of God, the Sower of the Truth, and then,
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after a few centuries [passes], when the Truth sprouts on
the Earth, on the one hand, as if the second Son of God
and on the other hand, — The Spirit of the Truth, who was
called the Helper (Comforter) by the Christ, to fulfill
(perform) the role of the Reaper, the collector of the Truth
among the chaff-doctrines (teachings) of the devil,
different dogmas. Therefore, the Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter) will be based on the Doctrine of Jesus Christ
and will be One Whole Doctrine of the Christ and the
Helper (Comforter), or more precisely, the Doctrine of the
consubstantial Trinity. That is why it is said in the hymn:
"Come, O ye Asvins, mounted on your triple car threeseated, beautiful of form to you at sacrifice the Kanvas
send the prayer: graciously listen to their call!" And if this
hymn sounded in ancient times in the vast territories of
the Earth among different peoples, who were originally
the people of Arias, the Lord God constantly heard these
calls, and the Son of God Jesus Christ came to the Earth
first, and now we are waiting for the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, to appear. For, we, earthlings seek
protection, salvation, truth, happiness, and all these things
can be given to us only by the Doctrine of the Christ-Helper
(Comforter), by the doctrine of the consubstantial Trinity.
Amen. Hallelujah!
5. 11 "Worthy of praise and worth the winning,
Heroes, is that your favoring succor O Nāsatyas, What time
ye, knowing well his case, delivered Vandana from the pit
like hidden treasure."
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("O two men, then (was) your protection worthy of
praise, reaching the goal, bearing (carrying) help, that you
are, experts of the hidden one like a treasure…")
I: 116.11
19. "Great and weal-giving is your aid, O Aśvins, ye,
objects of all thought, made whole the cripple. Purandhi
also for this cause invoked you, and ye, O mighty, came to
her with succors."
21. "Ploughing and sowing barley, O ye Aśvins,
milking out food for men, ye Wonder-Workers,
Blasting away the Dasyu with your trumpet, ye gave farspreading light unto the Ārya." ("Great is your help, o
Asvins, it is healing. Even the lame one, o ... is restored by
you…
…
By sowing grain, o Asvins…You created a wide light for
Aria.")
I: 117.19,21
1. "FLYING, with falcons, may your chariot, Aśvins,
most
gracious,
bringing
friendly
help, come hither, — Your chariot, swifter than the mind of
mortal, fleet as the wind, three-seated O ye Mighty."
2. "Come to us with your chariot triple seated, threewheeled, of triple form that rolleth lightly. Fill full our cows,
give mettle to our horses, and make each hero son grow
strong, O Aśvins."
3. "With your well-rolling car, descending swiftly,
hears this [the] press-stone's song, ye Wonder-Workers."
10. "Such as ye are, O nobly born, O Heroes, we in our
trouble
call
on
you
for
succor.
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Accepting [these] our songs, for our wellbeing come to us
on your chariot treasure-laden."
{"Your chariot, o Asvins, drawn flying eagle So
merciful, rich in help, let come here, (That,) that is faster
than the thought of death, Three-man, swift as the wind,
o two bulls! On a three-seated, three form chariot, Threewheeled, fast, come here!
…
Were you not, o Asvins, called before the Born Wise
men rather all coming (on aid) in trouble?
…
It's you two beautiful-born husbands, O Asvins, We
call for help in need of protection. Come to us on a chariot
full of treasures, and rejoice in songs of praise, for (our)
prosperity!"}
I: 118.1-3, 10
2 ["Even as it moveth near my hymn is lifted up,] and
all the regions come together to sing praise. I sweeten the
oblations; now the helpers come. Ūrjānī hath, O Aśvins,
mounted on your car."
7. "Doers of marvels, skilful workers, ye restored
Vandana, like a car, worn out with length of days. From
earth ye brought the sage to life in wondrous mode; be
your great deeds done here for him who honours you."
5. "Aśvins, the car which you had yoked for glorious
show your own two voices urged directed to its goal. Then
she who came for friendship, Maid of noble birth, elected
you as Husbands, you to be her Lords. {(All) sides of the
world converged, (by praising you).
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…
May your wonderful power be manifested here for
honoring (you)! The chariot drawn by you, o Asvins, for
your miraculous appearance,
Two voices guide her to her goal (?)"}.
I: 119.2,7,5
3 "Such as ye: are, all-wise, we call you. Ye wise,
declare
to
us
this
day
accepted
prayer.
Loving you well your servant lauds you. 4 Simply, ye Mighty
Ones, I ask the Gods of that wondrous oblation hallowed
by the mystic word. Save us from what is stronger, fiercer
than ourselves."
7. "For ye were ever nigh to deal forth ample wealth,
to give the wealth that ye had gathered up. As such, ye
Vasus, guard us well, and keep us safely from the wicked
wolf. {We call upon you, such experts. As, these experts
tell us (prayers).
…
I ask in simplicity (its) not (other) gods (and you)…
Protect us from both the stronger and the more tenacious!
…
Be good shepherds to us, o two gods!"}
I: 120.3,4,7
4 "Bring hither nourishment for us, ye Aśvins Twain;
sprinkle us with your whip that drops with honey-dew.
Prolong our days of life, wipe out our trespasses; destroy
our foes, be our companions and our Friends. 6 Leeches
are ye with medicines to heal us, and charioteers are ye
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with skill in driving. Ye Strong, give sway to him who brings
oblation and with his heart pours out his gift before you.
{O Asvins, will you bring us back strength… Avert hostility,
be (our) comrades and Friends! After all, you are two
healers with medicines (healing means)…"}
I: 157.4,6
Just as Jesus Christ was a healer with medicines
(healing means), that is, He healed a person's flesh,
psyche, and soul (trinity), so (in the same way) the Helper
(Comforter) will heal the flesh, psyche, and soul. So They
(the Christ and the Helper [Comforter]) will always be
Protectors (Advocates) for people "from both the stronger
and the more tenacious," They will be peaceful and good
(kind) Shepherds for all people, for They rule (control) all
nations through all-love, humility, meekness, generosity,
patience, non-condemnation, non-judgment, and
mercifulness. Therefore, gradually, all nations will call
upon Them as Protectors and Helpers (Comforters), Givers
of wealth and Joy, to call in their simplicity only Them, and
not other gods. For, Their grace descends upon those who
pray to Them quickly, and Their riches are imperishable.
That is why the hymn says, "and all the regions come
together to sing praise [You]," that is, all mankind will
glorify the Christ-Helper (Comforter) in their hearts in the
future. And the one who will sincerely revere Them with
all their pure heart, he will be manifested (shown)
miraculous power, which emanates of Them, and he will
always get a supporting force, for Their two voices
(Doctrines) direct to the true goal: to gain the Kingdom of
God in one’s heart. They, the Christ and the Helper
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(Comforter), are two great Men, as defenders of all-love,
humility, and meekness ... are worth of praise. They are
really the Connoisseurs (Experts) of the hidden
[treasure], discoverers of the Truth, discoverers of the
secret, and They give light to all mankind.
As we have seen, there are also symbolic images in
the hymn: "two eagles, a triple seated, three-wheeled, of
triple form chariot."
And we, by seeing, suddenly discover that it is no
accident there are two eagles supporting the Royal Crown,
forming as it were a Trinity, a Triune Entity on the coat of
arms of Tsarist Russia. Two eagles also hinted to us that
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth should
come to Russia, and not in any other country, and that the
roots of the truth should be sought in the Russian land, as
the Aryan peoples came from the Russian lands (in all
probability, due to some kind of catastrophe [disaster])
and dispersed to different lands in all directions. Where it
all came from, that's where it all comes back (returns) to!
That is why numerous religious masters (teachers),
preachers with different doctrines (teachings) about God
came to Russia from all over the world in the early 90-ies
of XX century. That is why it is necessary to seek the Helper
(Comforter), Who has already come to Russia, for all signs
say about it. And we will see it more than once, revealing
the texts of various religious Scriptures and other
doctrines (teachings) about God.
The triple-seated chariot symbolizes the Triune
Essence of the Lord God: God loves the Trinity!
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Three-part — three creative stages: I – Thought, 2 –
Chaos-Fire, 3 – Material forms.
Triple-wheeled creative stage has its own cycle, turn
(revolution).
We understand, then, that the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, is the Third Hypostasis of the Lord
God, who must be incarnated as (in) the ordinary man to
give the Truth and the Way and the Life to every man who
wishes to go to God according to the Doctrine of the
Christ-Helper (Comforter).
Amen. Hallelujah!
6. 4. "Here sprung to life, they both have sung
together, with bodies free from stain, with signs that mark
them;
One of you is Prince of Sacrifice, the Victor, the other
counts as Heaven's auspicious offspring." ("[These] two,
are born in different places, matched each other,
immaculate the body and their names.
One of you is the victorious generous patron [of man]
having a beautiful sacrifice,
The other is considered a happy son of heaven.")
I: 181.4
2. "Longed for, most Indra-like, mighty, most Marutslike, most wonderful in [the] deed, car-borne, best
charioteers, Bring your full chariot hither heaped with
liquid sweet: thereon, ye Asvins come to him who offers
gifts."
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("After all, you two are the most similar to Indra,
causing inspiration, like most of the Maruts, The most
wonderful miracle workers, the most skillful charioteers
on a chariot…")
I: 182.2
1. "MAKE ready that which passes thought in
swiftness, that hath three wheels and triple seat, ye
Mighty, Whereon ye seek the dwelling of the pious,
whereon, threefold, ye fly like birds with pinions."
("Harness the one that is faster than thought,
With triple seat, o two bulls, with three wheels, in
which you come to the house of the pious! You're flying a
three-part like a bird on wings.")
6. "…our praise hath been bestowed on you, O Asvins.
Come hitherward by paths which Gods have travelled."
(The song of praise is aimed at you, o Asvins. Come
here by the ways of the gods!)
I: 183.1,6
1. "LET us invoke you both this day and after the priest
is here with lauds when morn is breaking…"
("We want to call you two today, you two — in the
future…")
2. "Graciously hear my hymns and invitations,
marking, O Heroes, with your cars my longing."
("Hear me, Oh, two men, attracted by
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Invitations of [my] prayers! Heed [Listen] with your
ears!")
I: 184.1,2
1. "Like two laud-singing Brahmans in the assembly,
like the folk's envoys called in many places." ("You must
be called in many places as two messengers, (walking)
among people.")
5. "…come with quick vision like two eyes before us.
Come like two hands most helpful to the body, and guide
us like two feet to what is precious."
6. "Like the two nostrils, that protect our being, be to
us as our ears that hear distinctly." ("As two eyes and
[their] gaze, come to our side! Like two hands, the most
active for the body, like two legs, lead us to good!")
7. "Like two hands give you us increasing vigor; like
heaven and earth constrain the airy regions…" ("As ears,
you should hear us well! Two hands, which join [unite]
force for us…")
II: 39.1, 5-7
4. "Remember us, and come to us, forever’’ men, as
their wont is, invocate the Asvins."
5. "Even through many regions, O ye Asvins high praise
is yours among mankind, ye Mighty- Come, helpers, on the
paths which Gods have travelled..." ("All the people call
the Asvins. Through a lot of space Asvins, ―
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Loud praise among men for you, o generous ones ―
Come here by the ways of the gods!")
III: 58.4,5
1. "YONDER goes up that light: your chariot is yoked
that travels round upon the summit of this heaven.
Within this car are stored three kindred shares of food,
and a skin filled with meath is rustling as the fourth."
("Here comes the beam. The Chariot is harnessed, circles
[all] around, on the top of this sky. There are three on it,
who bear [carry] nutritional [nutritive] power, [form] a
couple." …
6. "…ye through your Godlike nature let his paths be
known." ("You two by your nature know all the ways.")
IV: 45.1,6
When you read these sayings from the hymns, you
are delighted that they clearly speak of the Christ and the
Helper (Comforter). And one prophetic saying from the
hymn has already come true and is confirmed that "these
two, born in different places (Palestine and Russia)
corresponded to each other." For, it is so, because the
Helper (Comforter) is the Energetic Double, the Twin of
Jesus Christ, which means that the Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter) will not contradict the Doctrine of the Christ,
but on the contrary, it will be complemented and
revealed more widely.
Indeed, the Helper (Comforter) is considered "as
Heaven's auspicious offspring (the happy son of heaven"
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and Jesus Christ is " Prince of Sacrifice, the Victor (the
victorious generous patron [of man], having a beautiful
sacrifice)" as a model in the person of Jesus Christ. Jesus
Christ and the Helper (Comforter) are "most Indra-like,"
that is, they are similar to God the Father, as Two
Hypostases of the Triune Essence of God, "causing
inspiration," as the "most wonderful in [the] deed, carborne, best charioteers (the most wonderful miracle
workers, the most skillful charioteers on the chariot)," that
is, Guides, Mentors, Masters (Teachers). We conclude of it
[for ourselves] that the Helper (Comforter) must have
healing miraculous powers, like Jesus Christ.
And will not this prophetic saying come true soon:
"LET us invoke you both this day and after (We want to call
you two today, you two — in the future)"? It will come
true! For, the part of this prophecy has come true.
Similarly, this prophecy will come true: "Like two laudsinging Brahmans in the assembly, like the folk's envoys
called in many places. (You must be called in many places
as two messengers, [walking] among people)", and part
of it (which) has already come true on Jesus Christ, the
Prophet of Galilee from Nazareth. This statement confirms
our point of view: just as Jesus Christ was an ordinary man
on the Earth in the flesh, so will the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, be an ordinary man in the flesh. For,
indeed, the Christ and the Helper (Comforter) are the two
messengers who stand before the All-Loving God.
Therefore it is said in the hymn: "ye through your Godlike
nature let his paths be known. (You two by your nature
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know all the ways)". That is the Helper (Comforter) also
has come to the Earth, to show (reveal) all of this.
Amen. Hallelujah!
7. 1. "SOMA and Pusan, Parents of all riches, Parents
of earth and Parents of high heaven,
You Twain, brought forth as the whole world's
protectors…" ("O Soma and PUSHAN, you are generators
of wealth… [As soon as] you were born [and you became]
shepherds of the entire universe…")
2. "At birth of these two Gods all Gods are joyful: they
have caused darkness, [which we hate, to vanish]". ("They
rejoiced when these two gods were born: "Let these two
hide the joyless darkness!""
3. "Soma and Pusan, urge your chariot hither, the
seven-wheeIed car that measures out the region, That stirs
not all that moves to every quarter, five-reined and
arnessed by the thought, ye Mighty"
4. "One in the heaven on high hath made his dwelling,
on earth and in the firmament the other. May they disclose
to us great store of treasure, much-longed for, rich in food,
source of enjoyment."
("Oh Soma-PUSHAN that measures space
A seven-wheeled chariot, which can be driven by not
everyone,
Turns in different directions, is harnessed by thought,
― Make hurry it up; it has five reins, oh two bulls! One set
himself a seat high in the sky, the other is on the earth
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[and] in airspace. They both [let's give] us prosperity,
wealth, which is very desirable…")
II: 40.1-4
1. "SHORTEN our ways, O Pusan, move aside
obstruction in the path: Go close before us, cloud-born
God."
5. "Wise Pusan, Wonder-Worker, we claim of thee
now the aid wherewith Thou furthered our sires of old." ("O
PUSHAN, walk the roads! Banish danger, O son of
deliverance! Go with [us], o God, onward, leading us! We
want to enlist [get] your support [help]. O amazing, wise
PUSHAN…")
6. "So Lord of all prosperity, best wielder of the golden
sword, Make the riches easy to be won."
7. "Past all pursuers lead us, make pleasant our path
and fair to tread: O Pusan, find, thou power for this."
("O thou who hast all goods… Take [Pull) us through
escheat [places]! Create us good, easy paths! O, PUSHAN,
find strength of spirit for us here!")
I: 42.1, 5-7
1. "STRONG Pusan's majesty is lauded evermore, the
glory of his lordly might is never faint, [and] his song of
praise is never faint. Seeking felicity I laud him nigh to help,
the source, of bliss, Who, Vigorous one, hath drawn to him
the hearts of all, drawn them, the Vigorous One, the God."
3. "Thou, Pusan, in whose friendship they who sing
forth praise enjoy advantage, even in wisdom, through thy
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grace, in wisdom even they are advanced. So, after this
most recent course, we come to thee with prayers for
wealth. Not stirred to anger, O Wide-Ruler, come to us,
come thou to us in every fight."
("[Greatness of] Pusan of the strong kind is glorified
more and more. The greatness of this strong one does not
weaken,
His praise is undiminished. I chant [sing], hoping for
mercy Help near fertile, [That] generous, who mastered
the thought of everyone, the generous God is he [who]
mastered. We ask you for a new gift of wealth. Without
anger, with a wide fame, be [ready] To rush in (to help
us")…
I: 138.1,3
We have already noted that this symbolic pair of twin
gods appears to us as the Christ and the Helper
(Comforter). Where Soma — is the groom of Surya,
daughter of the Sun — the image of Jesus Christ and
PUSHAN is a solar God, the guardian of the roads —
symbolizes the image of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth, the Knower of all roads.
Just as Jesus Christ (Soma) is the begetter of true
riches, so the Helper [Comforter] (PUSHAN) will beget true
riches — will reveal the True Path (wealth) to the Kingdom
of the Lord God, to the Kingdom of all Riches.
Just as Jesus Christ was born in the shepherds' hut,
speaking as if about his involvement with the Shepherds,
and perhaps in his childhood he herded livestock, so the
Helper (Comforter) was born [will be born], in all
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probability, in a public house, and in his childhood he also
herded cows and other livestock. And all this was like the
echo of a sign speaking of Them as of great Shepherds.
Indeed, the Christ and the Helper (Comforter) will hide
the joyless darkness with the Light of the Truth, the Light
of All-Love.
The seven-wheeled chariot, that is, the seven
heavens, cannot be ruled by everyone, but only by the
Messengers of God, for the wheels of the chariot turn in
different directions, so that the chariot cannot even move
from the place. Seven wheels — this is for seven main
divine epithets in order to pass all the seven heavens and
enter into the Realm of Eternal Bliss (Blessedness,
Beatitudes) if these epithets are acquired in practice, in
ordinary earthly life.
And five reins are five elements (Ether, Air, Fire,
Water, Earth), which must also be skillfully used to move
the seven-wheeled chariot in the right direction to
Happiness. The five reins are also the five senses which
help us acquire the seven divine epithets.
Jesus Christ showed how to drive a seven-wheeled
chariot with five reins – he who has an eye, let him see;
and the Helper (Comforter) will show it by example, by
giving each person a wonderful key to understanding how
to do it once again.
"One in the heaven on high hath made his dwelling" –
this is Jesus Christ, Who, having fulfilled His Mission on the
Earth, sat next to God the Father, or rather, merged
together with Him as One.
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"On earth and in the firmament the other" — this is
the Helper (Comforter) Who will come to the Earth after
the Christ to indicate the Path of All-Love among all
existing paths to God, because all other ways to God are
mirage and dead ends.
Then the following lines from the hymn about the
God PUSHAN become clear to us, and we perceive them as
a laudatory song to the Helper (Comforter). And the very
lines of the hymn reveal the acts of the Helper (Comforter)
which He will perform. Take, for example, this line: "O
Pusan (the Helper), move aside obstruction in the path,"
that is, earthlings ask: O the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth, search all the Scriptures about God and all the
ways, which lead to God, and show us, earthlings, the True
Way, so that we do not wander in the maze of our sins on
the dead-end roads! "Banish danger, o son of deliverance!
Come with us, o God, onward, and head us! O Wise PUSAN,
Wonder-Worker," that is, the Helper (Comforter). "Past all
pursuers lead us", that is, specify a particular religion, in
the various doctrines (teachings) about God confusing,
dogmatic, dead-end (escheat) places (items); and "make
pleasant our path and fair to tread" to the All-Loving God,
"find thou power for this (find strength of spirit for us
here)."
All that is said in the above lines of the hymn about
the God PUSAN is just the Mission of the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
Amen. Hallelujah!
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8. 1. "I CRAVE help from the Imperial Lords, from
Indra-Varuna; may they both favour one of us like me."
4. "May we be sharers of the powers, sharers of the
benevolence of you who give strength bounteously."
5. "Indra and Varuna, among givers of thousands, meet
for praise, are Powers who merit highest laud."
8. "O Indra-Varuna, through our songs that seek to win
you to ourselves,
Give us at once your sheltering help." ("Indra-Varuna,
the two lords, I'm asking for help. May they be merciful to
such as we are! To your forces, at your mercy we would
like to join — because you give awards! Indra (of gods),
give a thousand, Varuna of the (gods) worthy of praise;
embody the power of the spirit to be sung. O IndraVaruna, at that very moment, when prayers seek to
conquer you, Give us protection.")
I: 17.1,4,5,8
5. "What sacrifice, Adityas, ye Heroes guide by the
path direct, -- May that come nigh unto your thought."
("O Indra and Varuna, become lovers of this
prayer…")
6. "That mortal, ever unsubdued, gains wealth and
every precious thing, and children also of his own."
("O Indra and Varuna, be here for us with [your]
support, O amazing, at the crucial moment!")
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I: 41.5,6
(Varuna :)
1. "I AM the royal Ruler, mine is empire, as mine who
sway all life are all Immortals."
2. "I am King Varuna. To me were given these first
existing high celestial powers. Varuna's will the Gods bey
and follow. I am the King of men's most lofty cover."
3. "I Varuna am Indra: in their greatness, these two wide
deep fairly-fashioned regions, These the two world-halves
have I, even as Tvastar knowing all beings, joined and held
together."
Varuna:
("I originally own the Kingdom, I am the Lord of all
terms life — as (know) about us all Immortal ones.
The gods follow Varuna's decision. I rule people
whose bodies are of the best kind. I am king Varuna. I,
Varuna, am Indra.")
IV: 42.1-3
When we examined (considered) the lines from the
hymns, which are dedicated to Mitra-Varuna, the twin
gods, we learned that Mitra-Varuna — are the two
Almighty. And here we learn that Indra-Varuna — they are
also the two Almighty. And it does not contradict our
reflections that Indra-Mitra-Varuna, the three Almighty
gods, appear before us as a Consubstantial Trinity: God the
Father, God the Son (the Christ) and God the Spirit (the
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Helper [Comforter]). And if God Indra symbolizes God the
Father, then the dictum becomes clear (understandable):
"Indra and Varuna, among givers of thousands." That is, to
enter into the Kingdom of God the Father, it is necessary
that in the human body there are more than a thousand
souls of human sages who will pass the Way of the Christ
or the Helper (Comforter), that is, must acquire seven or
more Divine epithets to become similar to (God). If God
gives birth to a thousand out of one, then in order to enter
the Kingdom of God, it is necessary to unite this thousand
in human flesh, which Jesus Christ did, and the Helper
(Comforter) will do. If Jesus Christ united in His body more
than a thousand souls of human sages, the Helper
(Comforter) will unite more than ten thousand souls of
human beings. Then it becomes even clearer the lines of
the hymn: "Varuna's will the Gods obey and follow (the
Gods follow the decision of Varuna)", that is, the Helper
(Comforter), for, the whole hierarchy of gods will also be
gathered in the body of the Helper (Comforter) for their
purification. "These the two world-halves have I, even as
Tvastar knowing all beings, joined and held together (I rule
people, whose bodies are of the best kind)", and this body
turned out to be the State of Russia — the land of ancient
Aryans. "I am King Varuna … I Varuna am Indra," that is,
one of the Incarnations of the Consubstantial Trinity. That
is why the Helper (Comforter) is called the Spirit of the
Truth, because He points out how every person, who lives
on the Earth, can acquire and find his true Path to God. The
Lord/God works in mysterious ways, but the Helper
(Comforter) gives each person a "golden key" – the Light
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of All-Love, thanks to which every earthly person will find
the Way to God. The Helper (Comforter) does not impose
anything on anyone, but only reveals and offers Salvation
at the request of the worshippers.
Amen. Hallelujah!
9. 7. "Varuna, King, of hallowed might, sustaineth
erect the Tree's stem in the baseless region. Its rays, whose
root is high above, stream downward; deep may they sink
within us, and be hidden."
8. "King Varuna hath made a spacious pathway, a
pathway for the Sun wherein to travel. Where no way was
he made him set his footstep, and warned afar whate'er
afflicts the spirit."
9. "A hundred balms are thine, O King, a thousand;
deep and wide-reaching also be thy favours. Far from us,
far away drive thou Destruction. Put from us e'en the sin
we have committed."
15. "Loosen the bonds, O Varuna, that hold me, loosen
the bonds above, between, and under. So in thy holy law
may we made sinless belong to Aditi, O thou Aditya."
("In the bottomless [space] king Varuna with pure
power of action
He keeps the top of the tree straight.
[Branches] point down. Their base is at the top. May
the rays take root in us! King Varuna did wide the way for
the sun to follow [it].
He made legs to the legless one to put,
And he alienates even with the word [the enemy],
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That penetrates the heart. A hundred, o king, thou
hast remedies, a thousand. Let your favor be wide and
deep! Drive Death far away! Take away even the sin we
have committed! Above – the top bond from us, o Varuna,
under – the bottom one, in the midst (between) of the
middle one takes off! Then can we, O Aditya, abide We are
sinless in your covenant before Incompatibility!")
I: 24.7-9, 15
10. "Varuna, true to holy law, sits down among his
people; he, Most wise [one], sits there to govern all."
20. "Thou, O wise God, art Lord of all, thou art the King
of earth and heaven Hear, as thou goest on thy way."
("Varuna, whose Covenant is strong [and]
Is located in the waters for undivided power, [he,] is
very smart. You reign above all,
O wise one: above heaven and earth. Turn your ear
to (my) prayer!")
I: 25.10,20
18. "Now saw I him whom all may see…" ("I wish I
could see whom all of them want to see right now!")
I: 25.18
15. "Varuna makes the holy prayer. To him who finds
the path we pray. He in the heart reveals his thought. Let
sacred worship rise anew. Mark this my woe, ye Earth and
Heaven."
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("Varuna makes the holy prayer. To him who knows
the way we turn. He opens the thought by the heart!")
I: 105.15
10. "Thou over all, O Varuna, art Sovran, be they Gods,
Asura! Or be they mortals. Grant unto us to see a hundred
autumns ours be the blest long lives of our forefathers."
("You are Varuna, king of all, And for those who are
gods, O Asura, and for those who are mortals. Grant us to
see a hundred autumns. We want to reach the wellestablished, previous life deadlines!")
II: 27.10
1. "THIS laud of the self-radiant wise Aditya shall be
supreme o'er all that is in greatness."
1. "Beg renown of Varuna the Mighty, the God
exceeding kind to him who worships."
2. "Having extolled thee. Varuna, with thoughtful care
may we have high fortune in thy service, Sinffing thy
praises like the fires at coming, day after day, of mornings
rich in cattle."
6. "Far from me, Varuna, remove all danger accept me
graciously, thou Holy Sovran. Cast off, like cords that hold
a calf, my troubles: I am not even mine eyelid's lord without
thee."
8. "O mighty Varuna, now and hereafter, even as of
old, will we speak forth our worship.
For in thyself, invincible God, thy statutes ne’er to
be moved are fixed as on a mountain."
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("I ask for the good fame of Varuna the plentiful. May
we be happy in your Covenant, Praising [you,] o Varuna,
with good intentions…
Banish, O Varuna, fear from me! Take me [to you], O
the legitimate Almighty.
…
The worship of thee, O Varuna, (we) formerly
[expressed], and now, And in the future we want to
express it, O power-born! After all on you, as on the
mountain, rely vows [rights], [To be] steadfast, O [God]
whom hard to cheat!")
II: 28.1,2,6,8
If we replace the name of the God Varuna with the
name of the Helper (Comforter), then the Spirit of the
Truth will appear in all His spiritual beauty before us, Who,
being incarnated in human flesh, will be called the Helper
(Comforter), the Protector, the Savior, the Guide, the
Master. The Helper (Comforter) in His Doctrine "Far from
me… [Will] remove all danger," will help each person to
clear himself of the committed sins, that is, show how to
"Loosen the bonds (sins), O Varuna, that hold me, loosen
the bonds (sins) above, between, and under" — "above" —
upper bonds," that is, dogmatic religious doctrines
(teachings), religious dead-end sophistication; "bonds
under", that is, how to direct destructive sexual moment
in the Divine direction; "loosen the bonds between", that
is, to build the Temple of God in the heart, so that the
Kingdom of God has blossomed in the human heart.
Therefore, the Third Covenant, which will give to all
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mankind the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth
and will be the Covenant of All-Love, this "holy law
(Covenant is strong)", "sits down among his people; he,
Most wise [one], sits there to govern all (is located in the
waters [omniscience] for undivided power, [it] is very
smart)", that is True. It is not for nothing that the
composer (author) of the hymns says of Him (the Helper
[Comforter]): "and warned afar whate'er afflicts the spirit
(he turns away with a word even that enemy which has
penetrated into the heart," that is, he transforms egoism
into all-love.
Just as Jesus Christ taught ordinary people to
communicate with the Lord God through prayer, He
Himself offered a prayer and gave people ("created") the
prayer "Our father", so the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth will teach people to communicate with the
Most High Lord God through a living loving prayer of
thanksgiving and repentance with inner joy in the heart,
will Himself offer a Living Prayer to the All-Loving and will
give people purified new prayers. Isn’t the ancient poet
right when he sings: "Varuna (the Helper) makes the holy
prayer? To him who finds the path (to the Most High) we
pray. He in the heart reveals his thought." Indeed, the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth will show the
Way to God both for a slave, a beggar, a merchant, a
minister, a Minister, a ruler, a sage, a religious master
(teacher), a shepherd, and gods and demons, that is, for all
who live in the Universe.
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And the words of the ancient hymn will be confirmed
again: "For in thyself (in the Helper), invincible God, thy
statutes ne’er to be moved are fixed as on a mountain.
(Upon thee [the Comforter] as upon a mountain rest the
vows of man to be steadfast, O God [the Comforter, the
Spirit of the Truth], whom it is difficult to deceive!)"
Therefore, I, the author of this book, would like to join
the exclamations (cries) of the heart of the ancient poet:
"Now saw I him whom all may see…. (I wish I could see
whom all of them want to see right now!)" And in order to
see the Desired Helper (Comforter) in the flesh before our
eyes, we will offer thanksgiving loving prayers to the Most
High All-Loving All-Good Lord God.
Amen. Hallelujah!
10. 2. "O BRAHMANASPATI… The rich, the healer of
disease, who giveth wealth, increaseth store, The prompt,-may he be with us still."
("O Brahmanaspati, [He] who is rich, who banishes
disease, Good finds, prosperity multiplies, Let him will be
with us, [the one,] who is strong!")
I: 18.2
8. "Him, whosoever he may be, no man may vanquish,
mighty One: Nay, very glorious power is his".
9. "May he who dwells with all mankind…"
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("No one will prevail over him (Agni), whoever he may
be, oh, conqueror! A reward, which is worth a glory — (it’s
his share). May he, who belongs to all nations…")
I: 27.8,9
4. "Whoso hath known him dwelling in his lair, and
hath approached the stream of holy Law, -- They who
release him, paying sacred rites,--truly to such doth he
announce great wealth."
("He who found him staying in a secluded place, He
who has reached the stream, the universal law, He who
unravels (mystery) by honoring the cosmic law, He will
proclaim blessings to him for it.")
I: 67.4
Brahmanaspati is the "Lord of prayer," god the
patron of prayer, as if the hypostasis of the Helper
(Comforter), of the Spirit of the Truth. And Agni is the God
of fire in all manifestations, also the hypostasis of the
Helper (Comforter), of the Spirit of the Truth. Having
known it, we see that the lines of the hymn reveal to us
the activities of the Helper (Comforter) on the Earth. The
Helper [Comforter] (a man-preacher) will be spiritually
rich, will heal people from various diseases, will find,
reveal and give the good to people, multiply the
prosperity of the Single Religion, Faith, All-Love on the
basis of the Doctrine of Jesus Christ.
"Him, whosoever he may be, no man may vanquish
(No one will prevail over him, whoever he may be," for the
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wisdom of the Helper (Comforter) is great, divine, true.
Therefore the ancient poet is right in exclaiming, "May he
[the Helper] who dwells with all mankind (May he [the
Helper], who belongs to all nations)." The Helper
(Comforter) is precisely the One "who release him, paying
sacred rites (who unravels the mystery by honoring the
cosmic law)," for He is the Spirit of the Truth. The Helper
(Comforter) should not deny anything, but put
everything and everything in its place in a hierarchical
sequence in the structure of the Universe. When the
Helper (Comforter) comes to the Earth, it is not the time
of denial, but of acceptance, humility, and meekness, for
wisdom descends upon those who acquire all-love in their
hearts. And all-love is gradually acquired in the heart
through the thanksgiving of the Most High Lord God for all
his thoughts and deeds in receiving all kinds of pleasures.
Amen. Hallelujah!
11. 11. "So come to us our hearts' desire, the bounty
bestowed by thee, from heaven and earth and waters That
it be well with friends and those who praise thee, and,
Savitar, with the loud-lauding singer."
("Let us get the coveted gift, which is given by you,
From the sky, from the waters, from the earth, That
happens for the benefit [at the pleasure] with those who
praise you, with a friend, a singer whose words are spoken
far away, O Savitar!")
II: 38.11
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7. "Savitar thrice from heaven pours down
abundance, and the fair-handed Kings Varuna, Mitra. And
spacious Heaven and Earth, yea, and the Waters, solicit
wealth that Savitar may send us."
8. "Three are the bright realms, best, beyond
attainment, and three, the Asura's Heroes, rule as Sovrans,
Holy and vigorous, [are] never to be injured. Thrice may the
Gods from heaven attend our synod." ("Three times a day
Savitar awakens powerfully. Two kings Mitra, Varuna are
beautifully-handed, the waters themselves are two wide
halves of the universe; they ask for the treasure of this
Savitar, So that [he] awakened him. Higher inaccessible
bright spaces are divided three times. Three men Asuras
reign. Active gods, who are loyal to the law, Who are hard
to be fooled…")
III: 56.7,8
We see the Consubstantial Trinity, Savitar-MitraVaruna again, who seems to symbolize our Consubstantial
Trinity: God the Father – God the Son – God the Spirit, that
is, the All-Loving-Christ-Helper (Comforter).
Therefore, by God Savitar we may mean the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, who gives to mankind
the Threefold One-Essential Truth (from heaven, from
water, from earth). The Helper (Comforter) will indeed be
everyone's friend, savior, master, guide, singer, "whose
words are spoken far away" throughout the earth, the
cosmos, the Universe. Therefore, when we speak about
the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter), we will join the
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ancient theologian-singer with a sincere request, petition
(supplication): "our hearts' desire, the bounty bestowed by
thee", O Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, guide
us to the Blissful Blessed Worlds to Blissful Blessed Realm
(Kingdom) of the Creativity and Peace, to the Realm
(Kingdom) of indescribable Pleasures (Delights), the gift —
the Doctrine about God and the Universe, the Doctrine of
the Truth, the Doctrine of All-Love.
Amen. Hallelujah!
12. 1. "OF Savitar the God, the sapient Asura, we crave
this great gift which is worthy of our choice,
Wherewith he freely grants his worshiper
defense..."
2. "…the Sage, he putteth on his golden-coloured mail.
Clear-sighted, spreading far, filling the spacious realm,
Savitar hath brought forth bliss that deserveth laud."
3. "He hath filled full the regions of the heaven and
earth: the God for his own strengthening waketh up the
hymn.
Savitar hath stretched out his arms to cherish life,
producing with his rays and lulling all that moves."
4. "Lighting all living creatures, never to be deceived,
Savitar, God, protects each holy ordinance. He hath
stretched out his arms to all the folk of earth, and, with his
laws observed, rules his own mighty course."
5. "Savitar thrice surrounding with his mightiness midair, three regions, and the triple sphere of light,
Sets the three heavens in motion and the threefold
earth, and willingly protects us with his triple law."
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6. "Most gracious God, who brings to life and lulls to
rest, he who controls the world, what moves not and what
moves,
May he vouchsafe us shelter, ― Savitar the God, —
for tranquil life, with triple bar against distress."
("We choose this great, desired [treasure] of God
Savitar, wise Asura, He who himself grants protection to
the worshipper [him]… He puts on a Golden robe, [this]
poet. Savitar has produced a grace worthy of praise. God
Savitar does not succumb [give in] to deception, looking at
[all] beings, and guards the vows. He stretched out his
hands to [All] beings in the world. He firmly adheres to the
vow, and rules the great way. Savitar [embraced] airspace
with [his] greatness thrice, [He] is covering three dark and
three light spaces, and He sets three heavens in motion
and threefold earth. He himself guards [protects] us with
three vows. He, [Who] bears a high grace, activates (and)
soothes [again], Who is the master of both: what moves
[and] what does not move, This God Savitar may he grant
protection for us, for [our] housing, [protection] with three
barriers from trouble.")
IV: 53, I-6
2. "For, you, at first, produced for the holy Gods the
noblest of all portions, immortality: thereafter as a gift to
men, O Savitar, you opened existence, life succeeding life."
3. "If we, men as we are, have sinned against the Gods
through want of thought, in weakness, or through
insolence,
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Absolve us from the guilt and make us free from
sin, O Savitar, alike among both Gods and men."
4. "None may impede that power of Savitar the God
whereby he will maintain the universal world. What the
fair-fingered God brings forth on earth's expanse or in the
height of heaven that work of his stands sure".
("... O Savitar, you reveal the gift for people —
consecutive terms of life. If through ignorance we have
committed [sin] against divine being, by weakness of will,
when the human essence prevailed. O Savitar, among gods
and among men Make us sinless here! Don't belittle that
in the divine nature of Savitar, how he must support the
whole universe.
What [this] fair-fingered [God] intends for the
expanse of the earth, for the height of the sky, it is true)."
IV: 54.2-4
Isn't it amazing that when you read the lines of praise
from the hymn to the God Savitar, you see the Essence of
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth? For, the
Helper (Comforter) is Himself the desired treasure, and His
Wisdom, His Doctrine is also the desired treasure.
Therefore, the people who will honor Him and follow His
Doctrine will be wonderfully protected; the Helper
(Comforter) – is a singer, poet, will produce (engender) a
wonderful grace worthy of praise – the Doctrine of God.
And looking through all the world's Religions, "He
hath filled full the regions of the heaven and earth (God
Savitar does not succumb [give in] to deception, looking at
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[all] beings)" from the point of view of all-love, He really
protects the vows — divine Purity, Holiness.
The Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) will stretch
out "his arms to all the folk of earth, and, with his laws
observed, rules his own mighty course" – of All-Love. The
Helper (Comforter) "rules his own mighty course (rules the
great way)" because of it. The Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter) will encompass (comprehend) the entire
Universe of God, for, every living being must see the way
to his salvation through the Way of the Son of God, Jesus
Christ. And if we put the name of the Helper (Comforter)
instead of Savitar in the hymns of praise, then we see what
a global Mission the Spirit of the Truth, called the Helper
(Comforter), must fulfill. What a huge (tremendous) work
the Spirit of the Truth must do to be incarnated into a man
who will be called the Helper (Comforter). To give the
Truth to all mankind is to do the Titanic work in writing
Divine books on various religious doctrines (teachings)
about God.
The Helper (Comforter) has to reveal the heavenly gift
for people – consecutive terms of human life both here on
the Earth and in other worlds and return to the Earth by
his Karma again, until he discover the True Path to the AllLoving God.
The Helper (Comforter) must teach everyone, from
the small to the great, from a slave to a sage, from a
religious master (teacher) to a prophet, how to transform
all their sins into all-love on all three levels: physical,
psychical and mental. Such Doctrine has not been given
by any master on the Earth yet.
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And we, together with the singer of the above lines
from the hymns, will not belittle the divine nature of the
Helper (Comforter), for everything will be rightly
(correctly) and true in His Doctrine. And everyone,
whoever he may be, will be convinced of it for all the
subsequent life. Therefore, we will sing a grateful, praising
song to the All-Loving, All-Merciful Most High Lord God for
sending to us, earthlings, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth, so that we can see the True Path to the
Kingdom of Eternal Bliss (Blessedness) and Pleasures.
Amen. Hallelujah!
13. "6. Three heavens there are; two Savitar's,
adjacent: in Yama's world is one, the home of heroes, as on
a linch-pin, firm, rest things immortal: he who hath known
it let him here declare it."
7. "He, strong of wing, hath lightened up the regions,
deep-quivering Asura, the gentle Leader. Where now is
Surya, where is one to tell us to what celestial sphere his
ray hath wandered?"
8. "The earth's eight points his brightness hath
illumined, three desert regions and the Seven Rivers. God
Savitar the gold-eyed has come hither, giving choice
treasures unto him who worships."
10. "May he, gold-handed Asura, kind Leader, come
hither to us with his help and favour. Driving off Raksasas
and Yatudhanas, the God is present, praised in hymns at
evening."
11. "O Savitar, thine ancient dustless pathways are
well established in the air's mid-region: O God, come by
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those paths so fair to travel, preserve thou us from harm
this day, and bless us."
("[There are] three heavens. Two [of them] — are fold
of Savitar. One is with victorious men — in the world of
Yama. All immortal rests upon him, like on a linchpin. Who
has comprehended it, let him proclaim it here! The eagle
surveyed [looked] airspace, deeply inspired Asura is a good
Leader. Where's the Sun now? Who comprehended [it]?
To which the sky stretched its ray? He surveyed the eight
peaks of the earth, Plain [length] in three stages, seven
rivers. The Golden-eyed God Savitar passed, He who gives
the desired treasures to the worshipper [him]. Goldenarmed Asura, the kind Leader, Compassionate, well help,
let him come here! Driving away the Rakshasas [and]
sorcerers…
[Come]… And protect and comfort us, O God!")
I: 35. 6-8, 10, 11
If God Savitar is like the hypostasis of the Spirit of the
Truth, and the Spirit of the Truth pervades all the Universe
of God, for there could be nothing that could be without
the Life-Giving Essence (Nature) of the Spirit, the Spirit of
Creativity; and the Universe of God consists of three
Heavens, as if symbolizing the three creative stages in the
materialization of Energy: 1 — Thought (World [Universal]
Mind), 2 — Fire-Chaos (material and tools for the creation
of the material forms) and 3 — Material form (the Life);
then the 1st and the 2nd creative stages is the bosom of
God Savitar, and it is considered the bosom of the eternal
until there is a material world (Earth). And here is the 3rd
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creative phase — the birth of material world (Earth), there
is a world Yama, Death, and this world, bosom, is assigned
(accorded) to men-winners.
Here the secret of secrets is hidden – the secret of
acquiring the "golden key", which makes it possible to
open all the doors of the Universe to get into the Kingdom
of the Eternal Pleasures of the Lord God. The mystery is as
follows: to get into the eternal worlds, the bosom of
Savitar, it turns out, it is not necessary to strive to become
a victorious man, for Death – the bosom of the Yama,
opens the doors for those who spend male power (through
all kinds of sexual manifestations), and for those who
constantly want to be a winner, because before becoming
a winner, it is necessary to destroy, ruin something, give
birth to death. This is a brilliant trick, a cunning of the devil:
to force the male sex under the mask of righteousness,
under the mask of virtue to strive for such a concept as a
victorious man (spirits-warriors, women-protectors), to
keep humanity in the bosom of the Yama, in a world of
suffering and death.
And so the Helper (Comforter), as he analyzed the
earthly life of the great Masters (Teachers) of the world
and carefully reviewed the experience of Jesus Christ,
understood and realized through the Spirit of the Truth
that the way to God lies only through the acquisition by
man in practice in ordinary earthly life in society of seven
or more Divine epithets, about which we often speak in
this and other books. And no one can acquire these seven
or more Divine epithets without the Spirit of the Truth, the
Holy Spirit. And the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth will
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be able to descend on any person, provided that he will
always thank the Most High Lord God for everything, give
thanks for all his thoughts and deeds. Therefore give
thanks to the Most High Lord God, and it will be to you
according to your deeds (acts). Amen.
Having investigated (dealt) with these symbolic lines
of the hymn, we will try to give our interpretation to the
following figurative-symbolic lines: "He, strong of wing,
hath lightened up the regions, deep-quivering Asura, the
gentle Leader (The eagle surveyed [looked] airspace,
deeply inspired Asura is a good Leader." This saying is
revealed in our concepts as follows.
The words "He, strong of wing, hath lightened up the
regions (the eagle surveyed [looked] airspace)" suggests
that the Spirit of the Truth — the symbol of the eagle — a
high Religion, a visionary Religion, by entering in the
energy shell of the Earth for His incarnation in human
flesh, looked around the airspace of the earth in search of
the country or state where He must be incarnated
according to the karma-mission. "Deep-quivering
(Inspired) Asura" is an epithet of Varuna and means
"Sovereign (Lord)". The Lord is an epithet of the Spirit of
the Truth, so Asura means the Spirit of the Truth, who was
inspired by the fact that he must be incarnated in human
flesh and become a kind (good) Leader, called the Helper
(Comforter), Protector, Savior, Mentor, Master, Guide.
And to the question of the god-singer: "Where now is
Surya (Where is the Sun now)?" It is heard: Where is the
Spirit of the Truth now? And then the question from the
hymn sounds (comes): "To what celestial sphere his ray
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hath wandered? (To what heaven is his ray drawn?" He
was drawn (attracted) by his ray to the Russian land, and
He, the Spirit of the Truth, must enter into the human flesh
of the Russian man. Since then there is a symbolic
description of the geography of the earth, rather
reminiscent of a huge Russia in the hymn, where for many
centuries, millennia many Raksasas and Yatudhanas
(demons, werewolves) and witches have appeared.
Therefore, "he, gold-handed Asura, kind Leader, hither to
us with his help and favour (merciful, excellent with his
help)", the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth
comes to Russia at the request of those, who pray for God,
who will protect and comfort us. For, this is His Mission on
the Earth: "And God will wipe away every tear from their
eyes; there shall be no more death..." (Revelation. 21: 4).
Amen. Hallelujah!
14. 20. "Two Birds with fair wings, knit with bonds of
friendship, in the same sheltering tree have found a refuge.
One of the twain eats the sweet Fig-tree's fruitage; the
other eating not regardeth only."
21. "Where those fine Birds hymn ceaselessly their
portion of life eternal, and the sacred synods, There is the
Universe's mighty Keeper, who, wise, hath entered into me
the simple."
22. "The, tree whereon the fine Birds eat the
sweetness, where they all rest and procreate their
offspring, Upon its top they say the fig is luscious none
gaineth it who knoweth not the Father."
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("Two eagles, two comrades, who are united together
embraced [grabbed] the same tree. One of them eats a
sweet wine berry, the other watches without tasting.
Where there are eagles on the fate in immortality, on the
plots without blinking appeal, there is the mighty wise
shepherd of the whole world, entered inside me, silly. On
the tree, where the honey-eating eagles, Settle, multiply
all, On top of it, they say – it is a sweet berry, No one can
get to it who doesn't know the Father.")
I: 164.20-22
We have already said that, two eagles are connected
with each other, more likely symbolize the coat of arms of
Russia: a double-headed eagle supporting the Royal
crown. Where one head of eagle – is the Orthodox Church,
and the other — autocrat, the earthly Tsar, elected by
"people." The earthly king – is the image of one of the
eagles — he pecks, eats a sweet wine berry, that is, comes
into contact with material pleasures, and the Orthodox
Church in the image of another eagle observes, without
eating, adhering to spiritual pleasures. These eagles just
"[Where those fine Birds hymn] ceaselessly their portion of
life eternal, and the sacred synods ([Where the eagles] on
the fate in immortality, on the plots without blinking,
appeal)" that is, everyone thinks of his own, according to
his material and spiritual essence.
And here, in Russia, "the Universe's mighty Keeper,
who, wise (the mighty wise shepherd of the whole world)"
enters into a simple ordinary man, who does not possess
any phenomenal abilities, here, to Russia; that is, under
certain circumstances, the Spirit of the Truth entered into
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this man, to gradually transform this man into a preacher,
who talks about God and His Kingdom, the Universe, and
then — into the Helper (Comforter) to fulfill (perform) an
amazing Mission on the Earth.
We shouldn’t also forget that two eagles, who are
connected with each other, can symbolize Two Hypostases
of the Consubstantial Trinity, that is, one eagle, who eats
the sweet Fig-tree's fruitage (a sweet wine berry), is as it
were the personification of the image of Jesus Christ, and
the wine berry — red wine — the New Testament — the
blood of the Crucifixion. Therefore, the second eagle is the
image of the Spirit of the Truth, who (regardeth only)
looks and analyzes the experience of the earthly, material
life of Jesus Christ the Son of God and the born New
Christian Religion, which will eventually become one of the
World's Religions, to understand how the materialization
of the Living Word of God into a particular dogma in the
creative process of the devil. Through this knowledge, the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will know all
the evil fabrications of the devil and his methods of luring
spiritual and religious people into his traps under righteous
masks, under the masks of virtue.
And since these two eagles hold on to the same tree
trunk, it means that Their Paths to God, their Doctrines
(the Christ and the Helper [Comforter]) do not contradict
each other, but complement and deepen each other.
On the tree, which is embraced by two eagles, there
is "Upon its top they say the fig is luscious (on top of it, they
say, - sweet berry)", that is, Eternal Pleasures, the Kingdom
of God, where as it were also eagles live, eat honey, settle
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and multiply. And this Kingdom of God cannot be entered
by one who " knoweth not the Father (does not know the
Father)," that is, does not know the True Nature of the
Lord God, which is manifested in a variety of Beautiful
Epithets. And the Way to this All-Blessed Kingdom is
indicated only by Two Messengers of God (the symbol of
two eagles): One is a Sower, the Other is a Reaper; One is
the Dawn, the Other is the Sunset, like Twin Brothers –
these Messengers are the Christ and the Helper
(Comforter), Who show (reveal) the Way to God the Father
and reveal the Essence of the Father through Divine
Epithets. And so the Helper (Comforter) will reveal and
show mankind how to acquire Divine Epithets in practice
in material ordinary life in order to become similar one to
the Similar One (God the Father), for only it will make
possible to enter into the Kingdom of God and merge with
the Lord God into a Single Entity in Blissful Ecstasy. He who
acquires all-love in his heart will enter the Kingdom of AllLove.
Amen. Hallelujah!
15. We got acquainted with the amazing ancient
Scripture, which are set forth in hymns, songs of praise
dedicated to different gods (Gods). We regret that we
have considered (analyzed) only Mandalas I - IV, and there
are ten on the whole. But even from the available for us
Mandalas, we have not included in our book very many
sayings, texts from hymns, which, as it were (seem to)
prophesy about the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth.
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We saw that the image of the Helper (Comforter) was
as if dissolved in such ancient gods as Indra, Agni, Savitar,
Varuna, Brahmanaspati, PUSHAN, Asura, Asvins. Having
already known it, if we have another volume of the Rig
Veda in the future, which will include Mandalas V-X, we
will see the image of the Helper (Comforter) under the
masks of the above gods. And in time, when we have
(acquire) Mandalas V-X, and find something interesting to
reveal the image of the Helper (Comforter), we will insert
these materials in our second book under the title: "The
Second Coming of the Messiah."
On the basis of the analyzed texts, which are taken
from the Rig Veda — an ancient Scripture, we were
convinced that there were predictions, prophecies about
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth in the Rig
Veda, and these prophecies are enough to be surprised at
their portrait similarity to both Jesus Christ and the Helper
(Comforter). So it turns out that the coming of the Savior,
the Helper (Comforter) to the Northern country, that is, to
Russia was predicted four centuries before our time. All
the signs which we examine in this book say that the
Helper (Comforter) has already come to Russia and is
already preaching about the Truth.
You will know Him according to His deeds!
You will know Him according to His fruits!
And He will be known by His All-Love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Chapter 3
BUDDHA'S DOCTRINE FROM VARIOUS SOURCES
"THE DHAMMAPADA"
1. 53. "As many kinds of wreaths can be made from a
heap of flowers, so many good things may be achieved by
a mortal when once he is born."
(53)
The Dhammapada is a famous Buddhist collection of
sayings put together (compiled) in the Pali language. It is
included as a component (an integral) but quite
independent part in the Buddhist Canon and is usually
placed in the fifth part of the Sutta Pitaka (Suttana Pitaka),
called Khuddaka-Nikaya. The name Dhammapada consists
of two words, each of which has many meanings.
"Dhamma" can mean "virtue", "law", "doctrine",
"religion", etc. The Word "pada" means "way", "path",
"word", "verse", "trace", etc. Thus, Dhammapada can
mean "Path of virtue"," Path of law", "Path of doctrine",
"Basis of doctrine" and many other things in the same kind
(sort).
The author of this book does not have the entire
Canon of Buddha's Doctrine, but even with little
[information], we will try to find those sayings of the
Buddha, which refer to the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth in symbolic language. But if the author of this
book will have other books of the Canon of the Doctrine of
Buddha in the future, it will only enrich the material of our
book about the Helper (Comforter). Amen.
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"As many kinds of wreaths can be made from a heap
of flowers", where under the flowers means an abundance
of human deeds (acts), which are transformed (converted)
into these or other beautiful (lovely) fruits, so "a mortal
when once he is born", for he who is born in the flesh is
mortal, only because of that the death is included in the
mortal body, regardless of a slave or a sage, or the Son of
God, "many good things may be achieved" — just as by an
ordinary man and a master-sage and the Son of God, the
Messenger of God. Therefore, as Jesus Christ did many
good (wonderful) things in the area of healing from all
kinds of incurable diseases, in the area of preaching of the
Good Truth of the Kingdom of Heaven, so and the Helper
(Comforter), the Messenger of God, the Spirit of the Truth
will make (create) many lovely things in the field of healing
of the human body and soul, and in the field of writing of
the Divine books, and in the preaching of the Good Truth
of the All-Loving God, about the Universe, about the Way
to God.
Amen. Hallelujah!
2. 106. "If a man for a hundred years sacrifice month
after month with a thousand, and if he but for one moment
pay homage to a man whose soul is grounded (in true
knowledge), better is that homage than sacrifice for a
hundred years."
(106)
The Great Buddha has already felt in his spirit that the
sacrifices, which are made by a person month after month
for a hundred years would not give the true comfort (the
way to Nirvana) to this person, unlike someone who at
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least for a moment in spirit and truly communicated with
the Most High Lord God through a living loving prayer of
thanksgiving and repentance with inner joy in his heart.
It is a pity that Buddha did not recognize the Most
High Lord God openly. For, Buddha was tempted by the
genius of the devil in the field of dogmatic Laws, which he
discovered, and dogmatic wisdom, using his logic with
jumping over the steps of ascent (ascension), Buddha
abandoned the concept of the soul and the concept of the
Most High Lord God.
But here the Son of God, Jesus Christ, came to the
Earth, and what the Buddha told about, Jesus Christ did in
practice, that is, He communicated with His Heavenly
Father through living prayer in His heart, without using
ritual sacrifices. For, the Christ taught that the temple of
God is built in the heart of every person and there is
worship, service through a living prayer to the All-loving
Lord God in this temple. But people began to build
temples, churches, cathedrals, monasteries not in their
hearts, but in the material world — in cities, towns,
villages, in the country and in other places, and go to these
built structures to perform month after month, a thousand
times for a hundred years, distinctive (different) sacrifices.
And the worship for God in spirit and truly, which is given
by Jesus Christ has been lost and turned into a dogmatic
ritual Canon over centuries.
Thank God that the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, the Energy Double and Twin of Jesus Christ has
come to the Earth, to show (reveal) all mankind how to
communicate with the Most High Lord God in spirit and
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truly, to be on the path of a man, who improves himself,
and to understand that all the external sacrifices, rituals
are devil’s great trick to force (cause) a person of any
religious dignity (rank), any religion mysteriously under a
righteous mask to work for the devil to create (make)
destructive forces in various energy-information circles of
the Universe.
Then, when we speak (speaking) of the living loving
prayer of thanksgiving and repentance to the All-Loving
God, we will exclaim in the words of the Buddha: "…better
is that homage than sacrifice for a hundred years." Thank
(Glory to) God the Father and the Son Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth
forever!
Amen. Hallelujah!
3. 142. "He who, though dressed in fine apparel,
exercises tranquillity, is quiet, subdued, restrained,
chaste, and has ceased to find fault with all other beings,
he indeed is a Brahmana, an ascetic (sramana), a friar
(bhikshu)."
(142)
This saying of the Buddha is a prophetic saying which
speaks both of Jesus Christ and the Helper (Comforter), the
Messenger of God, who has come to Russia in our modern
era.
Buddha already felt that it was possible to live an
ordinary human life in the world, not to retire to anywhere
in order to be known as a hermit, a bhikshu, a monk, a
recluse, to live in the suffering and grief of people around
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you and to remain a saint at the same time, although in
appearance you will not be different from anyone else.
And Jesus Christ the Son of God by His life in His
preaching years also showed by His own example how to
do it. For, God should not be sought in a secluded place,
by leaving human society, or by the method of meditative
wisdom, but it is necessary to live in close connection with
[the] people, to reveal to people the Good news about the
Kingdom of God the Father, to sensitively respond to their
aspirations and sufferings, to help them to grow spiritually.
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, being in
the flesh, by his ordinary life will confirm what Jesus Christ
has revealed in practice more than once. The Helper
(Comforter) will live in the world, but thanks to the Holy
Spirit and the Doctrine of Jesus Christ, He will in a practical
life acquire experience of calmness (serenity), humility,
meekness, patience, non-condemnation, all-mercifulness,
regardless of the fact that externally He will be put
ceremonial, colorful clothes on, and the society will
compose hymns in His honor; but in His heart, in the
temple of His heart He will remain faithfully devoted to the
service to the Most High All-True All-Holiest Lord God to
the end.
The Mission of the Helper (Comforter) is to show all
peoples, tribes and languages how to join the sacraments
of Holiness and wisdom in the God's temple of one’s heart,
while remaining in the world an ordinary person,
regardless of external decorations.
Amen. Hallelujah!
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4. 151. "The brilliant chariots of kings are destroyed,
the body also approaches destruction, but the virtue of
good people never approaches destruction, -- thus do the
good say to the good."
(151)
Everything flows and changes, is born, grows old and
dies in this world, and even the Universe of the mortal
worlds, which is born from the Creative Energy of God
thanks to the Hierarchs, disappears gradually, as it was
created, and therefore all that was created in the Universe
in certain energy-information circles with its laws will
disappear. But the Laws of God never disappear. They are
eternal. And if a person learns these Divine Laws and on
the basis of these Laws can recreate a moral code, which
does not contradict these Laws, and find a way to fulfill
these Divine Laws (Commandments), then it is indeed true
that "the virtue of good people never approaches
destruction [the Dhamma of the good does not approach
old age]." But God's Laws can be known only by God's
Messengers, in order to give people, nations, the Light of
the Truth. And such Messengers gradually discovered
spiritual laws, which in turn led to the discovery of the
Divine Laws.
Jesus Christ the Son of God is the First who fulfilled
these Laws of God in His practical life. But His disciplesApostles and masters (teachers) of the Church, the Holy
fathers did not see in the Doctrine of the Christ and in His
preaching life the Truth which should be used in practice
in their daily lives, without becoming a monk or a hermit
or a recluse.
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Therefore, the energy Double and the Twin of Jesus
Christ, the Helper (Comforter), has come to the Earth, who
will show all mankind the Laws of God, the
Commandments of God once again and how to fulfill them
in the practical life in order to acquire Eternal Life in the
Blessed World of the All-Loving God. For the Dhamma of
the Helper (Comforter) is not worn out, does not age, and
is a Living Source, which flows into the Eternal Life, the
Beautiful and All-Blissful Life. And the Dhamma of the
Helper (Comforter) teaches not only the virtuous ones, but
all mankind, from the robber-murderer to the righteoussage.
Amen. Hallelujah!
5. 153. "Looking for the maker of this tabernacle, I
shall have to run through a course of many births, so long
as I do not find (him); and painful is birth again and again."
(153)
This saying of the Buddha once again confirms that
He, having predicted the world of Nirvana, will not get
there, because He will have Karma. And only those who
will work out (fulfill) in practice all the Karma, can get into
the world of Nirvana. Buddha is right in saying, "Looking
for the maker of this tabernacle, I shall have to run through
a course of many births, so long as I do not find [him]; (I
have come through the Sansara [course of many births],
seeking the Builder of the tabernacle [God] but without
finding him [the Creator])" or the Son of God or the Spirit
of the Truth. Indeed, how can one find God the Creator if
Buddha has denied the Lord God; how can you find the Son
of God if it has not been time for Him to come to the Earth
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yet, not to mention the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, Who will come in the flesh after the incarnation
of the Son of God on the Earth in the body of Jesus Christ,
and after two thousand years from the birth of the Christ.
For, Jesus Christ and the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, will be the true Makers (Builders), for They will
teach every man to make (build) the Temple of God in his
heart. That's why Buddha, in anticipation of His new
transformation, uttered His prophecy, painfully, sadly
(with sadness): "and painful is birth again and again",
because I (Buddha) have not escaped from the wheel of
Sansara, as the Karma of My activities (deeds) and
Doctrines follows Me and sacrifice haunts me.
Only the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
on the basis of the Doctrine of Jesus Christ and the
doctrines (teachings) of other Masters (Teachers) of the
world, to which Buddha belongs, will become the Maker
(Builder) of the Temple of God in every human heart and
will show (reveal) the way from the world of suffering and
death to the World of Blissful Eternal Pleasures. Then the
Helper (Comforter) will really be able to say, "Looking for
the maker of this tabernacle, I shall have to run through a
course of many births (I went through many births, seeking
the Maker [Builder] of the tabernacle)" and this Maker
(Builder) is the Most High Lord God, Who sends the Holy
Spirit to make God's Temple in the heart of those who ask
(supplicants). It all depends on the person, on what kind of
temple he wants to make (create). If a man makes
(creates) in himself the temple of God on the basis of the
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Doctrine of the Christ-Helper (Comforter), he will gain the
Eternal Life.
Amen. Hallelujah!
6. "159. If a man makes himself as he teaches others
to be, then, being himself well subdued, he may subdue
(others); one's own self is indeed difficult to subdue."
(159)
Any master (teacher) of this or that truth, who bears
(carries) his doctrine (teaching) to people, must first of all
act according to his doctrine (teaching). If it does not
happen, then his theory does not coincide with practice,
and therefore the doctrine (teaching) of this master
(teacher) is false, regardless of whatever outer garments,
virtues it uses as a cover.
If the Helper’s (Comforter's) Doctrine is True, then
this Doctrine must be acceptable and practicable
(feasible, doable) to any man, from the small to the great,
of any creed (denomination). But most importantly, as the
Buddha emphasizes: "If a man makes himself as he teaches
others to be, then, being himself well subdued, he may
subdue [others] (As he teaches the other [others], so let
him act himself.)" And indeed, the Helper (Comforter) will
do so, His theory (Doctrine) will be closely connected with
practice, for "bare" doctrine without practice is the letter
of the law, which kills, but does not give life.
The doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) is the Doctrine
of acquiring of all-love in an ordinary human life through
the Holy Spirit through a living prayer to the All-Loving
Lord God. He who gets all-love, he acquires also humility,
as all-love begets humility, meekness, patience,
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mercifulness, non-judgment, generosity and so much
more.
"One's own self is indeed difficult to subdue." Yes, it is
difficult only because monks, hermits, recluses and others
acquire humility not through all-love, but through
suppression (repression), prohibitions, self-torture and
other dead-end (diabolical) options. The true humility can
give a person only the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit
enters a person only through a living loving prayer of
thanksgiving and repentance to the Most High Lord God
with inner joy in his heart. Therefore, it is possible to tell
with all frankness like this:
As the Helper (Comforter) teaches the other and all
others who listen to His Doctrine, so He will do Himself in
His daily life, thanks to acquiring in Himself all seven or
more Divine epithets, without which it is impossible to
enter the Kingdom of the Lord God.
You will know Him according to His deeds!
You will know Him according to His fruits!
You will know Him according to His All-Love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
7. 179. "He whose conquest is not conquered again,
into whose conquest no one in this world enters, by what
track can you lead him, the Awakened, the Omniscient, the
trackless?
180.He whom no desire with its snares and poisons
can lead astray, by what track can you lead him, the
Awakened, the Omniscient, the trackless?
181. Even the gods envy those who are awakened and
not forgetful, who are given to meditation, who are wise,
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and who delight in the repose of retirement (from the
world)."
(179-181)
Only the Messenger of God can be called "He, whose
conquest is not conquered again, into whose conquest no
one in this world enters, [is] the Awakened, the Omniscient,
the trackless". And if we speak of the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, as the Messenger of God, then
indeed He may be called "the Awakened, the Omniscient,
the trackless [is] He, whose conquest is not conquered
again, into whose conquest no one in this world enters."
For, the trackless can be called someone who knows all the
paths which eventually lead to the Most High Lord God.
And all the ways, which lead to God, are known only to the
Spirit of the Truth. And the man who possesses the Spirit
of the Truth will acquire the name of the Helper
(Comforter) through the prophecy of Jesus Christ the Son
of God. And to know the ways of the Lord, a person who
aspires (claims) to be a Helper (Comforter) must become
enlightened. But truly enlightened can be only the one
who acquires in himself the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the
Truth through a thanksgiving prayer to the Most High Lord
God. But it should be noted one more feature, namely: if
the Lord God gives the Spirit immensely, generously, then
a person can receive the Holy Spirit as a drop by drop, and
when there is a certain amount of "drops" of the Holy
Spirit, there is a qualitative leap and a person passes into
a new energy-spiritual structure with new abilities for
further acquisition of the Holy Spirit, in order to rise to a
new energy-spiritual stage of his development. The future
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Helper (Comforter) will have to go through all the stages
of energy-spiritual ascents (ascensions) during his earthly
life in order to take on the Mission of the Helper
(Comforter) one day. By this time, the Future Helper
(Comforter) will be enlightened, and possess limitless
spheres, that is, he will know how the Universe of God is
arranged and what life is like in different spheres and
energy-informational circles of the Universe. The victory
(conquest) of the Helper (Comforter) does not turn into
defeat, because the one who acquires all-love fights with
anyone no longer, but prays for everyone, for their wellbeing and spiritual insight (enlightenment). The Helper
(Comforter) does not struggle (fight) with His earthly
passions and illuminates them with the Light of all-love,
and all kinds of passions dissolve (vanish) and disappear
without a track, therefore different desires will not be able
to bring the Helper (Comforter) off the intended Path,
because thanks to all-love He learns to get (become)
attached to nothing and to accept (take) humbly and
meekly everything as it is, those situations, good and bad,
which He falls into (gets to), to derive spiritual joy from
everything. So the Gods of different energy-information
circles of the Universe will envy (be jealous of) the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth Who has become
enlightened, full of deep thoughts about God, about the
Universe, about the Path to the Kingdom of All-Love;
thanks to such thoughts the Helper (Comforter) enjoys the
tranquility of liberation, remains faithful to His thoughts,
staying in wisdom.
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Thus we have made sure (ascertained) that the above
statement of Buddha refers to the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth.
Amen. Hallelujah!
8. 208. "Therefore, one ought to follow the wise, the
intelligent, the learned, the much enduring, the dutiful,
he elect; one ought to follow a good and wise man, [as the
moon follows the path of the stars]."
(208)
All these qualities, which the Great Buddha
enumerated in his dictum (saying), will be possessed by
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the
Messenger of God.
First, the Helper (Comforter) will be an ordinary
person, in order to more easily convey (give) His Doctrine
about God, and about the Universe, and about the Way to
the Kingdom of the All-Loving God on the basis of His life
experience. And within the framework of public morality
and evaluation criteria of a person according to social
structures, such a person necessarily appears in the eyes
of the society as good and intelligent (smart), who can be
followed, listened to and acted (done) upon according to
his instructions. Therefore, and secondly, every man on
earth is in search of truth, to find the way to Eternal
Pleasures, and the latter can be acquired only in the
Kingdom of the All-Loving, All-Knowing, All-Wise, All-True
God, that’s why one follows the wise, the knowledgeable,
the learned, the dutiful (pious) and the noble (elect) man.
But since the future Helper (Comforter) will have to
go through all the stages of humanity, from a slave to a
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preacher, master, prophet, the Son of God, the Beloved,
He will, according to Buddha, endure (suffer) a lot. For, the
Helper (Comforter) must pass (go) through fire and water
and the brass (fame) in order to give the Truth to all
mankind.
And if the moon knows how to follow its path through
the starry sky, the Helper (Comforter) will reveal (show)
each person the way how to follow the Universe into the
Kingdom of Eternal Pleasure and Peace (Rest) thanks to
the Spirit of the Truth, Which resides (abides) in Him.
Amen. Hallelujah!
9. 223. "Let a man overcome anger by love, let him
overcome evil by good; let him overcome the greedy by
liberality, the liar by truth!"
(223)
Of course, everything Buddha says here can be
attributed to a highly spiritual religious person, who does
not use the principle, "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
tooth." Buddha Himself, Jesus Christ, and all the masters
who have taken (embarked on) this path, are among such
people. The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
Who will follow the instructions of Jesus Christ the Son of
God as the Twin, His energetic Double, will also embark
(stand) on this path.
The only thing the Helper (Comforter) will not do is to
conquer, because if one conquers (defeats) something,
one is already fighting for the right to own (have) the best,
and in any struggle (fight) there is always an opponent, and
the energy, which is directed at the enemy is the energy of
dislike, and the manifestation of dislike generates evil in a
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person, and therefore anger. Therefore, the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth will not conquer anger
with lack of anger or defeat stinginess with generosity, and
(but) through a prayer of thanksgiving to the Most High
Lord God will acquire in Himself the energies of all-love,
the Light of All-Love thanks to the Holy Spirit. For, any
manifestations of anger disappear [of] themselves, evil
dissolves, greed (avarice) is transformed into generosity,
and the liar turns (is converted) into truthful one in the
rays of All-Love. Thank God!
Amen. Hallelujah!
10. 265. "He who always quiets the evil, whether small
or large, he is called a Samana (a quiet man), because he
has quieted all evil."
(265)
In order to subdue, or rather, to transform any evil
completely into all-love, whichever exists on the Earth and
in the Universe, we need to acquire the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth in ourselves. For, only the Spirit of the
Truth knows the way how to transform evil into all-love.
And if the Helper (Comforter) is the Spirit of the Truth,
then He will know how to do it, because the Way to the
Kingdom of the Lord God passes through the whole
Universe, and therefore through different kinds of evil,
both explicit and implicit, both large and small. Moreover,
the Helper (Comforter) will show (reveal) all mankind
that evil can be originated and manifested in a person at
three levels: at the level of thought, psyche (emotions)
and at the physical (material) level. And most
importantly, what the Helper (Comforter) will show
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(reveal) for people who want to become hermits, monks,
recluses, that evil does not disappear, is not destroyed if
it is fought with all kinds of methods of prohibition or
seclusion, renunciation of worldly life. Any monk, hermit,
yogi engenders dislike for anyone or anything by the
method of renunciation and various prohibitions. And
dislike will gradually lead to the emergence of evil at
different energy levels, with subsequent materialization in
a particular (given) situation, in certain circumstances, of
the person’s surrounding (environment). Therefore, a
hermit or a monk, who flees from the worldly life to a
secluded place, thinks that he has escaped from worldly
evil, but in fact he begets (engenders) evil at (on) the
invisible planes, which he will have to work out (fulfill) in
new reincarnations, births on the Earth in male or female
flesh.
The Helper (Comforter) will also show (reveal) that
only the devil ― the egregor of the sinful karma of
mankind ― completely subdues evil in order to control
evil, so that evil manifests itself in various situations, both
social and natural. Therefore it is necessary not to subdue
evil, but to transform evil into all-love. Acquire all-love in
your heart, and evil in all its manifestations will dissolve
itself in the Rays of the Divine Light of All-Love.
Amen. Hallelujah!
11. 352. "He who is without thirst and without
affection, who understands the words and their
interpretation, who knows the order of letters (those which
are before and which are after), he has received his last
body, he is called the great sage, the great man."
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(352)
If the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
having come to the Earth, entered into human flesh, then
indeed, "he has received his last body (this his body) is the
last one", because having fulfilled His Mission, the Helper
(Comforter) will return to the Kingdom of All-Love and
merge into a Single Entity with the Lord God the Father.
Then it becomes clear to us, earthlings, why the Helper
(Comforter) has no desires and why He is free from
attachment, because the Helper (Comforter) has
everything, because He possesses everything as the Spirit
of the Truth, as the Third Hypostasis of the Consubstantial
Trinity. But, being in human flesh, the Helper (Comforter)
must acquire seven or more Divine epithets in practice.
And the one, who has acquired all-love, becomes free from
various attachments; and thanks to the acquisition of such
epithets as all-humility and all-meekness, all desires
dissolve into all-love inside a man.
The Helper (Comforter), as an ordinary person, will
acquire the Spirit of the Truth in Himself through the
constant thanksgiving prayer to the Most High, and
therefore He will be skilled in words and in their
explanations, which means that He will know the order of
the letters and why they have such a spelling, structure,
and why some go before (first) and others after (later). And
it only means that the Helper (Comforter) will know the
secret of the Alphabet of the language in which He
communicates. And as the Helper (Comforter) will write
many books, He will be called the great sage, the great
man.
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Amen. Hallelujah!
12. 353. `I have conquered all, I know all, in all
conditions of life I am free from taint; I have left all, and
through the destruction of thirst I am free; having learnt
myself, whom shall I teach?'
(353)
We have already found out (seen) that a man who
must accept (take on) the Mission of the Helper
(Comforter) and show the whole of humanity the Way to
God must first go through all the stages of human
existence, from a slave to a preacher, sage, prophet. And
this man, while passing the way of a slave, who is
humiliated and insulted, does not know himself that the
Spirit of the Truth resides inside him, Which leads him
through all human vicissitudes, mental (emotional)
funnels with physical complications. He does not
understand why his life path is rapidly changing, winding,
jumping up and down, with changes in various professions
and is not amenable to a clear analysis to predict the
future. Of course, his life intentions cannot be understood
by people who are close to (familiar with) him. And only
when this person stands (embarks) confidently at (on) the
spiritual and religious path, he will discover for himself, as
a miracle, that he was led by the Spirit of the Truth on such
a tortuous, thorny path to prepare him for the great
Mission of the Helper (Comforter), so that He understands
the specifics of the mentality of workers, engineers,
creative people of different kinds (types) of art, monks,
religious masters (teachers), preachers. Then the future
Helper (Comforter) will understand that he had been
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taught and is taught by the Spirit of the Truth all the time,
that is, He is studying (learning) as if [from] Himself, for
His master, the Spirit of the Truth is inside Him.
So Buddha said, "`having learnt myself, whom shall I
teach?' (Having learnt himself, whom will he call the
master?" Indeed, The Spirit of the Truth, that is, the Most
High Lord God will be the Master of the Helper
(Comforter), and in the world the Helper (Comforter) will
learn from all people who come into contact with Him in
different situations and circumstances; every person, even
in small things, will be a master for Him, every enemy of
His will be a master for Him.
The Helper (Comforter) thanks to (through) the Spirit
of the Truth, will understand that the above statement
(dictum) of Buddha is a brilliant trick of the devil to catch a
highly spiritual-religious person (master) in his invisible
net. And if Buddha, uttering this statement, by "I" meant
himself, then he got into the invisible nets ― devil's nets
of human selfishness, nets of vanity, nets of refusals
(denials), nets of prohibitions (restrictions). And if a man
fell into such nets of devil, then there is no point in talking
about freedom (liberty) in this case. Moreover, we already
know that it is impossible to find the True Path to the AllLoving God through renunciations and destructions of
our internal desires. But the one who acquires All-Love in
himself through the Spirit of the Truth does not need to
exclaim that he has conquered everything, that he knows
everything, that he is not tainted under (by) any Dhamma,
as long as he remains (is) in a human body or in the bodies
of other higher material worlds, civilizations. For, whoever
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acquires All-Love can enter the Kingdom of God and merge
with God the Father Together as beloved with the Beloved.
And he who has become Himself God the Father doesn't
need to exclaim that He had won (conquered) everything,
that He knows everything, He's not tainted under (by) any
Dhamma, for Victory, Knowledge, Purity reside (abide) in
God the Father.
Therefore, the Helper (Comforter), thanks to the
Spirit of the Truth, will humbly and meekly, leisurely
(slowly) and patiently acquire in Himself All-Love and other
Divine Epithets.
You will know Him according to His All-Love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
13. 374. "As soon as he has considered the origin and
destruction of the elements (khandha) of the body, he finds
happiness and joy which belong to those who know the
immortal (Nirvana)."
376. "Let him live in charity, let him be perfect in his
duties; then in the fullness of delight he will make an end
of suffering."
(374, 376)
If Jesus Christ said, "I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End," but the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth is His Energetic Double, Twin, then
indeed the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, by
coming into human flesh, whenever in its entirety begins
to cognize (explore) the emergence and destruction of
elements, the emergence of the Universe and of all worlds
for (according to) energy-information circles in the five
Elements, the development of the worlds and their
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extinction (disappearance) through destruction, and what
is the function of man in the Universe. Then the Helper
(Comforter) becomes aware of this immortality, for
everything returns to the Kingdom of All-Love of the Lord
God, and He attains joy and happiness. For, he who knows
how to acquire All-Love in himself is gradually filled with
joy and happiness by acquiring all-love.
Thus, the Helper (Comforter) will remember the two
great Divine Laws upon which all other laws are based
thanks to the Doctrine of Jesus Christ and other Holy
Scriptures. There is the first Law of God: Everything comes
from (is born by) the Lord God, everything is supported by
Him for the final manifestations and everything returns to
Him through the human body ― the Body of the Son of
God. And the second Law follows from the first: similar
one is attracted and merges together with Similar One.
Thanks to these Laws, the Helper (Comforter) will come to
the conclusion that the Lord God cannot punish, treat
roughly, destroy with one hand and pardon, forgive, heal
with the other. Therefore the Lord God is endowed by the
Helper (Comforter) with beautiful creative Epithets, and
the creator the Devil, who is gradually becoming the
antipode of the Lord God, with negative, destructive
epithets. Therefore, one, who wants to get into the blissful
World of the Kingdom of the All-Loving Lord God, must
acquire in the material practice seven or more Divine
epithets, such as all-love, all-humility, all-meekness, allpatience, all-mercifulness, non-condemnation, allforgiveness and others, and most importantly, do not
undertake (launch) any kind of struggle with the devil, but
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love him as God's "Prodigal Son", that’s what Jesus Christ
told in the parable about. Then a person who does so will
be benevolent in life and righteous in behavior. For, he,
who acquires all-love through the Holy Spirit, will gradually
learn to fulfill all the commandments of God, which are
given by Jesus Christ, which means that he, from any
situation, good or bad, will learn the lesson of the
acquiring spiritual joy. Then Buddha will be right when he
says, "then in the fullness of delight he will make an end of
suffering."
And so the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth, by His practice in human flesh will confirm the true
Doctrine of Jesus Christ, will reveal the dogmatic aspects
of all the Holy Scriptures and other religious doctrines
(teachings), which just did not allow a man to acquire True
Joy, and therefore the true Path to the Kingdom of Eternal
Pleasures, the Kingdom of Joy and Happiness. And those
yogis, hermits, sages, religious masters (teachers) who go
to God through meditation, fall into the illusory, invisible
nets of the devil, because he gives them heavenly
(paradise) visions, which supposedly come from God.
Therefore, the true Joy must be sought where there is AllLove, which means that All-Love must be acquired in our
heart, in our soul, because the Kingdom of God must
reside within us, within the human body, then a person
truly acquires spiritual Joy, which will have no end, then
there will be no place for suffering in human heart.
Thank always and for everything the Most High Lord
God in all your thoughts and deeds, and you will not only
gain the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth in yourself, but
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gradually acquire the true Joy, the true Happiness, the
temple of God in your heart; and the Spirit of the Truth will
lead you through your amazing karmic path, along which
you will go, to study (work off) your sins, to illuminate
them with the light of All-Love, and so on to the Kingdom
of God. And when you have acquired seven or more Divine
epithets in practice, then you will enter into the Kingdom
of God the Father through the Body of the Christ and
merge with him as a similar one with the Similar One.
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
14. 387. "The sun is bright by day, the moon shines by
night, the warrior is bright in his armour, the Brahmana is
bright in his meditation; but Buddha, the Awakened, is
bright with splendour day and night."
(387)
If God is Eternal Life, and Life is Knowledge, and
Knowledge is Light, and man is the image and likeness of
God, then John the Theologian is right when he says: "4In
him [God] was life, and that life was the light of all
mankind. 5 The light shines in the darkness, and the
darkness has not overcome it. 9 The true light that gives
light to everyone was coming into the world." Moreover,
we know that the whole World, the entire Universe of God
exists and is supported by the Life-Giving Spirit, the Holy
Spirit, and the Spirit of the Truth. And the Spirit of the
Truth is the Light of All-Knowledge (Omniscience), of AllWisdom. And the more a person acquires the Holy Spirit,
the Spirit of the Truth, the more he is filled (saturated) with
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the invisible Light, which is manifested through the Word,
Wisdom and Enlightenment (astral radiance).
And since the man – the future Helper (Comforter),
thanks to the living loving prayer to the Most High Lord
God will be filled as if drop by drop with the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth, then he will become Awakened
(Enlightened) one day, that is, sparkle with the invisible
Light of the Truth. And when the all-human Mission is
entrusted to Him, then "the Awakened is bright with
splendour day and night." He will shine like "the Awakened
(the Enlightened one)."
We often hear and say that Love is Light. Yes, but love
has passed, disappeared, and light went out. But he, who
acquires All-Love in himself, will acquire Eternal Light in
himself. Thus, the religious Master who acquires the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth in his soul through the
constant communication with the Most High Lord God,
and therefore All-Love, is considered the Awakened
(Enlightened).
The Helper (Comforter) is bright by day like the sun,
shines by night like the moon, the warrior is bright in his
armour, He shines in armor, because His armor is All-Love;
He shines in the reflections, for His thoughts are about
God, about All-Love; He shines by day and night with a
brilliant glitter, for the Spirit of the Truth, the Spirit of AllLove is (dwells) in Him.
Amen. Hallelujah!
15. And the Blessed One said to Ananda, "I am not the
first Buddha to come to the Earth, nor will I be the last. In
due time another Buddha will arise in the world, the
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Inmost, the most enlightened, the wisest, the happiest,
the All-Encompassing, the incomparable Leader of nations,
the Master of Devas and mortals. He will reveal to you the
same eternal truths which I have taught you. He will
establish his Law, glorious in his principles, glorious in his
apotheosis, and glorious in spirit and word in the end. He
will proclaim a righteous, perfect and pure life, such as I
preach now. His disciples will number in the thousands,
while mine will number only in the hundreds." And Ananda
asked, "How shall we know Him?" The Blessed One said,
"His Name will be Maître."
(N. Rokotova "Fundamentals of Buddhism" – pages. 64-65)
If we considered (studied) only one doctrine of Buddha
"Dhammapada", and found sayings, where it is said of the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth in figurative
language, how many utterances of Buddha can be found
in other writings under the title "Tripitaka"? And if the
author of this book acquires other doctrines of Buddha,
this Chapter will be supplemented with new sayings, which
prophesy about the Helper (Comforter).
But at the end of his material life, Śākyamuni
(Sakyamuni), the great Buddha acquired so much of the
Holy Spirit by his moral purity, that he has even seen a
future Buddha Who would surpass him. Or rather, he
himself as a part of the energy, the soul will be incarnated
in the body of the Helper (Comforter), to remove all
dogmatic aspects in his doctrines, so that his doctrines
come to life for the Glory of the Most High Lord God.
The prophecies of Śākyamuni (Sakyamuni) about the
new coming of Buddha are prophecies about the Helper
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(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth. Such an epithet as "the
Inmost, the most enlightened, the wisest, the happiest, the
All-Encompassing," can only belong to the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, Who accommodates
the whole Universe, and hence all the Creation, "the
incomparable Leader of nations" points the Way to the
Kingdom of God for all mankind, for God has no favorites,
He Loves all of us; thanks to All-Love the Helper
(Comforter) becomes like the Lord of the Devas (the
hierarchy of the gods-Gods) and the mortals, as one who
has All-Love in practice — has the Authority of God the
Father.
The Helper (Comforter) will indeed reveal to all peoples
the eternal truths, which were taught by the Buddha
himself, by the Christ. For, the Helper (Comforter) will
remove the dogmatic ‘stratums’ (‘layers’) both from the
Doctrine of Buddha and from the doctrine of Jesus Christ
and from other religious Doctrines. And such a great work
can only be accomplished by a man who possesses the
Spirit of the Truth, who acquires the Spirit of Holiness in
himself. For He, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth, will know about God, about the Universe, about the
Kingdom of God, about the Way to the All-Loving. That is
why Buddha says of him, the Helper (Comforter), that "He
will establish his Law," that is, His Doctrine, "glorious in his
principles, glorious in his apotheosis, and glorious in spirit
and word in the end." So it is, only a man who has
(possesses) the Spirit of God will have (possess) the Word
of God, and therefore will know how everything is born by
God, how everything is supported by God and how
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everything returns to God. And if the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, knows everything, He will know the
Way to the Blessed Kingdom of the Lord God. And if
everything is known to Him, then "He will proclaim a
righteous, perfect and pure life, such as I preach now"
preached Śākyamuni (Sakyamuni), Buddha, but only by
other methods, through a loving thanksgiving prayer to
the Most High Lord God, through the acquisition in
practice by a man of the basic seven or more Divine
epithets, for a person, who wants to enter the Kingdom of
Eternal Pleasures.
The Helper (Comforter) will indeed have many
disciples, for His disciples will be those who accept His
Doctrine and apply it in their practical lives.
That way, how Ananda, Buddha's beloved disciple,
asked his Master, "how shall we know Him?" – says just
that all the disciples of Buddha will come to the Earth in
a new incarnation in the Helper’s (Comforter’s) time to
continue their spiritual growth, to learn to acquire the
dignity (rank) of the "Beloved". For whoever gains all-love
in his heart will also gain the Kingdom of God in his heart,
which means that he will become the Beloved and will be
able to enter the Kingdom of God and merge with Him in
the Eternal Blissful Ecstasy.
But Buddha even mentions the name of the future
great Master: "His Name will be Maître."
But according to our version, this name translates as:
My Third I, that is, I’ll be the Third, and the Third is just the
Spirit of the Truth, Who will be incarnated on the Earth
after the incarnation of the Son of God, the Second
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Hypostasis of God, in the ordinary common man. That is,
the Helper (Comforter) is the Third in two aspects: as the
Third great Master after Buddha and Jesus Christ, and as
the Third Hypostasis of God in the form of the Spirit of the
Truth, for the Most High Lord God appears to us as the
Consubstantial Holy Trinity: God the Father, God the Son,
and God the Spirit.
And the Buddhologists themselves do not contradict
our reflections, since they translate the name Maître as
the Coming Buddha — the Buddha of compassion and
Love, who is also called Bodhisattva — one who is on the
way to achieving perfect knowledge, often called Ajita ―
Invincible.
And this is the Helper (Comforter), the man, is "strong,
courageous, firm in his gait, not abandoning [refusing] the
burden of making feat of the common Good" (MahayanaSutralamkara).
Amen. Hallelujah!
16. "You think the South is light and the North is
darkness. There will be a time when I come from midnight,
and your light will fade. Even the birds fly north to bring
their young to the world... If I go to the north, I'll come back
from there." (According to the oral tradition of the
Buddhists of India; ibid., p. 13)
"The new age of Maître century needs convincing. All
life must be purified by the flame of feat (achievement)!
The demand for the purification of the Doctrine is not
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accidental, the time is approaching. The image of Maître is
ready to rise." (ibid., p. 67)
Here we see that Buddha even predicts the Northern
country from which Maître is to come, and that country
is Russia. Buddha is right, prophesying: "There will be a
time when I come from midnight, and your light will fade",
that is, in the Northern country, in the Russian lands, the
man, the future Helper (Comforter) the Spirit of the Truth
(in Buddhist — Maître) will be born, Who will give to all
peoples, tribes and languages that Doctrine-Light, before
which the Doctrine of the East will fade.
And this is a reason for us to say, referring to the
dictum (saying) of Buddha: "If I go to the north, I'll come
back from there," that the Helper (Comforter) will visit
with His sermons Eastern countries, where the Doctrine of
Buddha rose to the rank of World Religion.
All religious Buddhist masters are looking forward to
the coming of Maître, so that the Buddha's Doctrine will
be freed from the shackles of dogmatic ‘stratums’ (‘layers’)
and come to life. But these religious masters do not know
and do not realize (or perhaps they guess) that the
Messenger of God who came to the Russian Land, called
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, is just the
Maître, Who is waited for by all Buddhists. We may infer
(conclude) of it that the Helper (Comforter) must write
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books on the Buddha's Doctrine in the Light of the Divine
Truth.
You will know Him according to His deeds!
You will know Him by His fruits (Doctrines)!
You will know Him according to His All-Love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Chapter 4
Koran (Quran)

1. "And (recall) when We gave Moses the Scripture
and criterion that perhaps you would be guided."
"And now we have given Musa the Scripture and the
distinction (discernment), — perhaps you will go the right
way."
Sura 2 "The Cow" 50 (53)
We will consider (examine) and analyze, comment on
and interpret all the sayings of the prophet Muhammad,
speaking as prophetic texts about the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth. Each person should consider the
above statement at his discretion, and we will consider all
the texts from the Koran according to the theme of our
book, that is, the texts which reveal the image of the
Helper (Comforter) and talking about His coming to the
Earth in human flesh.
"And (recall) when We (And now We)," where we are
God the Father and the Son Jesus Christ, "gave Moses
(have given Musa)," where Musa means Moses, the
Lawgiver of God's Laws for the Jewish people, and the
name Moses in our version can be translated as "My Son";
and by Musa we mean the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth, Who appears both as the Lawgiver for all
mankind, and as the Son of God, and as the Spirit of the
Truth. Thus, God the Father and the Son of God Jesus
Christ send to the Earth the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
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of the Truth, and give (grant) Him "the Scripture and
criterion (the Scripture and the distinction [discernment]),"
that is, the Helper (Comforter) will look through all the
Holy Scriptures of the world and on this basis will make
(create) Scripture himself and reveal and show the
difference, where in the Scriptures is the Living Word and
where there are devilish dogmas; and also the Helper
(Comforter) will indicate the True Path for all mankind.
That is why the prophet Muhammad says: "perhaps you
would be guided (perhaps you will go the right way)," that
is, the Way which will indicate the future Messenger of
God, Who was called by Jesus Christ the Son of God as the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
Amen. Hallelujah!
2."Indeed, We have sent you, (O Muhammad), with
the truth as a bringer of good tidings and a Warner, and
you will not be asked about the companions of Hellfire."
"Behold, we have sent thee as a good messenger of
truth and a Warner, and thou shalt be questioned
concerning the inhabitants of the fire."
"The Cow" 113(119)
The Helper (Comforter) is indeed a good messenger
of the Truth, for He will be a Warner of God, of the
Universe, of the Kingdom of God, of the Way to God, of AllLove, of Joy and Happiness. And he who knows the Truth
and knows how to acquire All-Love, he will not really know,
that is, will not be asked about the inhabitants of the fire,
for he will pass by (bypass) the Kingdom of fiery hell, the
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Kingdom of Hell (you will not be asked about the
companions of Hellfire). He who acquires All-Love in his
heart, he is attracted and flows (merges) into the Kingdom
of All-Love, as similar one into Similar One, he acquires
Eternal Happiness and Joy. And the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, is a good (kind) Messenger (Herald),
the Warner, Who gives all men the Way to acquire
Happiness.
Amen. Hallelujah!
2. You will please neither the Jews nor the Nazarenes
unless you follow their creed. Say: 'The guidance of Allah is
the guidance. ' And if after all the knowledge you have
been given you yield to their desires, you shall not have,
other than Allah, either a guide or a helper. (120) (Never
will the Jews or the Christians be pleased with you, unless
you followed their creed. Say, ‘Indeed it is the guidance of
Allah which is [true] guidance.’ And should you follow their
desires after the knowledge that has come to you, you will
not have against Allah any guardian or helper.) (And
neither the Jews nor the Christians will ever be satisfied
with you unless you follow their doctrines [teachings]. Say:
"Indeed, the Path of Allah is the real Path!" And if you
follow their passions after the true knowledge that has
come to you, then you will have neither a friend nor a
helper from Allah.")
"The Cow" 114(120)
How can Jews, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists be
satisfied with the new Prophet, the Messenger of God,
Who on the basis of their Holy Scriptures makes (creates)
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a New Holy Scripture and does not follow the [already]
existing one or another religious Doctrine (Teaching)?
They never can! For, every religious Doctrine (Teaching) is
based on its dogmas, as on the "three pillars", and is afraid
to change anything in the letter of the Scripture, because
the ritual of worship or service to God is not conceivable
without dogmatic attitudes, based on pagan traditions.
Moreover, we are well aware that the hierarchy of the
Ministers of a particular religion is afraid to lose contact
with the masses, because then it will lose material incomes
(revenues), on which it keeps (holds), thrives and enjoys.
We should not forget that every religious figure (leader) of
his hierarchical structure of his religion seeks (looks) for his
own benefits, both material and those which promote
through the ranks, although external manifestations can
be hidden, disguised.
So, neither the Jews, nor the Christians, nor the
Muslims, nor other religions with dogmatic creeds
(denominations) will ever be satisfied with the Helper
(Comforter). But, as the Helper (Comforter) is taught by
the Spirit of the Truth by the prophet Muhammad so that
the Helper (Comforter) told all religious figures (leaders) of
different religious faiths (creeds): Say: "‘Indeed it is the
guidance of Allah which is [true] guidance.’ (Indeed, the
Path of the Almighty (in Arabic – Allah) is the true Path",
that is the True Path for any person of any religion, for, the
Most High Lord God is the One God for all, for all mankind.
And then we see how the Spirit of the Truth instructs
(guides) the future the Helper (Comforter) by the lips
(mouth) of Muhammad: "And if after all the knowledge
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you have been given you yield to their desires, you shall not
have, other than Allah [the Almighty], either a guide or a
helper", that is if You, the future Helper (Comforter), will
follow one or another dogmatic doctrine after that You
have been given the true Knowledge about God, about the
Universe, about the Path to the All-Loving and much more
by the Spirit of the Truth; and if You don't use daily loving
prayer of thanksgiving and repentance to the Most High
Lord God with joy in Your heart, then You cut off all ties
with God, and so either a guide or a helper, the Close friend
— the Friend of the Truth, the Holy Spirit will not be able
to come to You. Therefore, in order to fulfill His Mission,
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will follow
the instructions of the prophet Muhammad, and therefore
the instructions of Allah, that is, of the Most High. The
Truth will be dearer than the dogmatic Doctrines
(Teachings) of various world Religions for the Helper
(Comforter).
Amen. Hallelujah!
4. Those to whom We have given the Book recite it
with its true recital. They [are the ones who] believe in it.
And whoever disbelieves in it - it is they who are the losers.
"Those to whom we have given the Scripture read it
worthily — they believe in it. And if someone does not
believe in it – those will be at a loss".
The cow 115 (121)
We elicit (extract) double information from this
saying. The words "Those to whom We have given the Book
(Those to whom we have given the Scripture)" speak of
religious masters (teachers), prophets who receive from
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the Most High (the Almighty) and the Holy Spirit this or
that Scripture, both through human hands (in the form of
Holy Books) and through Revelation, and write the texts of
God themselves. They read these texts with worthy
reading, for they believe in the God from Whom the
Scripture descended. Of course, those who do not believe
in the Scriptures and in God will be at a loss. Therefore, the
Helper (Comforter) will never deny this or that Scripture
and will seek in every Holy Scripture the One God for all
earthlings, which means that He will never be at a loss. For
he who does not deny any Holy Scripture always acquires
in himself the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth, by finding
and accepting that which is common to all Scriptures. And
what is common in all the Scriptures is only the Love for
God, that is, All-Love.
Thus, the first information says that the Helper
(Comforter), Who will belong to the religious masters,
prophets, receive the Holy Scriptures in the form of Books
and receive the Scripture by Revelation from the Most
High Lord God and based on that, write a New Holy
Scripture — the Third Testament for all mankind, without
denying any of the Holy Scriptures, and accepting them as
Doctrine of the All-Loving One God.
The second information is that those to whom the
Helper’s (Comforter's) Scriptures will be given, and who
read those Scriptures (the Third Testament) with worthy
reading and believe in that Scripture, by putting the
Helper’s (Comforter's) Doctrine into practice, will acquire
riches, both spiritual and material. And if one does not
believe in the Writings of the Helper (Comforter), then
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they will be at a loss; that is, he who refuses the Doctrine
of the Helper (Comforter), he renounces his own
happiness and pleasure himself.
Therefore, you should not deny anything, but you
should elicit (extract) the Truth from everything and you
will be helped in it by the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, the Messenger of God.
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
5. "As We have sent among you a Messenger (Prophet
Muhammad) from yourselves, to recite to you Our verses
and to purify you, who will teach you the Book and
Wisdom, and teach you that of which you have no
knowledge." (151)
("As We have sent among you a messenger from
among you; he reads to us Our signs, and cleanses you, and
teaches you the Scripture and wisdom, and teaches you
things which you did not know before.")
"The Cow" 146 (151)
How wonderfully (amazingly) modern these lines are,
it may be said that these lines are prophetic, for they will
fully correspond to the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth.
By the words "We have sent" is meant the Most High
Lord God with all the ancient prophets, who are described
in the Quran — it is on the one hand, and on the other
hand — it is God the Father and God the Son Jesus Christ,
who is mentioned in the Quran as a Prophet. And here all
of them have sent the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
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Truth, to the Earth, so that all mankind would receive the
Light of the Truth.
"We have sent among you a Messenger (Prophet
Muhammad) from yourselves (We have sent among you a
messenger from among you)," which means that the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will be an
ordinary simple man, is able to communicate with all
layers of society, from the bottom to the top, to bring the
Word of God to every human heart. And since the Helper
(Comforter), thanks to the Spirit of the Truth, will read and
understand all the Holy Scriptures in the Light of the Divine
Truth, He will preach the New Doctrine of God, read and
reveal to people the signs of God, purify the nations, teach
those who wish [to know] the Scripture and wisdom, and
teach all what they did not know before, and give each
person the "golden key" to the Kingdom of the Eternal
Pleasures. But whether a man uses this key or not,
depends on him, because everyone has their own will and
freedom of action. The Lord God is the All-Loving God, and
He does not force anyone to follow the Path of All-Love.
And the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth
will also teach you how to acquire All-Love in your heart,
in every human heart, which we didn't know before,
because we were taught in the various Scriptures of Love
and fear of God, but no one taught All-Love, although
there are grains of all-love in the Doctrine of Jesus Christ.
Amen. Hallelujah!
6. “I have given you the Book and the Wisdom, then…
a (Messenger) comes to you confirming that which is with
you (Books Allah had given to you), you must definitely
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believe in him and you must definitely help [aid] him”. ("...I
grant you from the Scripture and wisdom ... Then a
messenger will come to you confirming the truth of what is
with you. You will surely believe in him and help him.")
Sura 3 "The Family of Imran" 75(81)
"I (God) have given you the Book (from different
Scriptures) and wisdom" prophetic speeches, saying that
"then a messenger will come to you", called the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, "confirming the truth
which is with you", namely, confirming the truth of your
confusion in your own dogmatic Holy Scripture and even
the inability to correctly interpret certain sayings from the
Scripture. That's why many "will believe in Him (the Helper
[Comforter])" for your own eyes will see His Wisdom,
because your own ears will hear irrefutable evidence of
the All-Loving, All-Forgiving, All-Merciful, All-Good (AllBenevolent) Lord God. And those who accept (take) His
Unique Doctrine on the Way to the Most High Lord God
will help Him for their own good. For, we must always
remember – who helps the Messenger of God, he helps
himself first of all.
And it will be to you according to your faith!
And it will be to you according to your deeds!
And it will be to you according to your Love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
7. "And how could you disbelieve while to you are
being recited the verses of Allah and among you is His
Messenger? And whoever holds firmly to Allah
has (indeed) been guided to a straight path." ("How can
you not believe when the signs of Allah [the Most High] are
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read to you and His messenger is among you? And he who
clings to Allah [the Most High] is already brought to the
straight path.")
"The Family of Imran" 96 (101)
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will
show all mankind that it is always necessary to worship the
Most High Lord God in spirit and truly, and not to create
and sculpt Idols from various saints, prophets, religious
masters (teachers). For, all the messengers of God who
came to different nations spoke of God the Almighty, but
among different nations God was called differently,
although all the prophets spoke of One God, and therefore
of the Most High Lord God, Who has His Triune Hypostasis
in the Person of God the Father, God the Son, and God the
Spirit. And all of us, earthlings are sons of the Most High,
as it is said in the Bible. And those messengers of God who
fulfill their Mission on the Earth and acquire All-Love in
their hearts — acquire the dignity (rank) of the Son of God,
the Beloved. And when such a Beloved enters the Kingdom
of God the Father, then He merges with God the Father
into a Single Entity, acquiring the dignity (rank) of God the
Father.
Therefore it is not necessary to worship the Son of
God or the Prophet of the Most High, and to worship the
Most High Lord God; and to go to God through the Son of
God, for He also showed how to do it in His practice. But
since all the ways, which indicated to God in different
Scriptures have turned into (become) dogmas thanks to
the brilliant (ingenious) deeds of the devil ― the karmic
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Lord, then the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
comes to the Earth to show that one should worship the
Most High Lord God in spirit and truly, that is, in one's
heart, through the living loving prayer of thanksgiving and
repentance, and acquire in practice seven or more Divine
epithets. The Helper (Comforter) will show everyone that
"And whoever holds firmly to Allah has (indeed) been
guided to a straight path. [And he who clings to Allah [the
Most High] is already brought to the straight path.]" So
the prophet Muhammad, as would look in our modern era,
is surprised and says: "And how could you disbelieve while
to you are being recited the verses of Allah and among you
is His Messenger?" i.e. The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth? Look for the Messenger of God among the
preachers, Who bears (carries) the Living Word of God,
and speaks of All-Love.
You will know Him according to His deeds!
You will know Him according to His fruits!
You will know Him by His All-Love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
8. "[But (instead)], Allah chooses of His messengers
whom He wills, so believe in Allah and His messengers. And
if you believe… then for you is a great reward." ("...Allah
chooses from his messengers whom He wants. So believe
in Allah and His messengers and if you believe... then you
will receive a great reward!")
The Family of Imran 174 (179)
It turns out that Muhammad himself, the prophet of
Allah, says that Allah (the Most High) has many
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messengers (prophets) who, having come to the Earth, will
teach about the Most High Lord God, and who must be
trusted (believed). And here, one of the great Messengers
of the Most High will be just the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth, Who, like the prophet Muhammad, will
talk about the worship of the Most High Lord God. And if
one believes in the Most High Lord God as in the All-Loving
God, he also believes in the Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, he will indeed gain a
great reward if the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) is
applied in his practical life.
Amen. Hallelujah!
9. 171. "O People of the Scripture! Do not exaggerate
in your religion, and do not say about Allah except the
truth. The Messiah, Jesus, the son of Mary, is the
Messenger of Allah, and His Word that He conveyed to
Mary, and a Spirit from Him. So believe in Allah and His
messengers…" ("O possessors of the Scriptures! Do not
overindulge in your religion and do not speak against Allah
[the Most High] anything but the truth. For the Messiah,
ISA, the son of Mary — is only the messenger of Allah [the
Most High] and His word... and His Spirit. Believe in Allah
[the Most High] and His messengers…")
172. "The Messiah does not disdain to be a servant of
Allah, nor do the favored angels." ("The Messiah will never
be proud of being a servant to Allah (the Most High), nor
the angels close to Him! ")
Surah 4 "Women" 169 (171), 170 (172)
The Holy Spirit on behalf of the Most High Lord God
speaks remarkably, clearly and truly through the mouth of
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the prophet Muhammad: "O People of the Scripture! Do
not exaggerate in your religion, turning it into a particular
dogmatic ritual, setting your own standards of behavior
and worship of God; and do not say about Allah except the
truth, and the Truth of the Most High is that He is the One
God for all religions, for all peoples of the world, for all
earthlings and other civilizations, and that the Most High
is the All-Loving, All-Good, All-Generous, All-Forgiving, AllMerciful, All-Humble, All-Meek, non-condemnatory, nonjudging, non-punishing, non-destructive…God."
So, a hierarchical leadership (elite), which has a
particular Scripture of a prophet or a great Master and
uses this Scripture for their own selfish purposes under the
guise of righteous mask or the mask of virtue primarily is
guilty (to blame) in dogmatization of a particular religion.
And it is rightly said by the prophet Muhammad that
"The Messiah does not disdain to be a servant of Allah (The
Messiah will never be proud of being a servant to Allah)",
and then we will add: and the Messiah will never be proud
of being a Son, a Friend, a Beloved of the Most High, for
before becoming a servant... a Son, a Friend, a Beloved of
the Most High, one must acquire seven or more Divine
epithets in practice in his material life. For, until a prophet
or a Messiah becomes the Beloved of the Lord God, he
will not be able to enter into the Kingdom of God the
Father and merge with Him Together, becoming God the
Father.
Thus, we conclude that the true Messiah will never
be proud of His Divine gifts and will not call Himself the
Messiah, Christ, Helper (Comforter), or other Divine
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Names, but will bear (carry) His name through His earthly
life, which is given to Him from birth.
Amen.
The prophet Muhammad is right, saying [The Messiah,
Jesus, the son of Mary, is the Messenger of Allah, and His
Word that He conveyed to Mary, and a Spirit from Him]
that ISA (Jesus), the son of Mariam (Mary) — is only the
Messenger of God and His (God's) Word and His Spirit (of
the Most High), and so Jesus is the Son of God as One of
the Hypostases (Incarnations) of the Holy Consubstantial
Trinity. Moreover, we have already found out that the
Messiah Who acquires All-Love in Himself becomes the
Son of God, then the Beloved of God, which gives Him the
opportunity to merge with God the Father into a Single
Entity and to exist no longer as the Son of God, but as God
the Father. That is why we must worship the Most High
Lord God and not the Sons of God because Sons of God are
the Messengers of the Most High, Guides of human souls
into the Kingdom of God.
All of it (everything) should be shown (revealed) by the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, in His Doctrines
for all mankind.
Amen. Hallelujah!
10. 15. "O People of the Book! Now there has indeed
come to you Our Messenger, making clear to you many
things you have been concealing of the Book (the Bible),
and passing over many things (in order not to put you to
further shame). Assuredly, there has come to you from God
a light (which enlightens your minds and hearts, and
illuminates your way), and a Book manifest in itself and
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manifesting the truth." ("O possessors of the Scripture! Our
messenger has come to you to clarify many things that you
hide in the Scripture, and passing by many things. The light
and clear Scripture has come to you from Allah; by it Allah
guides those who have followed His pleasure in the ways
of the world and brings them out of the darkness to the
light with his permission and leads them to the straight
path.") 19. "O People of the Book! Our Messenger has
come to you, making things clear to you—after a cessation
of messengers—so that you cannot say, “No preacher has
come to us, and no Warner.” In fact, a preacher has come
to you, and a Warner; and Allah is Capable of everything."
(" O people of the Scripture! Our messenger came to you,
explaining to you, during the break between the
messengers, so that you would not say: "neither the
Evangelist nor the Warner has come to us!"Behold, the
Evangelist and Warner has come to you. Indeed, Allah has
power over all things.")
Sura 5 "The Table spread with food" 18 (15), 22 (19)
Are not these sayings of the prophet Muhammad
modern?! Do not these sayings prophesy of the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the Messenger of
God?! Yes! Yes! for the Helper (Comforter) also comes just
to clarify much of what is hidden in the Scriptures and
what is concealed in the Scriptures by religious Ministers
of a particular faith, and passing by many things that they
do not want to reveal to the whole people and are silent
for their own selfish purposes.
And the prophet Muhammad does not prophesy about
himself in this saying, although we do not exclude this
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version, but rather says about the future Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth: "there has come to you
from God [the Most High] a light (which enlightens your
minds and hearts, and illuminates your way), and a Book
manifest in itself." And it means that the Helper
(Comforter) will write books to set forth His Doctrine
about God, about the Universe, about the Kingdom of
God, about the Way to the Most High, and much more in
them. Then the further sayings of Muhammad become
more understandable in relation to the acts (deeds) of the
Helper (Comforter): the Most High Lord God by the
Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) leads those who
followed His (God's) grace, followed the Living Word of
God in the ways of peace and all-love, and through the
Helper (Comforter), God brings (takes) them out of
darkness into light at the request of those who ask, seek
and thirst and leads them to the straight Path so that they
would be able to enter the blissful World of the Kingdom
of God.
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth as an
ordinary man, a preacher of God's Word, and come at a
time when there will be many messengers on the Earth.
And so, as it were, after a cessation of messengers (in the
intervals among [the coming of the] messengers), the
Helper (Comforter) will explain to people what the
religious masters (teachers) and the newly appeared
Christs and prophets have not told them. The Helper
(Comforter) is therefore the Spirit of the Truth, because He
will always find something to say to all mankind, and will
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always find what has not been said to all men, to all
nations, to all tribes, and to all languages yet.
Therefore, it is not in vain that through the mouth of
Muhammad the Helper (Comforter) is called the Evangelist
and Warner. For, the Helper (Comforter) brings to all
mankind the Good News – the Third Covenant – the
Gospel of the Truth. The Doctrine (books) of the Helper
(Comforter) should spread throughout the [whole] world,
and He himself should go with His sermons to all the
countries of the world, "so that you (people of the Earth)
cannot say (to each other and to God), “No preacher has
come to us, and no Warner.” For, there will be hard times
and ordeals (trials, tests) throughout all the great land, and
he who will follow the Doctrine of the Helper-Christ will be
saved. For, the Helper (Comforter) and His Doctrine is the
All-Generosity of the Most High Lord God for the good
(benefit) of mankind.
You will know Him according to His deeds!
You will know Him according to His fruits!
You will know Him according to His All-Love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
11. 67. "O Messenger, convey what was revealed to
you from your Lord. But if you do not, then you would not
have delivered His message. And Allah will protect you
from the people..."
68. "Say, “O People of the Scripture! You have no basis
until you uphold the Torah, and the Gospel, and what is
revealed to you from your Lord.” But what is revealed to
you from your Lord will increase many of them in rebellion
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and disbelief, so do not be sorry for the disbelieving
people."
("O messenger! Tell them what has been brought
down to you from your Lord. And if you don't, you won't
deliver His message. Allah will protect you from people…
But with many of them [the people of the Scripture],
what is brought down to you from your Lord increases only
an error and unbelief.")
Sura 5 "The Table" 71 (67), 72 (68)
The phrase "But if you do not, then you would not
have delivered His message. (And if you don't do it, you
won't deliver His [the Most High] message") just says that
the future Helper (Comforter) must be an ordinary man
and he will not know that he has to fulfill a great Mission,
until he begins to communicate with the Most High Lord
God from the heart thanks to the instigation (stimulus) of
the Holy Spirit, which prompts him from within as (in the
form of) an internal need. And then at a certain stage of
his life path, mastering spiritual and religious knowledge,
the future Helper (Comforter) in the form of insight
(illumination) or in any other way will receive a signal from
the Lord God: "O Messenger, convey what was revealed to
you from your Lord," from the Most High Lord God, Whom
you worship and believe in. And the Doctrine — the Third
Covenant — the Purified Doctrine of all the Holy Scriptures
which exist on the Earth will be revealed to you. Write and
preach! Don’t be afraid (Fear not)! The Most High "will
protect you from people."
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That is why the Helper (Comforter) will present (set
forth) His Doctrine in books on the basis of the studies and
purification of the religious Scriptures of different nations
(peoples). For, now, it is not the time to keep all the
information in one’s head and give (tell) it to the disciples
and worshipers.
But as the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) will be
directed to the removal of the Scriptures various (all kinds)
dogmatic ‘stratums’ (‘layers’) and the introduction of the
Living Word of God, then many religious dogmatic masters
(teachers) of different faiths because of the narrowness of
the opinions and rigidity of thoughts are not able to
understand the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) truly,
and it would seem to them that they would have only been
increased the confusion and disbelief from contact with
the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter). But there is
nothing to be done, and the genius of the devil is evident,
if religious masters (teachers) of different faiths, priests,
preachers do not know themselves what they are doing,
because of their spiritual blindness, because of the
constant rejection of other religions, because of the
constant condemnation of someone for anything, because
of the constant anathema of the enemies of the Church.
And Jesus Christ was right in prophesying that the first
(religious ministers) would be the last, and the last
(sinners) would be the first on the True Path to the
Kingdom of the Lord God.
If religious masters (teachers) of all faiths will overcome
all their dogmatic attitudes according to their religion, they
will see the wonderful Light of the Doctrine of the Helper
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(Comforter), which points the Way for any person, any
creed (religion) in the Blissful World of the Kingdom of
Creativity, Beauty and Rest (Peace).
Amen. Hallelujah!
12. 91. "Satan wants to provoke strife and hatred
among you through intoxicants and gambling, and to
prevent you from the remembrance of Allah, and from
prayer..."
92. Obey Allah and obey the Messenger, and be
cautious. If you turn away—know that the duty of Our
Messenger is clear communication."
("Satan desires to sow enmity and hatred among you
with wine and maisir and to divert you from the
understanding of Allah and from prayer... Obey Allah and
obey the messenger..! And if you turn away, know that Our
messenger has only a clear message.")
Sura 5 "The Table" 93 (91), (92)
The genius of the devil, the karmic Lord, is not only "to
provoke strife and hatred among you [religious people]
through intoxicants and gambling (to sow among religious
people ‘enmity and hatred with wine and maisir’"), but to
provoke strife and hatred by creating different faiths,
different rituals in the worship of different Gods. But God
is One for all nations (peoples), tribes and languages, only
His Name sounds different in different languages: Rama,
Vishnu, Krishna, Buddha, Ahura Mazda, Allah, Jehovah,
Sabaoth, and Jesus Christ. And they who worship only one
of these listed Names of God and deny the others, they
really deviated from the understanding of the Most High
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God, God the One for everyone and everything, and
therefore, they digressed (deviated) from a prayer to the
Most High. And only the prayer to the Most High Lord God
gives us the opportunity to penetrate into our souls the
Spirit of the Truth, the Wisdom of God, and the Light of the
Truth. Therefore, the prophet Muhammad is right when
he says that one should obey the Most High and His
messenger. And the messenger of the Most High will be
just the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, Who
will be rejected by religious masters (teachers) because of
their dogmas. It is not for nothing that Muhammad says,
"—know that the duty of Our Messenger is clear
communication," which brings the Truth about God to all
people. We can make (draw) an amazing (surprising)
conclusion of it that, it turns out, the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth is sent to the Earth by God the
Father, and God Jesus Christ, and God Buddha, and Allah
Himself, together with the prophet Muhammad.
Amen. Hallelujah!
13. 50. "Say, “I do not say to you that I possess the
treasuries of Allah, nor do I know the future, nor do I say to
you that I am an angel. I only follow what is inspired to
me.”"
57. "Say, “I stand on clear evidence from my Lord, and
you have rejected Him.”" ("Say: ‘I do not tell you that I
have the treasures of Allah, and I do not know the hidden,
and I do not tell you that I am an angel. I follow only what
is revealed to me.’"
"Say, ‘I am with a clear sign from my Lord, and you
think it is a lie.’")
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Sura 6 "The Livestock" 50 (50), 57 (57)
Although these amazing instructions are addressed to
any prophet, preacher, who brings (bears, carries) the
Word of God to the masses, and these instructions also
applied (related) to the prophet Muhammad, then, and
even more so these instructions, coming from the Most
High through the Holy Spirit, will also apply (relate) to the
Helper (Comforter). Therefore, the Helper (Comforter) will
answer the questioners in the spirit of the sayings of the
prophet Muhammad, saying: "I do not say to you that I
possess the treasuries of Allah, nor do I know the future."
For, the Lord God is completely unknowable by two
Essences (Entities): as the Absolute Entity and as the
Eternal Creative Entity. And further, "nor do I say to you
that I am an angel," nor a Saint, nor a Christ, nor a Helper
(Comforter), for I am a simple an ordinary man, like all of
you. "I only follow what is inspired [revealed] to me"
thanks to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth from the
Most High Lord God. For, I always talk (converse) through
the living loving prayer of thanksgiving and repentance
with the Most High Lord God with joy in My heart. And the
Most High revealed Me His True Epithets (Names) thanks
to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth. And whoever
acquires the basic seven or more Divine epithets for a man
in his practical earthly life, will be able to enter into the
Kingdom of God, into the World of Pleasure, Beauty and
Rest (Peace). And since the Lord God has given Me His
Doctrine, the Doctrine of the Truth, "“I stand on clear
evidence from my Lord, and you have rejected Him.” (‘I am
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with a clear sign from my Lord, and you think it is a lie.’)"
Well, that's up to you (your business)! You can't force
yourself to be nice (You can’t be forcibly sweet). The AllLoving Lord God does not force anyone to go to His Blessed
Kingdom. Everyone has the right to choose what he wants
(wishes) and what he likes. Just remember and do not
forget to thank the Most High Lord God for your (received)
pleasures.
And it will be to you according to your deeds!
And it will be to you according to your Love!
And it will be to you according to your Faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
14. 2. "A Scripture was revealed to you, so let there be
no anxiety in your heart because of it. You are to warn with
it—and a reminder for the believers." ("The Scripture is
written to you — let there be no constraint in your breast
from it! – That thou may exhort them, and that it may be a
reminder to the believers.") (" [This is] a Book revealed to
you, – so let there not be in your breast distress therefrom
– that you may warn thereby and as a reminder to the
believers.")
Sura 7 "The Elevations" I (2)
If the future Helper (Comforter), while examining, and
analyzing sayings of the prophet Muhammad, will meet
with the above or a similar utterance, then the Holy Spirit,
which is in the Helper (Comforter), will tell Him that these
lines, as signs relate (are referred) to Him as instruction of
the Lord God for the Helper (Comforter)-preacher to fulfill
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His duties. And the words "A Scripture was revealed [sent]
to you," say to the Helper (Comforter) as of the Scriptures,
which belong to this or that earthly Religion, in order to
study them, analyze and purify them from dogmatic
‘layers’, and also say to You, the Helper (Comforter), a new
Scripture — the Third Testament —the Gospel of the Truth
has been sent down, and " so let there be no anxiety in your
heart because of it. You are to warn with it—and a
reminder for the believers."
That is why the Third Testament, the Gospel of the
Truth, is the Scripture which incorporates all the best and
Living things in other Scriptures to be a reminder to
believers for all peoples, tribes and languages, so that a
person of any faith finds in the Scripture of the Third
Testament something native and consonant with his
Scripture, and it would give an opportunity to come into
contact with the Gospel of the Truth. We can conclude
(infer) of it that the above statement of the prophet
Muhammad refers to the Helper (Comforter) as a
prophetic instruction about His future Mission.
Amen. Hallelujah!
15. 52. "We have given them a Scripture, which We
detailed with knowledge—guidance and mercy for people
who believe."
53. "Are they waiting for anything but its fulfillment?
The Day its fulfillment comes true, those who disregarded
it before will say, “The messengers of our Lord did come
with the truth. Have we any intercessors to intercede for
us? Or, could we be sent back, to behave differently from
the way we behaved before?” They ruined their souls, and
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what they used to invent has failed them." ("Here we have
come to them with a Book, which we have set forth with
knowledge, as a straight [right] path and mercy for people
who believe." "Do they expect anything but an
interpretation of it? The day when the interpretation of it
will come true, those who have forgotten it before will say:
"the messengers of our Lord have come with the truth. Do
we have intercessors who will intercede for us? Or will we
be returned and do the wrong thing? They have made a
loss to themselves, and what they have invented has
disappeared from them!")
Sura 7 "The Elevations (Heights)" 50 (52), 51 (53)
We have already found out (learned) that the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will write books and
give the earthlings the Third Covenant, the Gospel of the
Truth, the White Book. Therefore, it is also said in the
above text: "Here we come (God the Father, the Son Jesus
Christ and the Spirit the Helper [Comforter]) to them
(different nations) with a book (the Third Testament),
which set out with knowledge, as a direct path (to the
Kingdom of God) and mercifulness [mercy] (as All-Love of
God) for people who believe" in God as the All-Loving, AllMerciful, All-Gracious, All-Good.
"Are they waiting for anything but its fulfillment?"
("Do they expect anything but the interpretation of it,")
that God is All-Loving, All-Humble, All-Meek, All-Patient,
All-Generous, non-condemnatory, non-judgmental, nonpunishing, non-destructive..?
"The Day its fulfillment comes true" ("The day when its
interpretation will come true"), and the interpretation of
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the Helper (Comforter) should already be, for, He has
already come to the lands of Russia, "will say those" who
adhere to the letter of the law of the Scriptures, "those
who disregarded it before will say", that is they forgot the
Living God's Word which is present in this or that Scripture,
in which the Helper (Comforter) reopens and exempts
from dogmatic stratums (layers): “The messengers of our
Lord did come with the truth — and now what, shouldn’t
we trust the messengers, and trust someone new
Messenger (Comforter)? "(Have we any intercessors to
intercede for us?) Do we have intercessors who will
intercede for us" in the person of this new Messenger
(Comforter)? "Or, could we be sent back by the Helper
(Comforter) to the Truth in his Scripture, to behave
differently from the way we behaved before”, and what we
are doing now, thinking that we are doing right, according
to the letter of the law, and truly?
Yes, indeed, those who reject (refuse) the Doctrine of
the Helper (Comforter) and do not use this Doctrine in
their practical lives — "They ruined their souls (spiritually
and materially), and what they used to invent has failed
them", and they imagined to get to Paradise after earthly
life and to be satisfied (content) with eternal blessings,
pleasures, viands. But alas, such people are very far from
Paradise.
Therefore, one should not condemn the doctrines
(teachings) of the prophets and "Christs" who appeared,
but should look through them carefully and try to find the
Living Word of God in their doctrines (teachings). Don't
rush to deny!
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You will know them by their fruits!
You’ll know Him (the Helper) by His fruits!
You will know Him by His all-Love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
16. 61. He said, “O my people, I am not in error, but I
am a messenger from the Lord of the Worlds.” 62. “I deliver
to you the messages of my Lord, and I advise you, and I
know from Allah what you do not know.” 63. “Do you
wonder that a reminder has come to you from your Lord,
through a man from among you, to warn you, and to lead
you to righteousness, so that you may attain mercy?”
67. He said, “O my people! There is no foolishness in me,
but I am a messenger from the Lord of the Worlds. 68. “I
convey to you the messages of my Lord, and I am a
trustworthy adviser to you.” 69. “Are you surprised that a
reminder has come to you from your Lord, through a man
from among you, to warn you?
("He said, 'O my people! I have no delusion, and I am
only a messenger from the Lord of the worlds.
I give you the messages of my Lord and advise you; I
know from Allah [the Most High] what you do not know.
Do you wonder that a reminder from your Lord has
come to one of you, that he should persuade you, and that
you should be God-fearing? [Merciful and meek Approx.
author.], and maybe you will be pardoned! He said, "MY
people! I have no foolishness, and I am only a messenger
from the Lord of the worlds. I give you the messages of my
Lord; I am your faithful adviser.
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Are you surprised that a reminder has come to you
from your Lord through a man from among you to
admonish you?")
Sura 7 "The Elevations" 59 (61) — (63), 65 (67) (69)
These sayings of the prophet Muhammad will
prophetically have something in common with the
answers of the Helper (Comforter), when He will be asked
by people who tempt Him. And the Helper (Comforter) will
answer in this way (spirit): "Oh, my dears! I have no
delusion; I am only a Messenger from the Most High, and
I tell you what I have been taught by the Spirit of the Truth.
I give you the messages of My Lord and advise you; I know
from the Most High what you do not know. “Are you
surprised that a reminder has come to you from your Lord,
through a man from among you, to warn you? No, you
aren’t! For, look, many prophets and “Christs” have come
to the Earth, and all of them persuade you to be Godfearing, and perhaps you will be pardoned. And I teach you
to acquire the seven or more basic Divine epithets for a
man, for those who want to enter the Kingdom of the AllLoving God. The Most High Lord God has no elite (chosen
ones); He is All-Loving, All-Kind, All-Humble, All-Meek, AllPatient, and All-Forgiving…
I give you messages, the True Epithets of My God. My
advice is right and true, and he who follows it acquires the
temple of God in his heart, and thus he can enter into the
Blissful World of the Kingdom of Pleasures. I am only a
Warner of the Words of God and a preacher of the Good
News – about All-Love of the Most High Lord God. Rejoice,
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bless and thank always and for everything in all your
thoughts and deeds (actions) [of] the Most High Lord God!
And the Spirit of the Truth will descend upon you, and will
purify (cleanse) you gradually of all kinds of sins, and will
point the Way to the World of Eternal Pleasures, to the
World of Beauty, Creativity and Rest (Peace)."
Amen. Hallelujah!
17. 128. "There has come to you a messenger from
among yourselves, concerned over your suffering, anxious
over you. Towards the believers, he is compassionate and
merciful." ("A messenger has come to us from among you.
It is heavy for him that you sin; he is supporter of you, to
believers — he is meek [gentle], merciful".)
Sura 9, "Repentance," 129 (128)
The Helper (Comforter) will indeed be an ordinary
man — "a messenger from among yourselves." And as the
people are accustomed and taught to see the truth in the
mouths of hermits, Holy fathers, it will be difficult for
people to believe a man who has not established himself
as a hermit or a Holy man.
Due to the fact that all pagan and world Religions are
based on the letter of the law, on dogmas and do not know
themselves how they lead into sin tribes and peoples and
languages (tongues) — it will be difficult to the Helper
(Comforter) at the sight of all these things that everybody
and everyone in their own way are in sin. The Helper
(Comforter) regrets all who are in sin, and in His sermons
gives instructions to those who are around and those who
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listen to Him about the Good News, the Light of the Truth,
the Living Word of God, and He Himself in practice accepts
what He preaches, so that words do not diverge from
deeds, for practice is the criterion of the Truth. The Helper
(Comforter) in practice in His ordinary life acquires seven
or more Divine epithets as the key to the gate to the
Kingdom of the All-Loving Lord God. So that people could
see with their own eyes how to do it for their happiness,
for their spiritual enlightenment.
Amen. Hallelujah!
18. 41. "If they accuse you of lying, say, “I have my
deeds, and you have your deeds. You are quit of what I do,
and I am quit of what you do.”" 47. "Every community has
a messenger. When their messenger has come, judgment
will be passed between them with fairness, and they will
not be wronged." ("And if they think [consider] you are a
hypocrite, say, 'I have my business [mission], and you have
yours; you are not involved in what I do, and I am not
involved in what you do.'"
"There is a messenger for every nation; and when
their messenger comes, it will be settled among them in
justice (justly), and they will not be offended.")
Sura 10 "Jonah (Yunus)" 42 (41), 48 (47)
The prophet Muhammad is right when he says: "Every
community has a messenger ("There is a messenger for
every nation,)" and no nation will be offended, for the Lord
God is All-Loving and all mankind, all nations are dear for
Him. God's messenger comes to this or that people to raise
them at a certain stage of time one more spiritual step in
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the knowledge of the ways to the World of Bliss, to the
Kingdom of Eternal Pleasures. Each messenger of God
shows (reveals) to the people (nation) only one facet of the
Divine Truth, or it may be said that each messenger of God
shows to the people (peoples) one Truth of the Divine AllTruth. Therefore, when a new epoch (epochs) comes, a
new messenger comes to show another facet of Truth, if
the Truth is considered as a multifaceted gem, for
example, a diamond, or several adjacent facets.
But the people do not accept a new messenger from
God, because they do not see the relationship that, this or
that facet of Truth belongs to the One Essence — to the
All-Truth. Moreover, people have the established belief
(faith) in the dogma, which is built on (connected with) the
doctrine (teaching) of the last messenger of God and is
associated with a particular religious cult (mission), ritual.
A new messenger brings a new doctrine (teaching) of
Truth, and it seems to people that this new doctrine
(teaching) of Truth destroys their established creed
(denomination), and therefore their religion. Therefore
priests, Ministers of temples, churches, monasteries and
other religious figures fall upon the new messenger of God
with different attacks, which they have in their arsenal,
and even anathema.
So it turns out that the prophet Muhammad, as if
through the mouth of the Most High teaches the future
Helper (Comforter) humility, meekness, patience, noncondemnation... with prophetic words: "If they accuse you
of lying, say, “I have my deeds, and you have your deeds.
You are quit of what I do, and I am quit of what you do.”"
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("And if they think [consider] you are a hypocrite, say, 'I
have my business, and you have yours; you are not involved
in what I do, and I am not involved in what you do.'") But
life will show who acts truly, for practice is the criterion of
the truth. And if you can't in your heart acquire such Divine
epithets as all-humbleness, all-meekness, all-forgiveness,
all-patience, all-mercifulness, non-judgment, all-love in
practice, your path to God is illusionary path and most
likely leads to the tangled maze of fiery hell (Gehenna).
For, whoever lays someone under a ban (anathema), he
himself will first go to hell after [earthly] life, which is built
by his own destructive thoughts, intentions, and deeds.
So, the Preacher Who preaches the Living Word of
God, Who does not deny any Scripture, which is given to
the nations by the messengers of God, and builds His
entire Doctrine on the Doctrine of Jesus Christ, and does
not call himself a Helper (Comforter), nor the Christ, nor
any other of the Gods; The one who in practice in his
material life acquires seven or more Divine epithets and
constantly communicates with the Most High Lord God
through a living loving prayer of thanksgiving and
repentance with inner joy in his heart, is the Messiah, the
Spirit of the Truth Who is waited (wanted) by all mankind.
You will know Him by His All-Love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
19. 49. "Say, “I have no power to harm or benefit
myself, except as Allah wills. To every nation is an
appointed time. Then, when their time arrives, they can
neither postpone it by one hour, nor advance it." 53. "And
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they inquire of you, “Is it true?” Say, “Yes, by my Lord, it is
true, and you cannot evade it.”"
("Say: 'I have power neither to harm nor profit myself,
except what Allah wills. There is a limit for every nation.
When their limit comes, they will not slow down for an hour
and will not speed up. '"
"They ask you, is it true? Say, 'Yes, by my Lord, this is
the truth, and you cannot weaken! '")
Sura 10 "Jonah (Yunus)" 50 (49), 54 (53)
108. Say, "“O people, the truth has come to you from
your Lord. Whoever accepts guidance is guided for his own
soul; and whoever strays only strays to its detriment. I am
not a guardian over you.”" ("Say: ‘O people! The truth has
come to you from your Lord; and he who walks a straight
path goes straight for his soul, and he who has gone astray
has gone astray to the detriment of it; and I am not a surety
[guarantor] for you.’")
Sura 10 "Yunus" 108 (108)
If the Preacher of the Word of God fully gave His soul
into the Hands of the Most High Lord God, then here on
the Earth He learns to gain seven or more Divine epithets,
but for the people around him will seem that He has no
power to harm or benefit Himself, since whoever is on the
true Path to the All-True Lord God such concepts as good
and evil, benefit and harm, etc. cease to exist for Him. And
a Preacher enters, is involved, and flows into the will of
God, into the Peacemaking of God, that is, lives according
to the prayer: "Thy will be done… (Except as Allah wills)"
And to every nation is an appointed time, and we can learn
it from the history of human society, or we can say that
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nations are transformed and dissolved in the usurpation
of a stronger nation. But what is surprising, each nation
makes (creates) an appointed time by its acts, its own limit
of existence, especially those nations which are often at
war. For, the warring nations draw upon themselves
destructive forces (powers), and these destructive forces
(powers) in the form of natural, social disasters, and
usurpation by other, stronger people lead to sad
consequences: extinction, disappearance, dissolution of
the militant people. And that militant people, who have
reached its limit, as the prophet said, will not be able to
slow down for an hour, or to speed up (they can neither
postpone it by one hour, nor advance it). For, so much
destructive forces (powers) have been accumulated in the
form of the egregor above this nation, so that to transfer
[in the destruction] human souls into another energyinformational structure for their further development, as
this nation ceases to exist on the Earth.
Remember, people: the messenger (Messenger)
necessarily comes from the Lord God at the limit of a
nation as all-mercifulness of God. And such a messenger
(Messenger) brings the people (peoples) this or that Truth
from God. So don't you people think it's not wise to ask a
messenger (Messenger) from God "And they inquire of
you, “Is it true?”" And the messenger will always answer
you, “Yes, by my Lord, it is true, and you cannot evade it.”
But the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will
never swear in the name of God, for He will know the
instructions of Jesus Christ the Son of God: But above all
things, my brethren, swear not, neither by heaven, neither
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by the earth, [and] neither by any other oath. The Helper
(Comforter) can say to unbelievers with the words
somewhat similar to the words of the prophet
Muhammad: "Dear ones, the Truth has come to you from
your Lord, whom you worship, and he, who accepts that
the Lord God is All-Loving, All-Generous, All-Forgiving, AllMerciful, All-Good, non-condemnatory, non-judgmental,
non-punishing, and accepts in his practical life seven or
more Divine epithets through thanksgiving loving prayer
peace, rest and joy in his soul, he goes straight to God, he
will enter the Kingdom of Eternal Pleasures." And the
Helper (Comforter regrets) those who do not want to go
this way and prays for them, for their spiritual insight.
Peace to all of you!
Amen. Hallelujah!
20. 89. And say, “I am the clear Warner.” (And say,
"Verily, I am only [but] an explicit [plain] Warner.")
Surah 15 Al-Hijr (The Rock) 69 (89)
44. "And We revealed to you the Reminder, that you
may clarify to the people what was revealed to them, and
that they may reflect." 64. "We revealed to you the
Scripture only to clarify for them what they differ about,
and guidance and mercy for people who believe." ("And we
have sent you a mention so that you may explain to the
people what has been revealed to them – perhaps they will
come up with it!"
"We have sent down the book to you only that you
may explain to them what they disagree about — the
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straight path and mercy for people who believe
[believers].")
Sura 16 "The Bee[s]" 46 (44), 66 (64)
110. "Say, “I am only a human being like you, being
inspired that your god is One God. Whoever hopes to meet
his Lord, let him work righteousness, and never associate
anyone with the service of his Lord.”" ("Say, ‘I am a man
like you; it has been revealed to me that your god is One
God. And whoever hopes to meet his Lord, let him do a
good deed in the worship of his Lord, do not add anyone to
Him.’")
Sura 18 (The Cave) 110 (110)
In these prophetic sayings, Muhammad seems to
confirm again and again that the future Helper
(Comforter) will be an ordinary man, like people in
society. But the Helper (Comforter) will be different from
the people around Him in that He received the revelation
that God, Who is worshipped by all the peoples of the
Earth, but under different faiths, is One God — the Most
High Lord God, and that one should worship Him in spirit
and truly, that is, to thank the Most High Lord God always
and for everything, for all his thoughts and actions (deeds)
in obtaining all kinds of pleasures, which are desired for
him. And it will give you the opportunity to gradually learn
to communicate with the Most High through a living loving
prayer of thanksgiving and repentance with inner joy in
your heart, by glorifying (praising) and singing, spreading
and blessing the Glorious Epithets of the One God for all
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and all in the entire (whole) Universe. If any person does
like it, he will acquire the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth,
Which will be a Guide for him to lead him out of the
labyrinth of Karmic Sansara (the cycle of rebirth, death and
suffering) and lead him to the Blissful World of the
Kingdom of God.
It is necessary to worship only the All-Loving All-True
Most High Lord God, without denying other kinds (types)
of worship all kinds of Gods who exist on the Earth, and to
remember that all the Gods (Sons of God) come out, are
born by the Most High Lord God, They are supported by
Him and They return and merge with Him into a Single
Being. Therefore, the Gods (Sons of God) who were on the
Earth are temporary Gods with their Names, and after
fulfilling their Mission on the Earth, They return to the
Kingdom of God the One, They, as such, have ceased to
exist — They have dissolved into the One God. Therefore,
the prophet Muhammad is right when he says that
whoever hopes to meet his Lord, let him work
righteousness, and never associate anyone with the service
of his Lord, one should worship the Most High and not
attach anyone to Him, that is, not to worship separately
from the Most High this or that Son of God or the Earthly
God (pagan gods), without denying them. But we must
remember that the Most High Lord God is always
manifested in the Consubstantial Trinity, as God the
Father, God the Son, God the Spirit. Therefore, if we
worship the Most High Lord God, we already worship God
the Father, and God the Son, and God the Spirit. But those
who worship only the Son of God in the person of Krishna,
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Vishnu, Buddha, Christ, they impoverish themselves and
dogmatize the Doctrine of God, for the devil does not sleep
and does his karmic work.
Only if you worship the All-Loving Lord God, you can
acquire the Spirit of the Truth, Which will lead you into the
Kingdom of God and show you that the way of the Christ
will bring you to the Truth, and the other ways of the Sons
of God help to find the Way of Jesus Christ as the way of
the Truth. But the Spirit of the Truth, Which comes upon
you will lead you in the Living Way of Jesus Christ, and not
in the dogmatic way, which is indicated by the Christian
Religion, for the dogmatic way will never lead to the Truth,
and therefore will not lead to the Kingdom of God the
Father.
Based on all of it, we understand the prophetic words
of Muhammad: "We (God the Father, God Jesus Christ and
God the Spirit) revealed to you (the future Helper
[Comforter]-Preacher) the Scripture (that is, the Helper
[Comforter] should write books on different religions) only
to clarify for them (all people of the Earth) what they
(people of different denominations [creeds]) differ
about..." For Your Doctrine, the Helper (Comforter) — is
"guidance (the straight path) and mercy for people who
believe." — The Path to the Kingdom of God for all who
desire, seek and knock, labor and are heavy burdened
(laden), for all denominations (creeds), for all mankind.
That is why the future Helper (Comforter), while
looking through all the Holy Scriptures, finds the mentions
of Himself, of His Mission: to explain and reveal (show)
people of the Earth (all the nations, all mankind) the Truth
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about the One Lord God. Then the saying of the prophet
Muhammad takes on a bright and clear (understandable)
coloring for us: "And We (God the Father, God the Son, the
Christ, and God the Spirit) revealed to you (the future
Helper [Comforter]) the Reminder (the future Helper
[Comforter]), that you (the Preacher) may clarify to the
people what was revealed to them (and it was revealed to
the people of the Earth the Truth about God, the Truth
about the Universe, the Truth about the Creative Process,
the Truth about the Way to God in the Realm [Kingdom] of
Eternal Pleasures), and that they may reflect." God Grant
(Willing)!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
21. 10. We have sent down to you a Book, containing
your message. Do you not understand? 45. Say, “I am
warning you through inspiration.” But the deaf cannot
hear the call when they are being warned. ("We have sent
down to you the Book in which a reminder to you – will you
not understand?
Say, "I only exhort (admonish) you by revelation," and
the deaf do not hear the call when they are exhorted
[admonished].")
Sura 21 "The Prophets" 10 (10), 46 (45)
42. "If they deny you—before them the people of
Noah, and Aad, and Thamood also denied. 43. And the
people of Abraham, and the people of Lot... 44. And the
inhabitants of Median. And Moses was denied. Then I
reprieved those who disbelieved, but then I seized them. So
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how was My rejection? 49. Say, “O people, I am only a plain
Warner to you.” 78. And strive for Allah, with the striving
due to Him. He has chosen you, and has not burdened you
in religion…" ("If they consider you a liar, then before them
[by their people] they [Noah and Aad and Thamood and
Ibrahim and Lot and Median] considered liars; Musa was
declared a liar…" "Say, ‘O people! I am a clear Warner to
you.’" "And be diligent about Allah with diligence worthy
of Him! He has chosen you and has not made any hardship
for you in religion…")
Sura 22 "Pilgrimage" 43 (42-44), 48 (49), 77 (78)
24. "But the notables of his people, who disbelieved,
said, “This is nothing but a human like you, who wants to
gain superiority over you. 25. He is nothing but a man
possessed. Just ignore him for a while.” 26. He said, “My
Lord, help me, for they have rejected me.” 33. But the
dignitaries of his people, those who disbelieved and denied
the meeting of the Hereafter, and We had indulged them
in the present life, said, “This is nothing but a human like
you; he eats what you eat, and he drinks what you drink.
39. He said, “My Lord, help me, for they have rejected me.”
44. Then We sent Our messengers in succession. Every time
a messenger came to his community, they called him a liar.
So We made them follow one another, and made them
history. 70. Or do they say, “He is possessed?” In fact, he
brought them the truth, but most of them hate the truth."
("And the multitude said, those of the people who
disbelieved, 'This is only a man like you, he wants to gain
an advantage over you… It is only a man in whom there is
madness; just ignore him for a while."
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He said, "Lord, help me because they thought I was a
liar!" And the nobles of his people, who disbelieved, said:
"This is only a man like you, he eats what you eat, and he
drinks what you drink. He said, "Lord, help me because they
thought I was a liar!" Then We sent our messengers one by
one. Every time a messenger came to the people, they
declared him a liar, and We sent some after the others and
made them history… Or they say, "He is mad," Yes, he came
to them with the truth, and most of them hate the truth.")
Sura 23 "The Believers" 24 (24)-26,
34 (33), 41 (39), 46 (44), 72 (70)
Thus, the Scriptures are sent down to people through
God's messengers, in which they remind the nations how
to get out of the world of suffering and find the world of
eternal pleasures, so that the nations will understand.
Nowadays – the end of the twentieth century – there
are a lot of messengers, and each of them comes with his
reminder to reason with the people. Thus, it turns out that
since 1990, humanity enters the era of "Christs and
prophets". And among all kinds of "Christs and prophets"
will lead the preaching also the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth, Who will answer the questions of those
who are interested in the words of the prophet
Muhammad: “I am warning you through inspiration.” ("I
only admonish you by revelation.") And Muhammad is
right: prophesying, "But the deaf cannot hear the call when
they are being warned (the deaf do not hear the call when
they are admonished.)" Similarly, those who adhere to a
dogmatic faith in a particular religion, they will be as if deaf
not only to the" Christs and prophets", but also to the
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Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, for the Doctrine
of the Helper (Comforter) is not dogmatic, but alive and
must be constantly confirmed in practice in ordinary
human life under any conditions.
In the same way the prophetic sayings of Muhammad
will come true, when the Helper (Comforter), the
Messenger of God will be called a liar, as all other
Messengers were called liars: Noah, Abraham, Moses,
Jesus Christ; although indeed the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth for all peoples, tribes and languages
(tongues) is a plain Warner (a clear Admonisher). That is,
the Helper (Comforter) only explains, admonishes His
Doctrine about God, about the Universe, about the Way to
God and many other things, and doesn’t forcibly force
anyone to believe it: you will not be forcibly sweet (nice)!
For, the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) is based
on All-Love, All-Humbleness, All-Meekness, All-Patience,
All-Mercifulness, All-Forgiveness, All-Generosity, noncondemnation (non-judgment) — that is what should be
understood by all the nations of the Earth. The Helper
(Comforter), by revealing the dogmatism of various
Scriptures and religious doctrines (teachings), does not
condemn these Scriptures and doctrines (teachings), but
reveals (shows) which path leads to what: happiness or
deadlock, suffering or destruction. The Helper (Comforter)
reveals (shows) that one should dedicate his soul (heart)
to the Most High Lord God, for indeed, Muhammad is
right: "He has chosen you, and has not burdened you in
religion (of the Helper [Comforter])." For, the religion of
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the Helper (Comforter) is All-Love, Humility, Meekness,
Patience, non-condemnation…
Hence the answer is that the Preacher-Helper,
although he is an ordinary man, like all people (men), he
does not try and does not intend to gain an advantage or
to gain superiority over anyone, even over an illiterate
slave, because the Helper (Comforter) will talk to each
person in the accessible (spiritual) language in which the
interlocutor wants to communicate (converse) with Him.
Yes, the prophetic words of Muhammad are true that
any Messenger will be called insane, but in order to
understand and verify the truth of His Doctrine, it is
necessary to wait for some time for the grain (Doctrine) to
bear fruit. No wonder Jesus Christ said: "by their fruits you
will know them!"
If the fruits of the Preacher will give us, people, both
the joy of creativity and comfort our soul, heart, by giving
Light to happiness, then this Preacher is the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth. Amen.
Many people do not see the Helper (Comforter) in the
Preacher of the Word of God, because they think that He
should be the standard of the purity of the Holy Father.
And the Helper (Comforter), like Jesus Christ, will eat all
what ordinary people eat, and drink (and even wine), what
people of different classes usually drink (“This is nothing
but a human like you; he eats what you eat, and he drinks
what you drink”). Therefore, it is not surprising to call the
Helper (Comforter) a liar because of one’s
misunderstanding and spiritual blindness. He who
correctly understood the true nature of Jesus Christ, His
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acts and Instructions (Teachings), one can understand
immediately also the Helper (Comforter) in all His
everyday and spiritual manifestations, and then gradually
other ones, to apply (use) the Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter), in practice, understand the Truth of the
Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth, that this Doctrine will be forever alive with the
creative campaign of the person to implement
(realization) It for his own sake in the search of the
eternal pleasures that will give everyone an opportunity
to go into the Kingdom of God.
And it will be to you according to your faith!
And it will be to you according to your deeds!
Amen. Hallelujah!
22. 54. Say, “Obey Allah and obey the Messenger.”
But if they turn away, then he is responsible for his
obligations, and you are responsible for your obligations.
And if you obey him, you will be guided. It is only incumbent
on the Messenger to deliver the Clarifying Message. (Say,
"Obey Allah and obey the messenger! And if you turn away,
on him is that which is laid upon him, and on you is that
which is laid upon you. And if you obey him, you will follow
a straight path. The messenger has only a clear message.")
Sura 24, "The Light" 53 (54)
57. Say, “I ask of you no payment for this—only that
whoever wills may take a path to his Lord.” (Say, "I ask no
reward from you for this, except that those who desire may
lead the path to their Lord.")
Sura 25, "The Criterion" 59 (57)
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47. "Likewise, We revealed to you the Scripture. Those
to whom We gave the Scripture believe in it, and some of
these believe in it. None renounce Our communications
except the disbelievers." ("And thus We have sent down to
you the Book, and those to whom we have given the Book
believe in it; and there are some of those who believe in it;
only the infidels deny Our signs!")
Sura 29 "The Spider" 46 (47)
43. And when Our enlightening Verses are recited to
them, they say, “This is nothing but a man who wants to
divert you from what your ancestors used to worship.” And
they say, “This is nothing but a fabricated lie.” And when
the Truth comes to them, the blasphemers say of the Truth,
“This is nothing but plain magic.” 49. Say, “The Truth has
come; while falsehood can neither originate, nor
regenerate.” 50. Say, “If I err, I err only to my own loss; but
if I am guided, it is by what my Lord inspires me. He is
Hearing and Near.” ("And when Our signs clearly stated
are read to them, they say: 'This is only a man who wants
to turn you away from what your fathers worshipped!' And
they said, 'This is nothing but a lie of invention!' And those
who disbelieved [infidels] say of the truth when it came to
them,' It is only plain sorcery!'" Say, "The truth has come,
and the lie will not appear, will not return!" Say, "If I have
gone astray, I am going astray to the detriment of myself,
and if I go straight, it is because of what my Lord has
inspired me. Verily, He is the Hearer, the Nearer!")
Sura 34 "Sheba (Saba)" 42 (43), 48 (49), 49 (50)
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How wonderfully accurate are the prophetic sayings of
Muhammad concerning the acts (deeds) and Mission of
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth. For, the
Helper (Comforter) will call to commune (communicate)
with the Most High Lord God through his heart, through
the loving prayer of thanksgiving and repentance. It is
necessary to obey the Most High and the Helper
(Comforter) not under any pressure and coercion for the
sake of righteousness, but because the Most High and the
Helper (Comforter) do not demand anything from you and
do not force, but only pour out (give vent) All-Love,
Generosity, Goodness, Light, Truth, Joy of Themselves.
Therefore, he who rejects, that is, will not accept and will
turn away from the Helper (Comforter), he will not take
away from Him anything of the above, but on the contrary,
will lose it all. That is why Muhammad says that he (the
Helper) is responsible for his obligations, which are
entrusted to Him by the All-Loving Lord God; and those
who reject the Helper (Comforter), are responsible for
their obligations; they will have what they had before
meeting Him – mirages of illusory happiness. Therefore,
those who obey, that is, who put the Doctrine of the
Helper (Comforter) into practice in their own material life,
will follow the straight path leading to the Kingdom of the
Lord God, for there is only clear a message on the
Messenger-Helper (Comforter). Therefore, the Helper
(Comforter) will speak as if in the words of the prophet
Muhammad: “I ask of you no payment for My Doctrine,
only that whoever wills may take a path to his Lord,” those
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who wish to accept this Doctrine, and to direct their feet
to their Lord, to worship Him and glorify Him as the Most
High, All-Loving, All-Good, All-Generous, All-True… Lord
God.
The Helper (Comforter) does not deny any religious
doctrine (teaching), creed, Scripture, but finds sparks of
truth in them, unites these Divine Truths and shows that
truth, Which can be acquired by anyone who wants to, if
he communicates with the Most High Lord God through a
loving prayer of thanksgiving and repentance with inner
joy, reverence in his heart.
The infidels deny the Divine signs only because of their
spiritual blindness, they cannot use these signs to work out
(fulfill) their own sins, for their own good.
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, is the
one who sets forth the signs clearly so that every man may
use them for his own good. The Helper (Comforter) by His
Doctrine does not turn away from the doctrine
(teaching), which was worshipped by ancestors, fathers,
but reveals and shows where there is the Living Word of
God and where — dogma — destruction in this doctrine.
Therefore, those who will speak to the Doctrine of the
Helper (Comforter): “This is nothing but a fabricated lie.”
("This is only a lie of fabrication!") They cast (plunge)
themselves into their own darkness, into their own
suffering and torment.
Sorcery (magic) is not called the acts of the Helper
(Comforter), which are committed by all-love through a
prayer to the Most High Lord God.
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And if the Helper (Comforter) is already creating in
(on) the Russian land, then the Truth also came to the
Earth with Him, and the lie will dissolve in the Rays of the
Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) thanks to All-Love.
And since the Helper (Comforter) does not force His
Doctrine on anyone, He seems to answer all those who
seek the Truth with the words of the prophet Muhammad:
"“If I err, I err only to my own loss; but if I am guided, it is
by what my Lord God the Most High inspires me. He is
Hearing and Near.” Verily (Truly) He is All-Hearing, Close
(Near), Kind, All-Loving, All-True, All-Good, All-Generous,
All-Merciful!.."
Amen. Hallelujah!
23. 53. "We will show them Our proofs on the
horizons, and in their very souls, until it becomes clear to
them that it is the truth. Is it not sufficient that your Lord is
witness over everything?" ("We will show them our signs
in the countries and in themselves, until it becomes clear to
them that this is the truth.")
Sura 41 "Detailed (Clarified)" 53 (53)
52. "We thus inspired you spiritually, by Our
command. You did not know what the Scripture is, or what
faith is, but We made it a light, with which We guide
whomever We will of Our servants. You surely guide to a
straight path. 53. The path of Allah, to whom belongs
everything in the heavens and everything on earth. Indeed,
to Allah all matters revert."
("And so We inspired two of Our command: you did
not know what the book and faith were, but We have made
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him a light who is led by Us any of Our servants, and you
are on the straight path, the path of Allah [the Almighty
{the Most High}], to whom belongs whatever is in the
heavens and on earth. Oh, yes, all things turn to Allah [to
the Most High])!
Sura 42 "Consultation" 52 (52), 53 (53)
The prophet Muhammad prophesies that the Helper
(Comforter), as a Preacher of the Living Word of God, will
travel around the countries (lands) of the Earth and show
Divine signs, both in people — treatment for all kinds of
diseases, and in nature, until it becomes clear that this is
the truth in the above dictum (statement). And in order to
unite all countries, to spread the Gospel of the Truth — the
Third Covenant (Testament) throughout the Earth, it will
take a lot of time and years. For, there must be calm, a rest
(peace) before the disasters (catastrophes) — storm
breaks out (comes).
The following dictum (saying) of the prophet
Muhammad says that the man who should become the
Helper (Comforter) in the future, was in spiritual blindness,
but sought the Truth, and did not know that soon, thanks
to the descent of the Holy Spirit upon him from the
command of God the Father and Jesus Christ, he will
understand what the True Faith is and will begin to write
Divine books. That is why the prophet Muhammad says,
"We (God the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit)
made him (the future Helper [Comforter]) the light with
which We guide whomever We will of Our servants," that
is, those who give (devote) their souls completely into the
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Hands of the Most High Lord God. "You (the Preacher
becomes the Helper [Comforter]) surely guide to a straight
path.", the path of the All-Loving, All-Good, All-Merciful,
All-Forgiving... He Who made (created) the entire
Universe. Oh, yes, everything comes from the Almighty, all
things are supported by Him, the Peacemaker, all things
return to Him, the All-Loving.
So the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth is
the Divine Light, which radiates All-Love, All-Humility, AllMeekness, All-Generosity, All-Patience, All-Mercifulness,
All-Forgiveness, non-condemnation (non-judgment)!..
By His works you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him!
By His All-Love you will know Him!
Amen. Hallelujah!
24. 22. But they say, “We found our parents on a
course, and we are guided in their footsteps.” 24. He would
say, “Even if I bring you better guidance than what you
found your parents following?” They would say, “We reject
what you are sent with.” ("Yes! They said, "We have found
our fathers in a certain doctrine, and we certainly follow in
their footsteps." Say, "what if I had come to you with a
truer one than that in which you found your fathers?" They
said,' we certainly don't believe what you're sent with. '")
Sura 43 Decorations 21 (22), 23 (24)
20. "I have taken refuge in my Lord and your Lord, lest
you stone me." ("And I take refuge in my Lord and your
Lord, lest ye stone me.")
Sura 44, "Smoke," 19 (20)
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9. Say, “I am not different from the other messengers;
and I do not know what will be done with me, or with you.
I only follow what is inspired in me, and I am only a clear
Warner.” 22. They said, “Did you come to us to divert us
from our gods? Then bring us what you threaten us with, if
you are being truthful.” 23. He said, “The knowledge is only
with Allah, and I inform you of what I was sent with; but I
see you are an ignorant people.”
("Say, 'I am not a new one among the messengers,
and I do not know what will be done with me and with you.
I only follow what is suggested to me; I am only an explicit
Warner." They said, "Have you come to turn us away from
our gods by lies? Bring us what you promise, if you are of
those who speak the truth." He said, "After all, knowledge
is with Allah [the Most High], and I give you what I am sent
with; but I see that you are an ignorant people.")
Sura 46, "The Dunes" 8 (9), 21 (22), 22 (23)
The younger generation gains strength and
penetrates into social life, that the fathers have a certain
religious doctrine, to which they obey and force the young
people to accept this doctrine. And the young people have
nothing to do but to walk right in their footsteps, that is,
on the well-trodden (beaten) religious way (track). And
this way is so trodden (trampled) that it ceases to exist a
living plant. That is, we can say that the religious path of
the fathers turns into a dogma, into a lifeless structure.
And in order that people, while walking along the
dogmatic way, would not fall into the labyrinth of their sin
or into hell, Messengers come from God and give a new,
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living way to happiness. But due to the fact that it is
profitable (advantageous) for the hierarchical religious
elite to support themselves in the physical world through
the dogmatization of the religious doctrine, it incites the
masses and falls upon the new appeared prophet, to
denounce his doctrine as a false one. Therefore, any
Messenger of God can address people through the mouth
of Muhammad and will receive a negative response from
the dogmatically minded religious mass, even if the
Messenger brings the True Happiness to people: "“Even if
I bring you better guidance than what you found your
parents following?” They would say, “We reject what you
are sent with.” (And if I came to you with a truer one than
what you [people, nations] found your fathers in?" They
said,' we certainly do not believe in what you [the
Messengers of God] are sent with.'")
And what is surprising, the prophet Muhammad has
already caught, and the Helper (Comforter) will practice it
constantly, that if you want to be understood by people of
different faiths and not stoned, you should show the Most
High Lord God in your sermons as if He is their God, whom
they worship, and in no case deny their God. But to find in
their God the Divine epithets which correspond to the
Most High Lord God, adding more epithets of the Most
High to sing and praise with these Epithets the Most High
Lord God.
The whole delight of the Helper (Comforter) is that He
will reveal all the Holy Scriptures and various religious
doctrines (teachings), to show where the Living Word of
God is, and where the dogma is. Therefore, He will answer
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the questioners as if in the words of the prophet
Muhammad: “I am not different from the other
messengers; and I do not know (for only the Lord God
knows) what will be done with me, or with you. I only
follow what is inspired in me (in revelations), and I am only
a clear Warner.”
Thus we see that the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, did not come to the Earth to turn the nations
away from their Gods, but through their Gods to lead them
to the Truth, to the Most High All-Loving All-True All-Good
Lord God.
And when the people demand signs or miracles from
the Helper (Comforter), as they demanded from Jesus
Christ, the Helper (Comforter) will respond (answer) as if
in the words of the prophet Muhammad: “The knowledge
is only with Allah, and I inform you of what I was sent with;
but I see you are an ignorant people.” ("All signs, miracles
and knowledge are with the Most High, and I give you what
I was sent with; but I see that you are an unbelieving
people because of your dogmatism and unbelief.")
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will not
scold this or that people who dwell in their destructive
dogmas, but will always regret them and pray for their
spiritual insight (enlightenment) and well-being
(prosperity).
Amen. Hallelujah!
25. 28. "It is He who sent His Messenger with the
guidance and the religion of truth, to make it prevail over
all religions. Allah suffices as Witness." ("He is the One Who
sent His messenger with direct guidance and the faith of
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truth to give it precedence over all faith; it is enough Allah
[the Most High] as a witness!")
Sura 48 "Victory" 28 (28)
252. "These are Allah’s revelations, which We recite to
you in truth. You are one of the messengers. 253. "These
messengers: We gave some advantage over others. To
some of them Allah spoke directly, and some He raised in
rank…"
("These are the signs of Allah [the Most High]; we read
them to you in truth. Indeed, you are one of the
messengers!" Here are the messengers! Some we gave an
advantage over others. Among them were those with
whom Allah [the Most High] spoke and raised some of
them in degrees [ranks]…")
Sura 2 "The Heifer" 253 (252), 254 (253
)
The Preacher of the Word of God, Who will assume
(take on) the Mission of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth, is just the Messenger of the Most High Lord
God, that is, the Messenger, Who is sent to the Earth by
God the Father, the Son of God Jesus Christ and the Holy
Spirit, and therefore — "It is He who sent His Messenger
with the guidance and the religion of truth, to make it
prevail over all religions." That is, the doctrine of the
Helper (Comforter) will be a universal Doctrine which
includes all faiths as facets of a Single Jewel. And the
Witness of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
will be the Most High Lord God, for the Helper (Comforter)
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will entrust (give) His whole human soul into the Hands of
the All-Loving, All-True, All-Holiest.
Therefore, the Preacher, Who will carry out (fulfill) the
Mission of the Helper (Comforter) will receive various
signs which speak and confirm His Spiritual Mission from
the Most High, and these signs will come to Him both in a
dream and through other messengers (exhorters),
spiritual contactors, people.
The advantage of the Helper (Comforter) over other
messengers will be that He will always thank the Most High
Lord God for everything, in all His thoughts and deeds, and
communicate with the Most High through a Living loving
prayer of thanksgiving and repentance with inner joy and
reverence in His heart, and chant (sing) the Lord God in all
His Beautiful Holy Epithets.
And since our age is abundantly saturated with the
messengers of God, and all of them communicate with
God in different ways, so they are ascended to God as if in
ranks (degrees), that is, some of them have advantages
over others. And the messenger, who will acquire in
practice more than seven Divine epithets, which we often
speak about and mention — and will fulfill the Mission of
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth. Amen.
Looking through the Quran (Koran) – the book of
sayings of the prophet Muhammad, we were convinced
that the Muslim doctrine also speaks of the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth as the future Prophet,
the Messiah, Who must come to the Earth in the time of
God's numerous messengers. And now, the time has come
when there are a large number of messengers of God,
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especially in Russia, at the same time on the Earth. Here
we must seek the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth.
By His works you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him!
By His All-Love you will know Him!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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) Chapter 5
OTHER RELIGIOUS AND OCCULT PREDICTIONS
The Baha'i faith (Baha’ism
1. The prophet Sheikh Ahmed appeared in the early
of the 19th century in Iran, who begins to preach about a
great prophet, the "Promised one", who is mentioned in
the Scriptures of Islam, and whose coming was foretold
(predicted) from the earliest times who will be a great
Master of mankind, and who is awaited by all mankind, all
nations, will appear on the Earth soon.
And we already understand that it is told of (about)
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, because
we've looked through various religious Scriptures and
have found out from the Scriptures that this Great Master
of mankind should come to the northern lands, that is, to
the Russian land, because Russia is situated in the North
above the South-Eastern countries, whose Writings we
have examined.
But here a young man appears, who comes to Sheikh
Ahmed and whose name is Saied Ali Muhammad, and
who has come to consider himself a "Promised one" called
Bab ("Bab" in Arabic means "gate"). But regardless of the
fact that Saied Ali Muhammad called himself the
"Promised one", due to his spiritual orientation, he
realized himself under the name of Bab and stated that his
mission is to predict and anticipate the appearance of
another, clearly more significant Messenger who is to
come after him – this is "The one who will be revealed by
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God". Bab said that this future Messenger would unite all
nations and establish a just and eternal peace on the Earth.
The disciple of Bab becomes Bahá'u'lláh, who makes
(creates a religious doctrine – Baha’ism on the basis of his
predecessors. Bahá'u'lláh (in Arabic [means] "the Glory of
the Lord"), Who is "The one who will be revealed by God"
as Bab predicted, is the Promised one of all religions,
declaring himself as such his follower in 1863 (April —
May). The eldest son of Bahá'u'lláh, called Abdul-Bahá,
that is, "Servant of Bahá," by his zeal made this young
religion a World religion, which unites all the other
religions of the world. Beautiful Temples quickly began to
appear in different countries in which people with
different faiths can come and pray. For the doctrine of
Baha'ism speaks of the unity of all religions.
Many people think and believe that Abdul-Bahá is just
the one who was predicted by Bab. But Abdul-Bahá died in
1926 and several decades have passed, and the doctrine
of Baha'u'llah is not accepted by many peoples, tribes and
languages. And Baha'u'llah himself, in his messages
(epistles) and instructions, speaks rather not of his eldest
son, but of the Future Messenger of God, who will be
called the Helper (Comforter), whom all nations are
waiting for.
Amen.
2."O SON OF BEING! If poverty overtake thee, be not
sad; for in time the Lord of wealth shall visit thee. Fear not
abasement, for glory shall one day rest on thee."
Bahá'u'lláh "The Hidden words" (53)
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O SON OF SPIRIT! …Turn thy sight unto thyself, that
thou mayest find Me standing within thee, mighty,
powerful and self-subsisting.
(13)
O SON OF MAN! …Thou art My light and My light
shall never be extinguished; …Thou art My glory and My
glory faded not; thou art My robe and My robe shall never
be outworn. Abide then in thy love for Me, that thou
mayest find Me in the realm of glory.
(14)
O SON OF MAN! Magnify My cause that I may reveal
unto thee the mysteries of My greatness and shine upon
thee with the light of eternity.
(41)
O SON OF THE THRONE! Thy hearing is My hearing,
hear thou therewith. Thy sight is My sight, do thou see
therewith, that in thine inmost soul thou mayest testify
unto My exalted sanctity, and I within Myself may bear
witness unto an exalted station for thee.
(44)
O SON OF MAN! The temple of being is My throne;
cleanse it of all things, that there I may be established and
there I may abide.
(58)
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O SON OF BEING! Thy heart is My home; sanctify it for
My descent. Thy spirit is My place of revelation; cleanse it
for My manifestation.
(59)
O SON OF MAN! My eternity is My creation, I have
created it for thee. Make it the garment of thy temple. My
unity is My handiwork; I have wrought it for thee; clothe
thyself therewith, that thou mayest be to all eternity the
revelation of My everlasting being.
(64)
O SON OF HIM THAT STOOD BY HIS OWN ENTITY IN
THE KINGDOM OF HIS SELF! Know thou, that I have wafted
unto thee all the fragrances of holiness, have fully revealed
to thee My word, have perfected through thee My bounty
and have desired for thee that which I have desired for My
Self. Be then content with My pleasure and thankful unto
Me.
(70)
3. We have looked at the "Hidden words" from Arabic
written by Bahá'u'lláh during his exile in Baghdad in 1274
CE, that is, in 1857-1858 AD and have written out those
sayings which clearly prophesy about the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, Who will be a common
man. And all the epithets with which the sayings of
Bahá'u'lláh begin, which are written by us, reveal the
essence of the Helper (Comforter) from the common man
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― "THE SON OF BEING" (53) and to the son of man, the
son of Spirit (13), the son of the Most High (70).
We have already said that the future Helper
(Comforter) will come to the Earth through poor parents,
but not only that, He will not be brought up by his parents,
since the karma of the family has been worked out
(fulfilled), and the State will be His parents, that is, no one.
Therefore, when He, as a young man, enters into an
independent life, He will have neither his home nor his
native corner, and everything that He has on, and will be
His wealth.
Therefore Bahá'u'lláh, as if foresees it, prophesies: "O
Son of Being!", for the young man with pure thoughts (in
moral aspect) also appears as the son of being in young
years, that is as the person who has to pass the path from
lower classes and to tops.
And further Bahá'u'lláh as if mentally consoles this
young man who bears the seal (stamp) of the great master:
"If poverty overtake thee, be not sad; for in time the Lord
of wealth shall visit thee. Fear not abasement, for glory
shall one day rest on thee." And indeed, the future Helper
(Comforter) will receive a revelation from God and maybe
more than once to get on the path of His Mission. And the
future Helper (Comforter) will not strive for (after) glory,
for He already communicates with the Most High Lord God
and learns to acquire more than seven Divine epithets to
become the Messiah in practice. That is why, through the
mouth of Bahá'u'lláh, as if, the Lord God Himself says to a
future Helper (Comforter): "Thy heart is My home; sanctify
it for My descent. Thy spirit is My place of revelation;
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cleanse it for My manifestation. The temple of being (your
heart) is My throne; cleanse it of all things, that there I may
be established and there I may abide. Thy hearing is My
hearing, hear thou therewith. Thy sight is My sight, do thou
see therewith, that in thine inmost soul thou mayest testify
unto My exalted sanctity (that is you will show all humanity
My True Epithets), and I within Myself may bear witness
unto an exalted station for thee (that is, you will become
the Spirit of the Truth). Thou art My robe... Thou art my
light... Thou art my glory... Abide then in thy love (All-Love)
for Me, that thou mayest find Me in the realm of glory.
Magnify My cause that I may reveal unto thee the
mysteries of My greatness and shine upon thee with the
light of eternity." For the secrets of My greatness are My
Holy Epithets, by acquiring which in his earthly life, a man
can enter into My Divine Kingdom and merge with Me in
Eternal Blissful Ecstasy and become like Me – the All-loving
God. Thanks to your all-devotion to Me, the Most High,
"Know thou, that I have wafted unto thee all the
fragrances of holiness (that is, I showed you how to acquire
My main for a person Divine epithets), have fully revealed
to thee My word (that is, I gave you the Third Testament
— the Covenant [Testament] of the Truth for all mankind),
have perfected through thee My bounty and (that is,
poured out [gave vent] My All-Love for all mankind, giving
all the peoples of the Earth understanding how to get into
My Blissful Kingdom). Be then content with My pleasure
and thankful unto Me." that is, always and for everything,
in all your thoughts and deeds, do not forget to thank Me,
the Most High, so that the Holy Spirit can descend upon
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you from Me and guide you to the Path of the Truth. For "I
have desired for thee that which I have desired for My Self
," that is, to manifest through thee my principal [basic]
True Epithets, that all mankind may know them as guiding
threads to My Kingdom of Eternal Delights (Pleasures).
Here they are, these Epithets: the All-Loving, AllHumble, All-Meek, All-Forgiving, All-Merciful, All-Patient,
All-Generous, All-Good, All-Kind, All-True, Most Holiest,
All-Beautiful (All-Handsome), Marvelous, All-Charming,
All-Tender, All-Gentle, Almighty, All-Cognizant, All-Being,
All-Knowing,
All-Wise,
All-Seeing,
All-Hearing,
Peacemaker, Creator, Great Architect, Miracle Worker, AllBearing, Unborn, All-Happy, All-Supporting, Peaceful, nonjudgmental, non-condemnatory, , non-destructive, nonirate, the One Who does not send sickness and death, nonpunishing…
Amen. Hallelujah!
4. O Son of Dust! Verily I say unto thee: Of all men the
most negligent is he that disputes idly and seeks to
advance himself over his brother. Say: O brethren! Let
deeds, not words, be your adorning.
Bahá'u'lláh "The Hidden words" from Persian (5)
O Son of Earth! Know, verily, the heart wherein the
least remnant of envy yet lingers, shall never attain My
everlasting dominion, nor inhale the sweet savors of
holiness breathing from My kingdom of sanctity.
(6)
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O Son of Love! Thou art but one step away from the
glorious heights above and from the celestial tree of love.
Take thou one pace and with the next advance into the
immortal realm and enter the pavilion of eternity. Give ear
then to that which hath been revealed by the Pen of Glory.
(7)
O SON OF GLORY! Be swift in the path of holiness, and
enter the heaven of communion with Me. Cleanse thy heart
with the burnish of the spirit, and hasten to the court of the
Most High.
(8)
O FLEETING SHADOW! Pass beyond the baser stages
of doubt and rise to the exalted heights of certainty. Open
the eye of truth, that thou mayest behold the veilless
Beauty and exclaim: Hallowed be the Lord, the most
excellent of all creators!
(9)
In these sayings of Bahá'u'lláh we see a kind of
teaching, instruction for a person who must fulfill a
particular divine Mission on the Earth. And since the
Helper (Comforter) will intuitively approach His Mission,
then, by analyzing the instructions of Bahá'u'lláh, He will
understand that this is a sign — what the Helper
(Comforter) must do in order to fulfill His Mission
successfully.
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The future Helper (Comforter) must abandon (give
up) all disputes, for in disputes not only truth but enemies
are born, and arrogance and selfishness are manifested.
Therefore, it is not philosophical wisdom that advances a
man to God, but deeds, activities, that is, the application
of seven or more Divine epithets in practical life.
And the constant thanksgiving of the Most High Lord
God for all thoughts and deeds will help the future Helper
(Comforter) to dissolve all aspects of envy in All-Love. And
Bahá'u'lláh is right in saying that he in whose heart the
slightest trace of envy lurks will never reach the Kingdom
of God, the blissful fragrance of the Kingdom of Holiness.
And further, the instructions of Bahá'u'lláh refer as it were
to the future Helper (Comforter), who approaches the
fulfillment of His Mission: "Thou art but one step away
from the glorious heights above and from the celestial tree
of love", that is, if the Helper (Comforter) acquires AllLove, having made this His step, then His second step will
be taken into the Kingdom of Eternity, And He will enter
the court of immortality.
And in order to acquire All-Love, one must learn to
acquire the Holy Spirit in one's heart, and according to
Bahá'u'lláh, one must purify one's heart with the fire of the
Spirit, although the Holy Spirit sounds more accurate, for
one who acquires the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth,
that is, All-Love, can come to the Court of the Most High.
Therefore, the future Helper (Comforter), while rising from
the bottom to the top of the spiritual ladder, will leave the
low steps of doubt and ascend (climb to) the Holy heights
of certainty; will open the eye of truth, let him see the
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radiant Beauty and exclaim: Blessed be the Lord, the Most
Perfect Creator! The All-Good Peacemaker! The AllMerciful Creator! That is, the Helper (Comforter) will
discover (reveal) the truth that it is necessary to thank the
Most High Lord God always and for everything, for all your
thoughts and deeds, and then in your human soul will
descend from God the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth,
Which will be your True Guide, Which will lead you to the
Kingdom of the Eternal Pleasures.
Amen. Hallelujah!
5. 51. O SON OF MY HANDMAID! Be not troubled in
poverty or confident in riches, for poverty is followed by
riches, and riches are followed by poverty. Yet to be poor
in all save God is a wondrous gift, belittle not the value
thereof, for in the end it will make thee rich in God, and
thus thou shalt know the meaning of the utterance, “In
truth ye are the poor,” and the holy words, “God is the allpossessing,” shall even as the true morn break forth
gloriously resplendent upon the horizon of the lover’s
heart, and abide secure on the throne of wealth.
(50)
76. O SON OF MY HANDMAID! Guidance hath ever
been given by words, and now it is given by deeds.
Everyone must show forth deeds that are pure and holy,
for words are the property of all alike, whereas such deeds
as these belong only to Our loved ones. Strive then with
heart and soul to distinguish yourselves by your deeds. In
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this wise We counsel you in this holy and resplendent
tablet.
(75)
78. O SON OF MY HANDMAID! Quaff from the tongue
of the merciful the stream of divine mystery, and behold
from the dayspring of divine utterance the unveiled
splendor of the daystar of wisdom. Sow the seeds of My
divine wisdom in the pure soil of the heart, and water them
with the waters of certitude, that the hyacinths of
knowledge and wisdom may spring up fresh and green
from the holy city of the heart.
(77)
When we see that these sayings are dedicated to a
highly spiritual man, a future Messiah, for example, that
this saying: "Quaff from the tongue of the merciful the
stream of divine mystery, and behold from the dayspring
of divine utterance the unveiled splendor of the daystar of
wisdom", that is, the light of wisdom the Holy Scriptures of
the East, then we understand that the appeal (address) "O
SON OF MY HANDMAID" says about the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth Who should come to
the Earth from a common (simple) woman and may be
something physically flawed, which, as it were, also
symbolizes the word "handmaid (slave)". That is, the
Helper (Comforter) will pass His life path from a slave to
the Messiah.
That is why we see in the speeches of Bahá'u'lláh
instructions to the young Helper (Comforter): "Be not
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troubled in poverty or confident in riches, for poverty is
followed by riches, and riches are followed by poverty."
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) must become rich in
Him, in the Most High Lord God, and the Most High will
reveal to the Helper (Comforter) through the Spirit of the
Truth His whole Mission, and therefore the meaning of all
the Scriptures of the World Religions. Verily, the Most High
Lord God the One is the All-Possessing!
And indeed, do not belittle the price of wealth, for
the True Wealth is only with the Most High Lord God, and
this Wealth has no value, because this Wealth is All-Love.
The prophetic saying of Bahá'u'lláh is true: "Guidance
hath ever been given by words, and now it is given by
deeds," and the Helper (Comforter) just gives a practical
Doctrine, not a system of wisdom in philosophical
fabrications. The Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) is
closely connected with practice, with everyday real life.
Yes, everyone owns the word, even an animal has its
own language, but only the Sons of God can make (do,
create) All-Love, Who transmit their life experience to
peoples, tribes and languages (tongues), so that the latter
can build their own happiness on the way to God. That's
why it is constantly said in our book that it will be to us
according to our deeds.
Therefore, if we sow the pure soil of the heart with
the seed of the divine wisdom, that is, with the seven basic
divine epithets for a man, and water them with the water
of a living loving prayer of thanksgiving and repentance to
the Most High Lord God with inner joy in our heart, then
the Divine flowers of knowledge and awareness of the
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Lord's Way to the Blissful World of the Kingdom of the AllLoving, All-True, All-Holiest will rise and blossom (bloom)
in our temple-heart.
And it will be to you according to your faith!
And it will be to you according to your deeds.
Amen. Hallelujah!
6. 42. O MY SERVANT! Purge thy heart from malice
and, innocent of envy; enter the divine court of holiness.
(41)
72. O MY SERVANT! Thou art even as a finely
tempered sword concealed in the darkness of its sheath
and its value hidden from the artificer’s knowledge.
Wherefore come forth from the sheath of self and desire
that thy worth may be made resplendent and manifest
unto the entire world.
(71)
82. O MY SERVANT! The best of men are they that
earn a livelihood by their calling and spend upon
themselves and upon their kindred for the love of God, the
Lord of all worlds.
(81)
And in these sayings of Bahá'u'lláh we see
information, which is directed primarily to the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, Who will be a common
(ordinary) man who acquires in his heart all-humbleness
and all-meekness, all-patience and non-condemnation,
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which is manifested in the communication "O MY
SERVANT!" The Helper (Comforter) will indeed purify His
heart from falsehood and free (innocent) Himself from
envy, for he who does not acquire seven or more Divine
epithets will not enter into the Heavenly Court (Abode)
of All-Love, since the Court (Abode) of All-Love is the Court
(Abode) of Unity (holiness).
And how amazingly figuratively and symbolically it is
said that the Helper (Comforter) "Thou art even as a finely
tempered sword concealed in the darkness of its sheath
and its value hidden from the artificer’s knowledge", that
is, the value of the soul of the future Helper (Comforter)
Preacher will not be available to the eyes of all kinds of
preachers and spiritual people of different faiths. And
many of them, apparently, do not understand yet that the
Spirit of the Truth symbolically appears as a tempered
sword, having passed fire and water and copper pipes. But
the dark sheath means that the Spirit of the Truth is
incarnated in human flesh and at a certain stage of his life
path will appear as the Helper (Comforter), and will begin
to fulfill His Mission. That is, the dark sheath symbolizes
the human flesh, in which the soul and spirit reside as
entities, which are invisible to the eyes of the people
around.
And here is the Spirit of the Truth, which emanates
from the Most High Lord God, through the mouth of
Bahá'u'lláh appeals to the future of the Helper
(Comforter), who reads and analyzes the doctrine of
Bahá'u'lláh: "Wherefore come forth from the sheath of self
and desire that thy worth may be made resplendent and
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manifest unto the entire world.", that is get (acquire) seven
or more Divine epithets, through constant thanksgiving for
all your thoughts and deeds (acts) of the All-Loving Lord
God, and then, thanks to the Holy Spirit you will learn to
transform passion and lust in all-love, and the latter is the
virtue (dignity) which will shine before the whole world.
Amen. Hallelujah!
And here is the one, who will acquire all-love in heart
of his, — and will the best of men, that earn a livelihood by
their calling and spend upon themselves and upon their
kindred for the love of God, the Lord of all worlds, i.e. give
people the Light of All-Love as a gesture of authority to the
Realm of Eternal Delights.
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth will
shine with the Light of All-Love and will come out of the
dark sheath to the Glory of the Most High Lord God. But
how all the peoples of the Earth will receive this Light will
depend on the people themselves. As the Sun shines for all
people of the Earth, but everyone is in charge in his own
way of this gift for the benefit or to the detriment of
himself.
To all of the above, we want to add also such
information, which is hidden in the dictum (saying) of
Bahá'u'lláh number 71. It also speaks of a secret initiation,
which the Helper (Comforter) will know in order to
transform the sexual energy [within him] into the divine
energy through the science of the alchemy of the great
doing (work).
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And we will thank the Most High Lord God for such a
Gift; for the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, is
on the Earth and is already beginning to spread the Light
of the Truth for all mankind.
Amen. Hallelujah!
7. 33. O MY BROTHER! Hearken to the delightsome
words of My honeyed tongue, and quaff the stream of
mystic holiness from My sugar-shedding lips. Sow the
seeds of My divine wisdom in the pure soil of thy heart, and
water them with the water of certitude, that the hyacinths
of My knowledge and wisdom may spring up fresh and
green in the sacred city of thy heart.
ibid. (33)
56. O MY SON! The company of the ungodly
increaseth sorrow, whilst fellowship with the righteous
cleanseth the rust from off the heart. He that seeketh to
commune with God, let him betake himself to the
companionship of His loved ones; and he that desireth to
hearken unto the word of God, let him give ear to the
words of His chosen ones.
(55)
73. O MY FRIEND! Thou art the daystar of the heavens
of My holiness, let not the defilement of the world eclipse
thy splendor. Rend asunder the veil of heedlessness, that
from behind the clouds thou mayest emerge resplendent
and array all things with the apparel of life.
(72)
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15. O SON OF SPIRIT! The time cometh, when the
nightingale of holiness will no longer unfold the inner
mysteries and ye will all be bereft of the celestial melody
and of the voice from on high.
(15)
When we read the prophetic sayings of Bahá'u'lláh,
we see confirmation of our point of view, which say that
before entering into the Kingdom of the Lord God and
merge with Him into One, it is necessary in practice to pass
(go) through all the stages of love towards a person (man)
and come to the All-Love of God (see II book "The Book of
Purification [Clarification] and Revelation on the
Scripture", chapters 22 and 23). Therefore, we can be in
love with the Lord God as a slave (servant), as a child, as
a brother and as a sister, as a husband and a wife, as a
father and a mother, and as a friend and the Beloved
(Lover). Therefore, in the opening lines of the Bahá'u'lláh,
we see the exclamations: "O servant..! O brother..! O
son..! O friend..!" And here I would like to add the
exclamation of God the Father to Jesus Christ: O my
Beloved..!
All the above sayings of Bahá'u'lláh speak as if of the
Helper (Comforter). For only the Spirit of the Truth, that is,
the Helper (Comforter) can listen to the beautiful words of
the golden lips of God; and only the Spirit of the Truth, that
is, the Helper (Comforter), can drink the streams of Holy
mysteries from the Speeches of God.
And if a young Helper (Comforter) communicates
with the Most High Lord God through a loving prayer of
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thanksgiving and repentance, that is to sow His heart with
grains of all-love, all-humility, all-meekness, all-patience,
non-condemnation... and this is just the seeds of the
Divine Wisdom, and water His heart (the soil with Divine
seeds) this living prayer, and His deeds (acts) in this
direction, then the Divine flowers of knowledge grow, and
blossom, and flourish for joy of all people and the glory of
the All-Being Lord God.
That is why the Helper (Comforter) is the sun
(daystar) in the heavens of the Divine holiness. Just before
taking on the Mission, the Comforter, thanks to the Spirit
of Holiness, must remove (rend) the darkening of the earth
that is, to work off (fulfill) the earthly passions and lusts,
and then the life-giving radiance of All-Love will flow out
of His heart as for (to) benefit of mankind and to the glory
of the Most High.
And to sing the Song of the Lord God, one must
become His Beloved, so Bahá'u'lláh is right when he says:
"He that seeketh to commune with God, let him betake
himself to the companionship of His loved ones." So it turns
out that if you want to enter the Kingdom of the Lord God,
you have to become His Beloved. And the Beloved can
become only the one who has passed through all stages of
love, without denying anything, and has acquired All-Love
in his heart.
And those who long for the word of God must hear
the words of His Chosen ones, His Messengers, and the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth belongs to
Them. Therefore, if we want to get closer to the Kingdom
of God, we must learn to listen to all the preachers,
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prophets, christs and take that preacher, whose Living
Word of God is confirmed in practice in ordinary human
life in all circumstances and in a variety of conditions, for
this preacher also will be the Helper (Comforter), Spirit of
the Truth, the True Guide of human souls, the True Bearer
of the Divine All-Love, the True Singer of the Good News
(Gospel).
Amen. Hallelujah!
And here we read the prophetic line of Bahá'u'lláh:
"The time cometh, when the nightingale of holiness will no
longer unfold the inner mysteries (the time will come when
the Nightingale of Holiness will no longer reveal [show]
you the innermost secrets)," for the forces of evil will fall
upon the Helper (Comforter), and will tear His spiritual
body to pieces with people’s hands "will crucify him", on
the cross of the Homeland (country), as it was with
Galilean Prophet Jesus Christ, "and ye will all (humanity)
be bereft of the celestial melody and of the voice from on
high." But the secret Words of the Helper (Comforter) will
remain in His Holy Books, although humanity will no longer
hear His living voice, although other Messengers of God
will come with their Missions — to confirm the Doctrine of
the Christ-Helper (Comforter) and confirm the True Path
of the Christ-Helper (Comforter) to the Most High Lord
God.
And after the Helper (Comforter) leave for other
worlds, there will be a temporary calm and grace on the
Earth, so that during this time the Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter) reaches every human heart. The Gospel of the
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Truth will be preached throughout the Earth, and then
there will be a great catastrophe and a huge number of
people will die for the further transformation of human
souls in the new energy conditions of the Earth, because
the Earth will pass into another energy structure. That is,
within three millennia there will be a gradual energy
transition of the Earth into a new material structure.
Therefore, the coming Millennium will be filled (saturated)
with catastrophes, cataclysms, destruction, that is, the
coming Millennium is the Millennium of the reign of the
devil – the transmutation period.
The terrible catastrophes are postponed; the
destructive forces of the earth and the Cosmos are
restrained with the coming of the Helper (Comforter) on
the Earth until the Doctrine of the Comforter fly around all
corners of the Earth and touch every human heart for the
glory of the All-Loving God!
By His deeds you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him.
By His All-Love you will know Him!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
And it will be to you according to your deeds.
Amen. Hallelujah!
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«THE SECRET DOCTRINE»
E. P. BLAVATSKAYA
8. While looking through and analyzing "The Secret
Doctrine" by E. P. Blavatskaya, we see that this whole work
is also permeated with prophetic symbolism about the
future Helper (Comforter), that is, what symbolic essence
of this or that ancient Divine image may be hidden in the
man-preacher, who will assume the Mission of the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
Thanks to E. P. Blavatskaya, we will get acquainted
with the esoteric (secret) religious science of different
faiths, but talking about the same thing: about the One
God, Who is manifested in the Consubstantial Trinity as
God the Father, God the Son and God the Spirit according
to the Christian religion, and in other creeds (faiths) —
their Hypostases with their Names.
If the Son of God is Jesus Christ, the Galilean Prophet
of Nazareth, but other great Masters who came to the
Earth before Christ, we can also call the Sons of God, and
if we know about Incarnations, we can involuntarily
approach the hypothesis of the repeated coming, the
coming to the Earth of the Son of God under different
Names, such as Krishna, Moses, Buddha and others; and
finally the Third Hypostasis of the Lord God is the Holy
Spirit, Which as a spark of God is present in every living
organism and in man, then, naturally, the Spirit of God, like
the Son of God, is incarnated in human flesh and appears
before all mankind as a great Master, having combined a
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Threefold Essence, for example, Trismegistus (ThothHermes), who is called "Thrice Great"; Vishnu can be
attributed to three times (thrice) great; we can rank the
Helper (Comforter) among thrice great. If the Spirit of the
Truth includes the Triune Essence, then the triune creative
Essence ripens in the person in whom there is the Spirit of
the Truth, that is why, He will be called the Trice great. In
all likelihood, the Helper (Comforter) as a person will gain
fame in three directions in a Single Essence as, for
example, a Master, and a Preacher, a Healer or something
similar. And the Son of God Jesus Christ Himself called the
future great Master the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, and it just says that the Helper (Comforter) will
give the Truth to all mankind. And the Doctrine of the
Helper (Comforter) will be called (take the name) "Religion
of the Spirit" among people. And then the prophetic
dictum of Max Mueller will come to life: "People fight for
religion on the Earth; they will see that there is only one
true religion in heaven – the worship of the Divine Spirit…"
("The Secret Doctrine" ibid. p. 28)
Then it becomes even clearer for us the dictum
(saying) of Jesus Christ, which we analyzed in the first book
"Biblical Prophecies":
«31 And so I tell you, every kind of sin and slander can
be forgiven, but blasphemy against the Spirit will not be
forgiven. 32 Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of
Man will be forgiven, but anyone who speaks against the
Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the
age to come».
Matthew. 12: 31, 32
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So it turns out that we, the earthlings, should not
blaspheme the Spirit of the Truth, Which will enter into the
flesh of the Helper (Comforter), Who will be the Preacher
of the Living Word of God, Who will live in the time of false
Christs and false prophets, Who we cannot be recognized
because of their spiritual blindness yet, we should not
condemn any of the newly brought to light “Christs and
prophets”. For only by their fruits we will know them, and
by His fruits we will know Him (the Helper [Comforter]).
Thus, we symbolize the God Hermes with the Spirit of
the Truth "Or Mercury among the Greeks, to whom
Hermes Trismegistus attributes the invention of Magic and
the first initiation of people into this art." Mercury is the
Budh, the Wisdom, the Afflatus [Inspiration], or the
‘Awakening’ into divine Science" ("The Secret Doctrine"
volume I, p. 586), that is, Hermes (Mercury) is "the First
among the Heavenly Gods." But we also learn that "the
primitive Serpent symbolized the Divine Wisdom and
Perfection and always meant psychic Rebirth and
Immortality. Therefore Hermes called the Serpent the most
spiritual of all beings. And Moses, who was initiated into
the Wisdom of Hermes, says the same thing in Genesis: the
Serpent of the Gnostics, with seven publics [vowels] above
the head, was the emblem of the Seven Hierarchies, the
Sevenfold or Planetary Creators. The Serpent of the Hindus
– Shesha or Ananta, Infinite, one of the names of Vishnu is
also from here." (ibid., p. 120) Even the Son of God Jesus
Christ Himself "accepted the serpent as a synonym for
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Wisdom, and it is included into His Doctrine: ‘Be wise as
serpents,’ He says" (ibid., p. 121).
And since, according to our hypothesis, Vishnu is one
of the images of the Spirit of the Truth, it is not for nothing
that in the Holy Scriptures of the Hindus we find a
prediction that in the future "Vishnu will return on Kalki
White Horse, as the last Avatar, among Fire and Flame;
and Sosish (God of Syria and the Chaldeans; approx. ed.)
will also descend on a White Horse "in a whirlwind of Fire
"(ibid, p. 134). And in the "Revelation" of John the
Theologian, the King of kings descends to the Earth also on
a White Horse.
So it turns out that all religions are waiting for the
coming of the same God, that is, God of the Spirit, the
Spirit of the Truth, and according to the Son of God Jesus
Christ — the Helper (Comforter).
And in the Scripture “Vishnu Purana” we find the
prayer of the Gods, which is addressed to Vishnu: "Glory
to thee who is one with the Righteous, whose perfect
nature is blessed in Eternity and penetrates without
hindrance into all permeable elements. Glory to you who
are one with the Race of Serpents ... insatiable in pleasures
and abounding in wealth ... Glory to you ... O Lord ... "(ibid.,
p. 518)
9. To continue our search for the relationship of
ancient symbols to the Spirit of the Truth, we adduce (cite)
the following information from "The Secret Doctrine":
"Due to the fact that the serpent belongs to the
species of oviparous, he became a symbol of Wisdom and
the emblem of the Logos or Self-Born... the God-Creator
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comes out of the Egg, which comes from the mouth of
Kneph, like a winged Serpent, for the Serpent is a symbol
of All-Wisdom. The same Deity was represented among the
Jews as the flying or "Fiery Serpents" of Moses in the
wilderness (desert); and among the mystics of Alexandria
this Deity becomes O phio-Chistos, the Logos of the
Gnostics.
Protestants try to prove that the allegory of the
Brazen (Copper) Serpent and the Fiery Serpents has a direct
relation to the sacrament of the Christ and the Crucifixion,
whereas, in reality, it is much more closely connected with
the sacrament of birth, when it is separated from the Egg
with the Central Embryo (Germ) or from the Circle with its
Central Point. The Protestant theologians would like us to
accept their interpretation only because the Brazen
(Copper) Serpent was raised (erected) on a pole! Whereas
it had rather related to (to do with) an Egyptian Egg which
stands upright, is supported by a sacred ‘Tau’; for the Egg
and the Serpent are inseparable in the ancient veneration
and symbolism of Egypt, and the Brazen (Copper), like the
"Fiery" Serpents, were Seraphim, blazing "Fiery"
Messengers, the same as the Serpent Gods, the Nagas of
India. The serpent was a purely phallic symbol without egg,
but in connection with it, it had to do with the cosmic
creation…
It is said in the book of Numbers that the Jews
murmured in the wilderness, where there was no water,
after that "the Lord sent fiery serpents" to sting them, and
then, to help Moses, gave him, as a remedy, a Copper
[Brazen] Serpent on a pole, so that they looked at it", after
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that "every man who looked at the copper serpent...
remained alive…" Seraphim and Fiery Winged Serpents, no
doubt, are connected, and moreover inseparable, with the
idea of the "Serpent of Eternity — God" (vol. I C.450-451)
And long before that, "the Egyptians did prophesy
about Jehovah (!) and his incarnated Redeemer (the good
serpent)" (ibid., p. 492) "...And more than once the Serpent
and the Dragon were names given to Sages, to Initiates
Adepts of ancient times ... Ophites, Gnostics, — Epiphanius
says, — not without reason revered the Serpent: "For he
revealed the secrets to primitive people: ... the Nagas of
the Hindus and Tibetan Adepts were human Nagas
(serpents), not reptiles…
The serpent was undoubtedly "the great emblem of
Mystery in the Mysteries" (ibid, p. 499). "...The initiate was
called a Dragon, a Serpent, and a Nag" (ibid., p. 504). "The
serpent was also the emblem of the Christ among the
Templers..." (p. 586). And the ancient cult of Ophites can
perfectly depict this "The True and perfect Serpent" who
"brings the souls of all who trusted him out of the Egypt of
corporeality and across the Red sea of Death to the
Promised Land, saving them on the way from the snakes of
the Wilderness (Desert), that is, from the Rulers of the
Stars" (p.506).
"And this' true and perfect Serpent' is the God of the
seven letters, who is called Jehovah now, claiming that
Jesus is one with him... the Seven thunders (Serpents)
proclaimed these seven vowels, 'Seal up those things which
the seven thunders uttered, and write them not,' says the
Revelation of St. John. "Are you looking for these mysteries
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[secrets]? Jesus asks in Pistis Sophia. "There is no more
beautiful mystery than those (seven peals); for they will
lead your soul to the Light of Lights," that is, to the true
wisdom. "Therefore there is nothing better than these
mysteries, which you seek, except, perhaps, that mystery
of the Seven Peals and their forty-nine Powers and their
numbers." (ibid., pp. 506-507)
10. We see that not only all religions of the world are
connected with the image of the future Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the Preacher of the
Word of God, the great Master: the Chinese God Guan-ShiYin mystically means "Son identical with his Father", or
Logos, the Word. He is called the "Dragon of Wisdom" in
the "Book of Dzyan" in Stanza III (p. 586); and also God
Buddha, God Vishnu, God Jehovah... but the Helper
(Comforter) is connected with the symbolism of Serpent
(perhaps the year of the Dragon) and Mercury (possibly
planet of the Solar system which affects the human soul of
the Helper [Comforter]).
That is, in the Helper (Comforter), we should see with
spiritual vision God the Father and God the Spirit, God the
Christ, and Buddha, and Vishnu, and the Guan-Shi-Yin, and
Hermes (Mercury), and the Serpent, and the Messiah, the
Master and Guide, and... But the Helper (Comforter) is
meek and humble, common, ordinary, simple and patient,
all-loving, etc., that is, He is easy to communicate with all
people as Jesus Christ.
And the mystery of the Seven Peals is revealed in the
utterance, or rather in the singing of a certain sound order
of the seven vowels: I-e-al-lo-Hu-wE-i. May the eyes of the
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seekers be opened and their minds be enlightened, and
the spirit soar to heaven!
Amen!
And we find mystical numbers in "The Secret
Doctrine". One Mason writes: "3.5 and 7 steps point to a
circular walk. There are three kinds 3.3; 5.3; and 7.3; etc.
Sometimes it is in the following form: 753/2 = 376.5
and 7635/2 = 3817.5 and the proportion of 20612/6561
feet for the cubic measurement gives the measurements of
the great Pyramid" (ibid, p. 161).
And we conclude from the above in the form of a
hypothesis that the numbers 3.3; 5.3; 7.3; will be in some
way connected with the Helper (Comforter), perhaps they
are connected with the figures of His year of birth or with
His age. And we can also assume that if the number 3.3
was related to Jesus Christ, then the next number 5.3; may
be related to the Helper (Comforter), although we can also
assume that all of these numbers 3.3; 5.3; 7.3; may be
related to the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
He who has an eye, let him see (The seer will see)!
11. Let us look into volume II of "The Secret Doctrine"
and write out what it is interesting for us according to the
disclosure of our topic, even if there are semantic
repetitions.
"The first Christians — who seized the Jews' Bible —
haven’t understood the Esoteric meaning of the first four
chapters of Genesis, that they could not see that
disobedience not only contained no sin, but that the
'Serpent' was, in fact, the 'Lord God' Himself, who, like
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Ophis [God], the Logos, or the bearer of the divine creative
wisdom, taught mankind in turn to become creators. They
did not realize that the Cross was the evolution of the Tree
and the Serpent and thus became the salvation of
mankind" (volume II, pp. 270-271)
"The great Dragon respects only the Serpents of
Wisdom," Stanza says. "...The symbol of Dragon has a
sevenfold meaning and the highest and lowest can be
given of these seven meanings. The Highest (Supreme) is
identical with the ‘Self-Born’ Logos, the Hindu Adja. He was
the Second Person of the Trinity, the Son among the
Christian Gnostics called naazaenyans or worshippers of
the Serpent. His symbol was the constellation of the
Dragon. His Seven ‘Stars’ are the seven stars in the hand of
‘the Alpha and the Omega’ in the Apocalypse. In His most
mundane application, the term was applied to ‘Wise
people’." (p. 445). "’He is the Good and Perfect Serpent,’
the Messiah naazaenyan, whose symbol in the Sky is the
constellation of the Dragon." (p. 446) "The Dragon or the
Serpent is the Spirit." (p. 473)
"’Dragons’ in all antiquity were considered symbols of
Immortality and Wisdom, secret Knowledge and Eternity;
and that the Hierophants of Egypt, Babylon, and India
commonly called themselves ‘Sons of the Dragon’ and
‘Serpents’. "The Druids of the Celt-British regions (areas)
also called themselves Serpents. ‘I am a Serpent, I am a
Druid,’ they exclaimed." (p. 476).
"The Serpent is not Satan, but the Radiant
(Luminous) Angel... He is the Mystery, the Head of the
Androgynous Creators of man." (p. 487)
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"Mercury is the son of ... the Heaven (Sky) and the
Light or the Sun; in mythology he is the descendant of
Jupiter and Maya. He is the "Messenger" of his Father
Jupiter, the Messiah of the Sun; in Greek his name Hermes
means, among other things, "Interpreter" – the Word,
Logos, and Verb (Glagol). "I am he whom you call the Son
of the Father (Jupiter Ed.) and Maya. While leaving the
King of Heaven (the Sun), I come to help you, mortals."
Mercury heals the blind and restores mental and physical
vision. He was often portrayed with three heads and was
called the Thrice-phallus, Ternary… "Hermes is the
emblem of the Word, which makes (creates) and explains
everything," for this Creating Word... is the Speech of
Hermes – is translated in Pamandra now as "the Word of
God" (!) – The speech Creating (Verb), is the Seed Principle,
which is scattered throughout the Universe" (pp. 680-681).
And it confirms our assumptions that the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth as the Twin of Jesus
Christ will be a Reaper, that is, will collect the Seeds of the
truth from all religious Doctrines, take (select) them from
the dogma-chaff (tares), and then re-sow them on the
Earth and the Universe. The Helper (Comforter) is born
under the planet Mercury, like Jesus Christ, must heal the
physically and spiritually blind, as well as from other
physical and mental illnesses. The Helper (Comforter) as
the Head of the Androgynous Creators of man will unite
Man and Woman, left and right, bottom and top, as the
Initiates (the Sons of God) do it. And if the Helper
(Comforter)-Hermes-Mercury includes the seed principle,
the divine sexual energy, then his name Tricephalus also
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means "he who has three phalluses" – divine, initiatory and
earthly one, that is, he knows the knowledge of the
Initiates (Thrice Initiated, Trismegistus) For, he who will do
all these things, he will become the beloved of God and
through Homo-Spiritual Love (All-Love) will enter into the
Kingdom of God and merge with Him in One Ecstasy.
Amen. Hallelujah!
12. What information in this direction will volume III
of "The Secret Doctrine" give us?
"From Prometheus to Jesus and from him to the
highest adept, as well as to the lowest disciple, every
revealer (divulger) of mysteries had to become a Christos,
a ‘man of sorrows’ and a ‘Martyr’." (p.73)
In all likelihood (probability), we will be joined by the
Helper (Comforter), the Preacher of the Spirit of the Truth,
the Guide to the Most High Lord God. Amen.
The "Paraclete" is the Helper (Comforter), the second
Messiah, the intercessor. "This term is applied to the Holy
Spirit." (p. 131).
We see that if the Paraclete in Greek is the Helper
(Comforter), but (and) the Helper (Comforter) is also the
Intercessor, the Defender, then the "Defender" in Greek
will sound - "Alexander". And any Russian person will
notice that the time of Alexanders — Defenders has come.
Even one of the new Messiahs is called Alexander
Naumkin. Let's see what will happen next!
"Buddhists say,' When Buddha (the Spirit of the
Church) hears that the hour has struck (time has come), he
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will send Maître Buddha – the old world will be destroyed
after him.' (p. 130).
According to our version, Maître Buddha is just the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, because after
fulfilling His Mission and going to Heaven, the old world
will be destroyed on the Earth during the transmutation
period and the Earth will enter [into] a new energy
structure for the development of the sixth race.
"Now a new offspring descends from the heavenly
(celestial) spheres. Chaste Lucina, graciously give the
infant boy a smile, who will bring to the end the present
age of Iron and establish the Age of Gold throughout the
world... he will share the life of Gods and see the heroes,
who move in the society of the Gods, and he will be seen
by them and all the peace-loving world... Come, dear child
of Gods, great descendant of Jupiter..! This time is near (at
hand). Look – the earth is shaking; its sphere welcomes you
– and the land, and the seas, and the majestic heavens."
(p. 281)
It clearly speaks of (refers to) the Second Coming of
the Messiah, as the Age of Iron was vividly manifested in
the twentieth century during the Second World War, when
the earth shook with bombs and projectiles (shells), tanks
and aircraft. And now, up to our days, the earth continues
to shake also with iron, and with cataclysms.
Yes, everyone is waiting for the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, but will everyone accept Him as
such when He is humble, meek and easy to communicate,
as Jesus Christ did?
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Will humanity repeat the mistake, which is connected
with Jesus Christ?
Time will tell! And we will humbly wait for the fruits
of the different preachers of the new doctrines, so that by
His fruits we may know Him, the Helper (Comforter).
Amen.
"The possessor of the 'Seven Virtues' is the one who,
without Initiations, becomes as pure as any Adept; he
achieves it purely out of his merits" (p. 300).
It will be the Helper (Comforter), because He will
know the Truth without any Initiations because of the Holy
Spirit. For the Helper (Comforter) will acquire the seven
Divine epithets (the Seven Virtues) thanks to which He will
acquire the Mission of the Guide and give to all mankind
the Third Covenant — the Covenant of the Truth, the
Covenant of All-Love.
Amen. Hallelujah!
"Buddha (Buclelha) means 'wise', 'wisdom', also the
planet mercury." (p. 331)
There are prophecies about a fabulous country with a
mythical name in many esoteric doctrines, where the great
Messiah should come and give the Light of the Truth to all
mankind. "It is from this country that the Hindu expects the
coming of his Kalki Avatar, the Buddhist of Maître, the Pars
of his Sosiosh, and the Jew of his Messiah."
And isn’t Russia such a fabulous country, doesn’t this
country have such mythical names as the USSR or the CIS;
don’t people call Russia a "Wonderland"?
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"Wednesday is the day of Buddha in the South and
Wotan in the North — the Gods of Wisdom." (p. 371)
So it turns out that the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth will come to the Northern country called
Russia.
So we have found that the Preacher Who will carry
out the Mission of the Helper (Comforter) must in all
likelihood (probability) be born in the year of the Dragon
or Serpent, under the auspices (patronage) of the planet
Mercury, and on the day of the week — Wednesday, as
well as Friday, for Mercury is associated with Venus. In His
figures of the date of birth and in main (basic) points of the
life age must be number of 3; 5; 7; 33; 53; 73; 35; 37. He
should have the name Alexander (from the Greek —
Defender, Intercessor, that is, the Helper (Comforter)Paraclite).
"Among the commandments of Tsong-K a-pa in China
and Tibet, there is one which instructs the Rakhats (Arhats)
to make attempts to enlighten the world every century,
including the "white barbarians", and to do it (so) in a
special, specified (indicated) period of the cycle.
Up to the present day, none of these attempts have
been particularly successful. Failure followed failure... It is
said that until the time when Pan-chen-rin-po-che (the
Great Pearl of Wisdom) in mercy agrees to be born again
in the country of the peling (Westerners) and, having
appeared as a Spiritual Conqueror (Chom-den-da), will
destroy the errors and ignorance of centuries." (p. 336)
As we read this prophecy, we also try to prophesy will
some syllables from Pan-chen-rin-po-che (the Great Pearl
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of Wisdom) will enter (be included in) the name of the
future Helper (Comforter) and maybe it will be. Time will
tell!
Apparently, the names Maître and Sosiosh and others
can also help us to reveal this or that essence of the Helper
(Comforter) in human form from one or another point of
view.
We are very grateful to E. P. Blavatskaya that in her
"Secret Doctrine" we got the information we wanted for a
full and comprehensive disclosure of the theme of our
book "The Second Coming of the Messiah." And we want
to believe that nevertheless (after all), "the Great Pearl of
Wisdom" (Pan-chen-rin-po-che) was born to the NorthWest of Tibet in the lands of the "white barbarians" in the
person of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
For, all the signs indicate that Russia must be that country
where the Messiah will come to, so that the Light of the
Truth, the Light of All-Love, will flow from Russia to all the
countries of the world; and thanks to the Doctrine of the
Helper (Comforter), human hearts will be purified and
made spotless (be ‘whitened’) in temptations, to acquire
all-love for the blessing (benefit) of people themselves.
The way of the Helper (Comforter) is the way of the
Christ, that is, the way of the practical acquisition of seven
or more Divine epithets, which enables each person to
measure his powers with his abilities to acquire these
Epithets, which are the gateway to the Divine Kingdom of
the Eternal Pleasures.
The Helper (Comforter) will preach the Good News, write
Books, and purify those who seek, thirst (crave), and ask
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for the acquisition of the creative joy in their ordinary
practical lives, to the glory of the Most High Lord God.
By His deeds you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him.
By His All-Love you will know Him!
The seer will see, the hearer will hear!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Chapter 6
"IN THE LIGHT OF TRUTH",
THE GRAIL MESSAGE
ABD-RU-SHIN
1. Three volumes of Abd-ru-shin’s books "In the Light
of Truth", The Grail Message, appeared in Russia in the
period from 1990 to 1992, which gives a peculiar
exposition (presentation) of the doctrine of God, the
Universe, and the Way to God. We are interested in
information about the Second Coming of the Messiah in
this doctrine of the Grail Message, in order to reveal more
fully the Image of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth in human form, all the rest is not included in our
plans according to our theme.
I would just like to say briefly that Abd-ru-shin — is
pseudonym of Oskar Ernst Bernhardt. He began writing his
first reports of the Grail Message in 1924, and in 1941 he
left our world. Time will tell, will the Grail Message be a
new religion, but in the meantime this doctrine spreads to
many countries of the world and helps many people who
have come into contact with this doctrine to rise (ascend)
to one or another spiritual level of the hierarchical ladder
of knowledge of the Truth.
And Thank God!
Amen.
2. Let us look into the first volume of the Grail
Message and try to find interpretations about the Second
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Coming of the Messiah, about the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth.
"The Churches proclaim in the words of Christ from
the Gospel of John:
“However, when He, the Spirit of truth, has come, He
will guide you into all truth… And when He has come, He
will convict the world of sin and of righteousness, and of
judgment. I go to My Father, and you see Me no more. I
came forth from the Father and have come into the world.
Again, I leave the world and go to the Father.”
These words are read in the churches without
understanding; for it was so clearly (plainly) stated by the
Son of God that Another than He will come to proclaim the
Truth and to bring the Judgment…
Even though Paul also once wrote to the Corinthians:
"Our knowledge is imperfect… but when the Perfect comes,
the imperfect will pass away."
Here the Apostle shows (indicates) that the Coming of
Him who will proclaim the Perfect Truth [and the Promise]
of the Son of God is yet to be expected. It should not be
associated with the well-known Descent of the Power of
the Holy Spirit, which at that time had already taken place
when Paul wrote these words.
He testifies thereby that the Apostles did not consider
this Descent of Power as the Fulfillment of the Mission of
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, as it is in our
time strangely interpreted by many churches and believers
now try to interpret it at Whitsuntide (in connection with
the feast of Pentecost)" (p.190-191).
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It is always pleasant when your opinion is confirmed
and substantiated (justified) by the opinion of another
competent person, when people come to the same
conclusion, point of view at different times of their
existence on earth, in this case, of the coming of the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth in the flesh to the Earth
in human form, Who will give to all mankind the Doctrine
of the Truth, so that imperfect is dissolved in All-Love.
And we came to the logical conclusion that if the Son
of God as One of the Hypostases (Incarnations) of the AllLoving Lord God was incarnated on the Earth in man's flesh
and lived among men, it is exactly the same, and God the
Spirit, Another Hypostases of the All-Loving Lord God,
will be incarnated on the Earth in human flesh and live
among the people, to give people Knowledge about God,
about the Universe, about the Other world (Hereafter),
about the Path to God in His Eternal Kingdom of
Pleasures (Delights) in the Kingdom of Beauty, Joy and
Happiness.
Amen. Hallelujah!
3."The World Teacher is the Son of Man. He is called
World Teacher not because He is to teach the World, and
will perhaps found a religion that unites the World, or more
specifically the earth, or better still humanity on earth, or
that dominates the earth; rather, He is called World
Teacher because He explains the “World” [Universe] and
brings the teaching about the World. That which man
really must know! He teaches how to recognize the
“World” in its automatic working, so that earth-man may
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adjust himself accordingly, thereby making possible his
conscious ascent in the recognition of the actual Laws of
the World! Thus it is a cosmology, a teaching about the
world, about Creation. Behind this true World Teacher,
visible to pure clairvoyants, stands radiantly the great
Cross of Redemption, as once it did with Christ! It can also
be said that “He bears the Cross”! Which, however, has
nothing to do with suffering or martyrdom.
This will be one of the “living and radiating” signs,
which no imposter or magician, however accomplished,
will be able to simulate, and by which the absolute
genuineness of His mission can be recognized!
The Cross was already known before Christ’s time on
earth. It is the sign of Divine Truth! Not merely the symbol,
but the living form for It. And since Christ was the Bringer
of Divine Truth, the undistorted Truth from which He came
and with which He was in direct connection, bearing a part
of It within Himself, this Truth was alive and living,
attached to Him both inwardly and outwardly! It is visible
in the living, thus shining and spontaneously radiating
Cross! It may be said that It is the Cross itself. Wherever
this Radiant Cross is, there also is Truth, since this Cross
cannot be separated from Truth; rather they are both one,
because this Cross displays the visible form of Truth.
And since the Son of God Who was sent, and the Son
of Man who is now coming (i.e., the Helper [Comforter];
Ed.), are the sole Bringers of the undimmed Truth, bearing
It within Themselves, They must both naturally also bear
the Cross inseparably within and upon Themselves; that is,
They must be Bearers of the Radiant Cross, Bearers of
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Truth, Bearers of Redemption, which for humanity lies in
the Truth.
“He who stands in the Power and in the Truth” is what
is said of the Son of God. The Power is the Will of God, the
Holy Spirit. Its visible form is the Dove. The visible form of
Truth is the spontaneously radiating Cross. Both were seen
living on the Son of God, because He stood in them. Thus
with Him it was a natural and self-evident manifestation.
The same will also be seen on the Son of Man! The
Dove above Him, the Cross of Redemption behind Him; for
He again, as the Bringer of Truth, is inseparably linked with
them, “Who stands in the Power and in the Truth!” They
are the unmistakable signs of His genuine Mission to fulfill
the prophecies. They are the signs that can never be
imitated. They are indestructible, warning, and, despite the
terrible gravity, they are at the same time promising!
Look upwards! As soon as the inexorable harbingers
of His coming have appeared, clearing the way for Him of
the obstacles that human conceit heaps upon it, the
bandage will fall from the eyes of many who are granted
the grace to recognize Him thus! Then, forced by the power
of the Light, they will have to bear witness openly.
Not one of the many false prophets and leaders of
today is able to prevail against this; for in the two sublime
signs, which no one but the Son of God and the Son of Man
can bear, God Himself speaks for His Servant, and all
human wisdom must fall silent at once. — Watch for that
hour, it will be nearer than all men think."
(Chapter 87 "The World Teacher [Master]" pp. 218221)
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Abd-ru-shin, with his spiritual vision, as if have seen
and felt the coming of the Helper (Comforter), for all
Energy spheres of the Universe were excited (thrilled) with
the descent to the Earth of the Spirit of the Truth to give
to all mankind the Light of All-Love of the Most High Lord
God.
And now Abd-ru-shin appears before us as one of the
forerunners (harbingers) of the imminent appearance of
the future Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the
Universal Master, and the Great Preacher of the Word of
God on the Earth.
We have no choice but to thank the Most High Lord
God and ask for spiritual insight, so that to find among the
prophets and preachers the One, Who will have the Signs
of which Abd-ru-shin told.
Amen. Hallelujah!
4."At the summit of the entire Creation, in the radiant
vicinity of God, stands the Grail Castle as the Temple of
Light. In grave wonder, a youth beheld this monstrous
happening from the Castle of the Grail... the future Son of
Man. He was already then being prepared for His Mission,
a process which took thousands of years; for He was to
descend well-equipped into those lower regions, where
Darkness reigned through the volition of mankind.
A woman’s hand was gently laid on the shoulder of
the dreaming youth. The Primordial Queen of Womanhood
stood beside Him, and spoke in a sad and loving voice:
“Take in the full impact of this event, dear Son. Such is
the battlefield through which you will have to pass in the
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hour of fulfillment; for at the request of the murdered
Savior, God the Father grants that before the Judgment
you shall once more proclaim His Word to the faithless, in
order to save those who are still willing to listen to It!”
The youth bowed His head in silence and sent up a
fervent prayer for strength, for the echo of such great
Divine Love reverberated mightily within Him!
The tidings of another, final possibility of Grace
spread rapidly through all the spheres, and many souls
implored God to grant that they might be permitted to help
in the great work of the redemption of all those who still
wish to find the way to God. The Love of God the Father
granted this to many a soul, which was thereby helped in
its ascent. In grateful joy the host of these so blessed souls
jubilantly gave a solemn pledge of loyalty for the
fulfillment of the opportunity to serve which was granted
them.
Thus were prepared those Called ones, who were later
to hold themselves at the disposal of the Envoy of God at
His hour of fulfillment on earth. They were carefully
developed for these tasks and incarnated on earth at the
right time, so that they might be ready whenever the Call
reached them; to listen for this Call remained the first
fulfillment of their duty.
After Christ’s life on earth the whole of history, from
the beginning of the churches, sets forth these facts so
clearly, in letters so indelibly engraved and branded, that
they can never be denied or attenuated. The stigma of
conscious hypocrisy was indelibly established throughout
the long history of individual and mass murders under
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criminal invocations of God. Even today many parts of this
structure are being expanded, only in different forms
adapted to the present time.
…down to this earth. Primordial Beings formed a solid
rampart around Him and around His earthly childhood. His
earthly youth was allowed to be bright and sunny. In the
evenings He saw the Comet, radiant above Him, like a
greeting from God the Father; He regarded it as nothing
unusual, as one of the other stars, until the bandage which
He had to wear during His bitter training on earth was put
before His eyes.
Then life around Him seemed strange; only a great
unquenchable longing filled His soul, and grew to
restlessness, to continual nervous seeking. Nothing of what
the earth had to offer could satisfy it.
With the ethereal bandage over His eyes, He now stood on
hostile ground facing the Darkness on a battlefield where
everything dark could have a firmer foothold than He
Himself had. Therefore it was only natural that wherever
He sought to undertake something He found no response
and no success, but always and only the Darkness erupting
in hostility. As long as the time of fulfillment for Him had
not arrived, the Darkness could always remain stronger,
and could inflict material damage on Him wherever He
engaged in earthly affairs in some way, whether in private,
business or government affairs; for everything earthly
quite naturally had to confront the Envoy of God with
nothing but hostility, because all human volition today is
directed against the true Will of God, in spite of the alleged
search for Truth, behind which there always lurks only self198

conceit in various forms. The Darkness easily found willing
creatures everywhere to hinder the Envoy from the Light,
and to injure Him grievously and painfully.
Thus His time of learning on earth became the path
of suffering.
Now because of this Law, men felt themselves
magnetically drawn to this veiled, more powerful Stranger
from On High, although often with hostile resistance. This
caused conflict in the intuitive perceptions of men. The very
being of the Stranger was enough to awaken in those who
met Him hopes of the most varied kinds which, because of
their attitude, unfortunately were always concentrated on
merely earthly wishes, which they nourished and fostered
within themselves.
Men on earth perceived something mysterious and
unknown about Him which they could not explain; they
sensed a hidden power which they did not understand, and
in the end, in their ignorance, they naturally suspected only
intentional suggestion, hypnotism, and magic, depending
on the nature of their incomprehension, whereas in fact
none of these were involved. At the exact hour, even before
the end of this arduous time of learning, it came to pass
that He met the Companion Who, as a Part of Him, was to
journey with Him through earthly life, to participate in the
great task according to Divine Ordinance. Herself a
Stranger on earth, She joyfully entered the Will of God
through Her own recognition, and gratefully merged with
It, in order to become absorbed in it.
Only then came the time for the Called ones, who had
once solemnly pledged their loyalty for their service to
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God! At the appropriate time they were incarnated on
earth. At the precise moment, they came into contact with
the Envoy, first through His Word, and then also
personally... But many of them, although they sensed the
Call, and intuitively perceived something unusual in their
souls, had in the meantime in the course of their earth-life,
permitted themselves to be so ensnared by purely earthly
matters, and to some extent even by the Darkness, that
they could not summon up the strength to conquer
themselves for the true service, for the fulfillment of which
they were permitted to come to the earth for this great
time. Unfortunately there were also those, who although
they entered into the path of their mission, sought from the
outset first of all to gain earthly advantage for themselves
thereby. It was with grief that the Stranger on earth saw
the havoc among the group of the called ones. The
instability of the false structure of all that mankind had
hitherto produced became ever more apparent “Wise”
men, however, proclaimed the time of the coming of a
strong helper out of the distress. But most of them wanted
to see this helper in themselves or, if they were modest, at
least to find him within their circle. Then the Lord Called to
His Servant, Who was walking on the earth as a Stranger,
that He should speak and give tidings to all those who were
thirsting for it! And behold, the knowledge of the “wise
ones” was false, the prayers of the faithful were not
genuine; for they did not open themselves to the Voice that
came forth from the Truth…
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The Call went forth. Wherever it struck it brought
disturbance and dissipation. But in places where it was
earnestly awaited it brought peace and happiness.
Traitors, false witnesses and slanderers came from the
ranks of those who had been called. Base minions of the
Darkness ventured to approach in ever increasing
numbers, feeling safe since the Stranger on earth kept
silent in fulfillment when confronted with this filth, as He
had been commanded to do, and as once the Son of God
had done when He also was silent before the howling mob
that wanted to have Him nailed to the cross as a criminal."
(Chapter 88 "The Stranger" pp. 222-231)
5. When we read these amazing texts of the Grail
Message, without comparing their meaning with the life of
Oscar Ernst Bernhardt under the pseudonym Abd-ru-shin,
we saw how these prophetic texts will come true on the
life of the future Helper (Comforter).
The image of the Adolescent (Boy, Lad) is that human
purity which must be made spotless (‘whitened’) in a man
who bears the Seals (Stamps) of the Spirit of God. The
image of the Adolescent is the first Ethereal Body which
was acquired by the Spirit of the Truth when he began to
descend through the Elements, energy-informational
circles (spheres) to the Earth. The Spirit of the Truth,
gradually materializing, remembered the Structure of the
Divine Universe and how smoothly (without fail) the Laws
of the Most High work (operate). He memorized and
stored in memory in the process of acquiring of the
increasingly dense body this or that human experience and
transformed wisdom. The Goddess of Matter, the Mother
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of God, of all Her best helped the Spirit of the Truth in
materialization in remembering of All-Love.
And so, the Spirit of the Truth, Which is incarnated in
different energy bodies, appeared before the Earth to
determine the vale where it is necessary to be born in
human flesh. All the signs pointed to the fact that one
should be born in Russia, at the ‘junction’ of the two
World Cultures of East and West, where all the Religions
of the World will gather (be gathered).
The time of the great energy changes on the Earth
was approaching. The Earth experienced something
similar twelve thousand years ago in the process of its
development: the Light of the Truth appeared on the
Russian lands (if they can be called so conditionally) and
spread in different directions to all countries of the world.
And nowadays That Light of the Truth has been
transformed into different religions and creeds, thanks to
centuries and passed epochs (eras), and returned to Russia
in different national religious garments (clothes), like
multi-colored beads. Each religion exclaims only about its
allegedly (supposedly) true orientation towards God due
to these multicolored religious garments, and tramples,
condemns other religions in its spiritual blindness, without
trying to see the Divine truth in other religions.
But here, the Messenger of God, the Spirit of the
Truth came to Russia, Who will unite all religions and
faiths into a Single Entity for the Glory of the Most High
Lord God, discarding all dogmatic layers and ritualism.
For if the Temple of God is in every human heart, then
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external ritualism falls away (disappears) by (in) itself as
unnecessary.
Verily, verily, I say to you, there will be (come) times
when temples, cathedrals and churches will be attacked by
destructive force in various manifestations, both by the
hands of people and by natural disasters. For, there will be
destruction and Death where gold, silver, and jewels
gather. Remember, where there is a ritual of external
sacrifices, there is always the devil-karmic God under
invisible disguises, but more often under the mask of
righteousness and virtue.
The Most High Lord God is the All-Loving, AllGenerous God, therefore He sends the Spirit of the Truth
to the Earth not for the last time. But as long as there is
the Sun – the Eye of God – the Spirit of the Truth will be
incarnated on the Earth in human flesh under different
Names and give to mankind the Divine Truth, the Living
Word of God every twelve thousand years.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) comes to the Earth at the
intercession of the Son of God, for, the Son of God is the
Sower, and the Spirit of the Truth is the Reaper.
The Adolescent (Boy) – is the Spirit of the Truth, Who
descends into the material spheres – did not hang His head
when He learned about His Mission as a Gracious Path of
the Creative Pleasure.
Many Holy Fathers and Sages, having learned of the
Descent of the Spirit of the Truth into human flesh, prayed
to God in order also to enter into this flesh, in which the
Spirit of Truth would be (dwell). In a word, there must be
about ten thousand Holy Fathers, Sages, religious
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Masters (Teachers), philosophers in the Body of the
Helper (Comforter), in order to work (carry) out all their
karmic studies (achievements) under the guidance of the
Spirit of the Truth. Based on it, we can conclude that a
person who bears the Seal (Stamp) of the Spirit of the
Truth will be an all-gifted, talented, creative person.
But in addition to the fact that more than ten
thousand human souls entered the Helper’s (Comforter's)
Body, other millions of souls in the other world also prayed
to God to come to the Earth during the Helper’s
(Comforter's) activity, to come into contact with Him, to
help Him as much as possible, and to be purified spiritually
through this interaction.
How surprisingly (strangely) our assumptions
(conjectures) about the Helper’s (Comforter's) childhood
coincide with the predictions of Abd-ru-shin. And if the
future Helper (Comforter) will be brought up in
orphanages, then indeed it is in keeping with the words:
"He and His earthly Childhood were walled in solid by those
who were created pre-eternally." And since one orphanage
is discordant with another, it is obvious (evident) that in
his youth he falls into another orphanage, and it will
remain in his memory as sunny, happy times, regardless of
the fact that life constantly offered him various unpleasant
tests (trials).
When he came out of the walls of the orphanage, "It
seemed strange to Him everything around then; His Soul
felt only a High Unquenchable (Indefatigable, Tireless)
Anguish; This Anguish (Melancholy) has increased
(amplified), turned (grew) into a relentless (tireless)
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restless search." And since these searches will not be
satisfied by any earthly things, therefore the future Helper
(Comforter) will direct his feet to the Most High Lord God
for the knowledge of the Truth. And this orientation
toward God will increase "until the Time comes for the
Fulfillment of His Mission." Perhaps Abdu-ru-shin is right
when he says that the Gloom (Darkness) caused the future
Helper (Comforter) earthly harm where He did
(performed) something earthly.
Apparently, this is how it will happen that the time of
His earthly tests (trials) will be the path (way) of
sufferings. And people, who come into contact with Him
and oppose (resist in) Him in something, felt or will feel
something unusual, strong and incomprehensible
(unclear) in Him, that is earthly people will feel "something
Mysterious, Unknown" in Him that they cannot explain for
themselves, feeling (sensing) the latent (hidden) power in
Him. Apparently, at a certain stage (level) of spiritual
ascension (progress), the future Helper (Comforter) will
meet "with That Companion Who, as a Part of Himself...
She should become His Accomplice in the fulfillment
(performance) of the Great Task... in order to tower
thankfully in Him."
In all likelihood (probability), the prophecies of Abdru-shin will also come true in relation to those Who are
Called (Summoned) Ones who will be involved in the
Helper’s (Comforter's) interactions with Him.
And here, apparently, there will be an amazing
meeting with God in the life of the future Helper
(Comforter), thanks to this meeting He will receive a
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Revelation of His Mission: to transmit (convey) the
message (epistle) of the Most High to all mankind, that is,
to give the world the Third Covenant (Testament) – the
Gospel of the Truth, the Gospel of All-Love.
The Light of All-Love shone in the heart of the Helper
(Comforter), and He saw with the opened spiritual vision
that "the knowledge of the ‘sages’ was false, the prayers
of the believers were not genuine", all religious doctrines
turned into dogma, but the Living Word of the Son of God,
Jesus Christ was chained (put) with dogmas of
"righteousness" and "virtues".
Yes, the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter), wherever
it may reach, will cause people anxiety and division, if
people's lives are based on rituals and dogmas, and their
hearts are not opened to the penetration of the Living
Word of God. And those who accept (take) the Doctrine of
the Helper (Comforter) also will acquire thanks to the Holy
Spirit seven or more Divine epithets in practice in their
daily lives, they will acquire (gain) Peace and Bliss.
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
thanks to the Doctrine and Experience of Jesus Christ, will
not condemn, be angry, take offense at traitors,
slanderers and perjurers, and will always be silent before
the dirt which will pour out (give vent) from different
human lips in His address, and will always pray for their
spiritual insight (enlightenment, afflatus) and well-being.
Amen. Hallelujah!
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6. Now we will open the second volume of the Grail
Message and write out what we need to reveal the theme:
the Second Coming of the Messiah.
"False doctrines (teachings) flourished, having
drowned the Simplicity and Truth. They were hidden
beneath a shimmering veil, painted in bright colors like a
poisonous plant. No less danger comes (emanates) from it,
for it stupefies everyone who approaches it, and as a result
(consequence) the vigilance of believers towards
themselves weakens first, and then completely disappears.
And thus, the last opportunity to break through to the True
Light dies in them!"(p. 170)
"If the Christ would appear to men today in some
new form, there is not the slightest doubt that He would
have faced the same enmity and hostility (dislike) as He
met then. The same thing would have happened to His
messengers. The situation would be even worse, for the
present humanity thinks of itself that it is "more
progressive" (p. 214).
"And therefore he is simply mistaken who imagines
that he bears (carries, has) God in himself, is divine himself,
or can become like one" (p. 220).
"Being the Messenger of God the Father, the Son of
Man will follow in the footsteps of the Son of God, that is,
will take (accept) and continue His Mission. The Son of
Man will appear to mankind on the Earth as a Forerunner
(Harbinger) of the Truth. His Purpose is to induce mankind
to turn from the old path and voluntarily decide to change
the direction of movement... the Son of God is not the Son
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of Man!.. There must be a difference between Them." (p.
251)
"The Son of Man is the same Messenger of God…
He will point (show) the Right Path to the Kingdom of
the Father to those who earnestly (seriously) seek God and
plead for Spiritual Guidance (Leadership), and will also
provide them with Protection from the attacks of hostile
forces which seek to drag them into the Abyss.
Watch therefore that you may know Him as soon as
His Time comes, for our time is in His Hands."(p. 252).
"Whenever a dangerous turn, intermediate or
Terminus, approaches, He (God; approx. ed.) beforehand
sends down the Helper, that is the Forerunner (Harbinger,
Herald)!
These Helpers are equipped by Him with everything
necessary for them to proclaim the Truth shortly before the
onset of future catastrophes or dangerous turns of events,
thereby having opened the eyes of human spirits, which roll
along the unjust Rut" (p.247).
More than half a century had passed since Abd-rushin left this world (Earth) to travel to other worlds. Or
perhaps, by the Grace of God, he came to the Earth again
to see and hear the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter),
Which he had prophesied of, and to understand where he
himself had become entangled in the presentation of his
doctrine as the Grail Message. For at the time of the
Helper’s (Comforter's) activity, Holy fathers, great
masters (teachers) of all countries, religious leaders,
sages — in general, all those who sought the Truth and
believed in the coming of the God's Messenger, Messiah,
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Helper (Comforter) – have come here to the Earth in
different human bodies, different races, nationalities and
religions.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
must come to the Earth and act when false doctrines
bloom "in full bloom, having drowned out Simplicity and
Truth." And this is already happening today, and even as
brightly as, for example, in Russia. All religions of the
world, all religious and sectarian doctrines (teachings)
came to Russia ostensibly to give the Russians God,
thinking that there live almost only atheists, barbarians
and atheists in Russia. But in fact, as we have found out,
there is a purposeful destruction of the Orthodox faith in
the Russian people.
Yes, according to our hypothesis, the Helper
(Comforter) should be born at the junction of different
faiths, and in Russia it means – at the junction of the
Orthodox and Muslim faiths. Although the future Helper
(Comforter) will be Russian and will accept the Orthodox
faith, but it does not mean that He will deny the faiths of
other Religions — no and no. The task of the Helper
(Comforter) is to find the Light of the Truth in every
Religion and through this Light to lead peoples, tribes and
languages (tongues) to the One, to the All-Loving All-True
Most High Lord God.
We have also found that the devil wants to lure the
Helper (Comforter) into his nets and entangle (confuse)
Him with the abundance of different religious doctrines
(teachings) and various (all kinds of) occult sciences, to
force mankind to obey him (the karmic Lord), not the Most
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High Lord God. But the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth,
protects the Helper (Comforter), so that He, passing
(going) through all kinds of temptations, does not get
stuck and entangled in the devilish intricacies (tricks) of
the doctrines (teachings), which lead to destruction at all
three levels: mental (intellectual), psychic (emotional) and
physical (material), and gave all mankind the Light of the
Truth, so that each person can become the master of his
happiness.
The Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of
the Truth, is the Light of the Truth, the Light of Freedom,
and the Way to Eternal Happiness. This Doctrine does not
constrain (coerce) anyone and does not force to do
anything, if a person does not want it. It is the Doctrine of
the Path to Joy, to Eternal Delights (Enjoyments).
Amen.
Abdu-ru-shin will be right (that is, his prophetic words
will come true), saying that "If the Christ would appear to
men today in some new form", in this case, the look
(shape) of the Helper (Comforter), and moreover, the look
(shape) of the Helper (Comforter) will be somewhat
reminiscent of the look (shape) of the Christ and even
more, the Helper (Comforter) is an Energetic Double,
Twin of the Christ, then "He would have faced the same
enmity and hostility (dislike) as He met then." And this is
not surprising, because it should be, because human
society is built on dogmas and the hierarchical elite lives
on these dogmas and squeezes various pleasures from
people for themselves. And if a daredevil destroys these
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dogmas, showing ordinary people the Way to Happiness,
then he will be attacked first of all by those who, at the
expense of dogmatic foundations, draw (pull) together
various pleasures for themselves. And to such people, first
of all, belongs the whole religious structure of society and
all others who are closely tied (attached) to it by material
fetters (chains). Here, draw your own conclusions, for,
comments are superfluous.
And Abd-ru-shin is right that if a man who pretends to
be a master (teacher) or a preacher, "who imagines that
he bears (carries, has) God in himself, is divine himself, or
can become like one" and boasts of it at every crossroad,
at every opportunity, through his vanity and selfishness,
he is really simply mistaken, for he is led not by the Holy
Spirit, but by the spirit of the devil.
He who follows (goes) the path (way) of Truth will
acquire seven or more Divine epithets, and first of all – allhumility, all-meekness, all-patience, non-condemnation...
That is why the Helper (Comforter) will never call himself
the Christ or the Helper (Comforter), or become arrogant
(be exalted) at the expense of His Doctrine about God.
And how accurately, aptly, truly Abd-ru-shin speaks of
the man who will assume the Mission of the Helper
(Comforter): "Being the Messenger of God the Father, the
Son of Man (that is, the Helper [Comforter]) will follow in
the footsteps of the Son of God (Jesus Christ), that is, will
take (accept) and continue His Mission. The Son of Man
(the Helper [Comforter], the Spirit of the Truth) will appear
to mankind on the Earth as a Forerunner (Harbinger) of the
Truth. His Purpose is to induce mankind to turn from the
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old path (for any dogmatic path is a dead-end path leading
to destruction) and voluntarily (for you will not be forcibly
sweet [nice by force]) decide to change the direction of
movement... the Son of God is not the Son of Man..!" on
the way to Happiness and Pleasure.
Of course, there is a difference between the Son of
God and the Helper (Comforter), for Jesus Christ is the
Sower of the Truth, and the Comforter is the Reaper and
the Sower of the Truth. Jesus Christ, having passed the
Way of the Son of God, became God the Father that is,
merged with the Father into One and the Helper
(Comforter) has to pass the Way of the Christ to enter the
Kingdom of the Lord God the All-Loving.
Yes, indeed, the Helper (Comforter) "will point (show)
the Right (that is, the True) Path to the Kingdom of the
Father to those who earnestly (seriously) seek God and
plead for Spiritual Guidance (Leadership)." Yes, indeed, the
Helper (Comforter) will be the Defender of humanity "[and
will also provide them with Protection] from the attacks of
hostile forces which seek to drag them (humanity) into the
Abyss."
As soon as mankind, in its spiritual blindness,
approaches danger and all kinds of destruction, a
Messenger of God is sent down to the Earth with one or
another Mission by the All-Graciousness (All-Mercifulness)
of the Lord God. And each Messenger will be provided
(equipped) by God "with everything necessary for them to
proclaim the Truth shortly before the onset of future
catastrophes or dangerous turns of events, thereby having
opened the eyes of human spirits, which roll along the
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unjust Rut." So that every person, all peoples, tribes and
languages (tongues) could find salvation in God, for there
are no other True salvations, because the True salvation is
contained in the Bodies of the Sons of God.
In conclusion of my reasoning (discourse) of the
Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth as the Messiah
for all mankind, I want to repeat the words of Abd-ru-shin
as the words of the Truth:
"Watch therefore that you may know Him as soon as
His Time comes, for our time is in His Hands."
Yes, the time of the Helper (Comforter) has already
come, that is, the Helper (Comforter) has entered that
time period called Discipleship and writing of the Doctrines
before accepting His Mission.
By His deeds you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him.
By His All-Love you will know Him!
Amen. Hallelujah!
7. Here we will consider a separate Chapter from the
Grail Message of Abd-ru-shin entitled: "The Son of Man,"
for this Chapter is dedicated to the Helper (Comforter), the
Messiah of mankind.
"This is the Prophecy of The coming of the Son of Man
(that is, the Helper [Comforter]; approx. ed.), which is
Heralded by the Son of God (Jesus Christ) under the
incessant attacks of the masses, who were under the rule
of Darkness (and Heralded to His disciples). (But) all the
feelings (of His disciples and people) were so strongly
concentrated on His Personality that His Words about
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Another Person, Referring to the distant future, were not
taken literally — instead, they were again attributed to
Him (as about the coming of Jesus Christ Himself; approx.
ed.)…
The Son of Man (the Helper [Comforter]) ... after all,
he will not announce anything else, except what the Son of
God has already announced (but no longer in parables, but
in simple words). If he (the Christian man) has attached
himself in any way to errors, he will not be able to complete
the Ascent (Ascension) until he receives Explanations
[Clarifications] (from the Helper [Comforter]). And this is
precisely what falls to the Lot of the Son of Man (of the
Helper [Comforter]), because the limited human spirit is
not able to independently break through the weeds (of
various religious, occult and spiritualistic doctrines
[teachings]), which suppress the Truth in our time from all
sides.
Jesus called the Coming of the Son of Man (of the
Helper [Comforter]) as the Last Possibility of Salvation,
pointing out that on the Day of His Coming, Judgment will
come (break out). In other words, those who do not wish
to be enlightened and then, that is, still will not be ready
for this through their own stubbornness (obstinacy) or
laziness, will inevitably be rejected forever…
The Son of Man! Both He And his Time (the time of the
Helper [Comforter]) are still hidden under a Veil of
Mystery. A vague (obscure) foreboding, a longing for the
Day of His Coming, had already awakened in many human
spirits. And nevertheless it is very likely that some of the
languishing will pass by Him, without knowing anything,
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and never wanting to know Him, because he felt and
imagined a very different Accomplishment (as the Jewish
people about their Messiah).
The man (the Helper [Comforter]) who seeks the Will
of his God in the Natural Laws of the Aggregate Creation...
will become vigilant, subjecting everything that encounters
(comes) in his way to a thorough examination, but always
only from the point of view of Divine Laws, and not
according to human views.
Thanks to this, he timely (promptly) recognizes (finds
out) the One, Whose words bring him Liberation. Such a
person will test this Word by his own experience, without
paying attention to the screams (cries) of the crowd.
It will occur to any thinking person, unaided, that the
Son of God and the Son of Man cannot be One and the
same Person! In These very Words the difference between
the Two of Them is clearly expressed…
That is why the Son of God Himself proclaimed
(announced) to mankind the Coming of the Son of Man
(that is, the Helper [Comforter], see John Chapter 14-16),
Who will be the Eternal Mediator between the Divine and
Creation. This is the Great Love of the Creator for his
Creation.
The Son of Man, like the Son of God, was born from
Pure Divinity (but they were born of different earthly
mothers; approx. Ed.). The difference between them is that
the Son of Man entered into a relationship with the
Conscious-Spiritual already at birth. He has, so to speak,
one foot in the Divine, the other in the Higher ConsciousSpiritual. Being a Part of Both, he (as a man) is an
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Imperishable (Eternal) Bridge from the Divine to the Top of
Creation (Man in the Universe as a transformer of all
material energies into Divine ones).
The mission of the Son of Man (the Helper
[Comforter]) on the Earth is the Continuation and
Completion of the Mission of the Son of God (Jesus Christ),
for the Mission of the Son of God could not but be only
temporary. And so, the second Mission is not only the
Continuation and Completion, but also the Consolidation
of the First one.
While the Son of God began his Earthly Mission at the
Very Moment of Birth, the Son of Man (the Helper
[Comforter]) had to describe a much wider Range (Circle)
of Wanderings before He could begin His Mission in a
proper sense of the word. In order to proceed to fulfill His
Task, which is closer to everything earthly (this is closely
related to the change of time and practical realization),
than the Task of the Son of God (as a Sower of the Truth),
He (the Helper [Comforter]) certainly had to descend from
the Highest Peaks, go through the Deepest Depths (that is,
from the servant [slave] to the preacher). And moreover,
not only in the otherworldly, but also in the earthly plane,
in order to be able to "experience" (in human flesh) all the
pain and all the suffering of people. When His Hour
(fulfillment of the Mission) comes, it will greatly help Him
(the Helper [Comforter]) to effectively cope with
shortcomings, to provide Help (Protection and Treatment)
and to restore Order (in Religious Teachings, in different
Scriptures).
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He (the future Helper [Comforter]) had to endure
(survive) on His Own Experience the bitter side of human
life (existence), in fact — to suffer Himself. And this His
"Discipleship" was required again only for the sake of
people... And therefore people will try to reproach the Son
of Man (the Helper [Comforter]) for the fact that he is too
similar to them, in order to impede (hinder) his Task just
the same as it happened during the time of the Christ.
The Son of Man (the Helper [Comforter]) has already
suffered for the sake of people (that is, He has gone
through various human sufferings in His earthly life), in
order to understand exactly where the "pain points" of
their errors are [located]. For, the sake of the future good
of mankind, He had experienced much on His own
Experience, what was Equivalent (Tantamount) to
Suffering. But it is exactly what enemies wish to make use,
in order to throw a stone at Him. To incite them to this, by
inciting hatred, will be the Darkness, which dreads (fears)
of the impending (coming) Doom (Destruction).
It would seem incredible (unbelievable) that such a
thing could happen again, despite the Experience of the
Earthly Wanderings of the Son of God…
In no case can the human will choose the Son of Man
sent by God. On the contrary, He will be lifted up by the
Power of God (the Holy Spirit) in the Hour when mankind
will cry for Deliverance like a flock of helpless sheep. And
then the blasphemy will cease, for horror will block the lips
of the blasphemers (detractors), and mankind will
Gratefully Accept the Gifts Offered by the Creator to his
creatures through the Son of Man (the Helper [Comforter]217

Christ). But he who does not wish to receive Them from
Him (the Helper [Comforter]) will be cast away (rejected)
for Ever (that is, he will lead himself to destruction,
working for the devil)" (pp. 330-337).
Here, it is difficult to comment and add anything
except what I add in parentheses in the course of the text,
for it is said surprisingly aptly and accurately of the future
Helper (Comforter). It is true that Abd-ru-shin speaks of
the Son of Man, and in our understanding of the Helper
(Comforter), in the present and the past tense, which gives
a dual aspect in thinking (reflection). The first one, — Abdru-shin wanted to see himself in the role of this Son Man,
for pseudonym (Abd-ru-shin) says about it. The second
one, — the future Helper (Comforter), while reading these
lines from the Grail Message, will understand as a Sign that
He, as a Disciple is moving in the right direction to accept
the Mission of the Helper (Comforter).
Amen.
8. "The Mighty Messenger of God was to be
incarnated (and He is incarnated; approx. Auth.) in Jesus of
Nazareth, in order to Help humanity, which has not
matured for it yet, and to guide it on the path of Truth, by
revealing to it the Message from the Divine one. It was a
question that those who do not mature, but seek, for the
time being could hold on to It (the Message of the Way and
the Truth and the Life) at least by Faith.
So that they might believe in his Words yet, trust in
Him.
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He had to face too much spiritual immaturity. He was
saddened, and told His disciples, "I still have many things
to say to you, but you cannot bear them now!"
The disciples wouldn’t, they misunderstood Him in
many ways. And if even in His Earthly Life, the Christ
Himself knew that He was not understood by His disciples,
it is obvious that in the transmission of His Words to
subsequent generations, numerous errors arose.
Unfortunately, people are still stubbornly trying to
hold on (cling to) them (delusions, misconceptions) today.
Unfortunately, nowadays any religion is nothing but a
harsh (rigid) form, which somehow holds the sluggish
(dying, dogmatic; approx. ed.) content. But, after the
Necessary Changes have taken place (thanks to the Helper
[Comforter]), this hitherto sluggish content will revive (in
the Living Divine Rays of the Helper’s [Comforter's]
Doctrine)" (II vol., pp. 473, 475).
We are very glad (pleased) that such a doctrine as the
Grail Message of Abd-ru-shin does not contradict our
reasoning and reflections (thoughts) on why it is necessary
for the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, to come
to the Earth in the flesh of an ordinary person and how the
Sower sowed the Earth in the flesh of an ordinary person
and to give the Light of the Truth for all mankind. For Jesus
Christ, as a Sower, sowed the Earth (human hearts) with
the grain of Truth, and some grains fell on the stony soils,
sprouted, but dried up from callousness and
manifestations of dislike; others fell on the road, that is,
did not fall into the heart, because the heart was occupied
with this or that dogmatic religion; others fell into the
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thorns, that is, into the hearts of those who are engaged
in various devilish doctrines (teachings), the latter also
choked (stifled) the growth of the grains (seeds) of the
Truth; others fell on the good soil and brought forth fruit,
and this fruit began to overshadow the spiritual eyes of the
seekers from their abundance, which led many to calm
down, they forgot about the search for the Truth. That is
why the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, came
to the Earth to awaken the hearts of men from their
dogmatic lethargy (slumber) and to show (reveal) the way
in which humanity is moving towards its destruction and
will perish if it does not wake up from the devil's Hypnosis.
The Most High Lord God gives a Golden Key to
Salvation, to Happiness through the Helper (Comforter)
to each person, and whether a person uses It or not
depends on him. You won't be nice by force (forcibly
sweet)! But if a person does not use this Golden Key, which
will be with him as the All-Generosity of the Lord God,
then, having fallen into this or that trouble, let him not
condemn or blame the Lord God for it, for by doing so, he
makes worse for himself and with his own hands plunges
himself into fiery hell.
O people of the Earth, your salvation is in your hands!
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, is already
on the Earth and is already doing His Work. Give thanks to
the Most High Lord God for all your thoughts and deeds,
watch in the all-loving prayer of thanksgiving and
repentance to the All-Loving God, and then the Holy Spirit
will tell your heart who is the Helper (Comforter) among
the many preachers, "prophets and Christs."
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By the Living Word of God you will know Him!
By His deeds you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him.
By His All-Love you will know Him!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
9. The time has come to look into the third volume of
the Grail Message and to do exactly the same as we did
earlier with the I and II volumes. For in this case we are not
interested in the doctrine of the Grail Message, but (and)
prophetic texts of Abd-ru-shin about the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, so that our book "The
Second Coming of the Messiah" would be full (saturated)
with comprehensive information about the Helper
(Comforter) and how to know and recognize Him among
preachers, masters (teachers) of different faiths and
prophets.
So, volume III of the Grail Message is before us, and
we have no choice but to plunge (immerse ourselves) in
the texts that speak of the Helper (Comforter). The
author's words in the course of the text are given in
parentheses (brackets).
"No single being (creature) is able to directly appear
before God, that is, reach Him, except Those, Who just as
directly descended (come) from Him! In other words, it is
available only to Two — the Son of God and the Son of Man
(that is, the Helper [Comforter], the Spirit of the Truth)" (p.
63)
"...In the Prophecy, which is referred to by these
people (teachers of the Christian Church, priests,
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preachers) it is stated (said) with Full Clarity that the True
Promised One (the Helper [Comforter]) will appear
simultaneously with the appearance of false prophets…
But the Promised One should be known by people
themselves — according to His Word!
My words open the Path (Way) for you both to God
and to Jesus.
The Meaning and Purpose of the Message from the
Light that appeared to mankind through me (Abd-ru-shin
as truth from Heavens) is to Fulfill the All-Holy Will of God
— is the expansion of Knowledge, which is necessary for
earthly people." (p. 384, 386)
"The extraordinary Property of Wisdom is that
whenever the Creation (Being) reaches a certain level of
Maturity, It gives to human spirits New Revelations of
God's Work.
In immemorial times the Created Ones were already
sent to This Earth." (p. 401)
"Mercury is the Lord of All Forces of the Elements. He
bears the connection of the Aries with the Eagle" (p. 517)
By looking through and analyzing the written
information, we see the correctness of the opinion
(judgment) of Abd-ru-shin, that only Two —the Son of
God and the Spirit of the Truth can appear before God the
Father and merge with Him Together, because All of Them
represent the Consubstantial Trinity of the Most High Lord
God. Only we will add that the Son of God comes to the
Earth as a Sower of the Truth in different human Guises,
and the Spirit of the Truth comes as a Reaper and Sower
of the Truth and also in different human Guises, He
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comes when humanity is on the verge (threshold) of
transition to a new energy-informational structure for its
further development and creativity.
Therefore, the words of Abd-ru-shin are true:
"whenever the Creation (Being) reaches a certain level of
Maturity, It gives to human spirits New Revelations of
God's Work", that is, one or another Messenger of God,
then the Son of God, then the Spirit of God, comes to the
Earth as Two Spirals of DNA, because One without the
Other simply does not exist. Amen.
And suddenly we come across the words, "My words
open the Path (Way) for you both to God and to Jesus." Is
the author of the Grail Message really the Messiah whom
humanity is waiting for? After all (Indeed), there is no
ambiguous saying on this issue in the Grail Message. See
for yourself!
"...the Primordial Light, that is, God, connected the
Particle of Emanuel Sent by Him with the Particle of the
Purest Essence of All Spiritual... The Main Primary Creation
was the Region of the Primordial Spiritual.
Having formed a Bridge (from God) to This Region,
Emanuel became the Begotten Son of God…
Thus Parsifal arose in the Primeval Spiritual. He comes
from Emanuel and is always in Touch with Him, Consisting
of the Inextricable (Indissoluble) Stream of Emanations…
In order to correct all the errors of mankind and to
render Help to it, Parsifal was associated with the gross
materiality in the form of Abd-ru-shin. In other words, Abdru-shin became Parsifal through the Immediate (Direct)
Continuation of the Emanation Link…
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The Light acts directly along the Triune Line of
Emanuel – Parsifal – Abd-ru-shin... the Day will Come ...
and then ... mankind will know Emanuel in Abd-rushin!"(pp. 334-337).
"Thus the true Message of Jesus and my Message Are
One Essence..! Vibrations of both Messages are identical
and come from the same Source" (p. 480).
"Wake up and look around, and you will immediately
realize that my Message really shows you the Word of the
Truth" (p. 430).
"Creation was to arise (be created) by the Creative
Will of God the Father! This Will is Emanuel, the Personal
Creative Principle. Emanuel fully (completely) stands, that
is, abides in the Father, the Father abides in Him, in His
Work (Creativity).
The Creative Will was incarnated (embodied) in the
Personality of Emanuel. In the same way, the Active Love,
Who was Incarnated in Jesus, became the Person.
Both One and the Other are Part of the Father, One
with Him, and the Father abides (dwells) in Them. It’s from
the Age (Century) to the end of the Age.
Jesus is the Divine Love, Emanuel is the Divine Will!
And This Small Part, which is isolated from the
Creative Divine Will in order that Creation may be formed
and supported (sustained) by Its Emanations, is the
Parsifal!
Parsifal came to the Earth as Abd-ru-shin in due time.
And in the Hour of Fulfillment (Execution), Emanuel Himself
will take possession of the Earthly Shell of Parsifal" (pp.
497-499).
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"The Son of Light Parsifal is at the Head of
Creation!"(p. 502).
There are a number of other sayings that speak of the
same thing, but perhaps this is enough for the reader to
catch that the author Oscar Ernst Bernhardt, under the
pseudonym Abd-ru-shin, speaks of himself as a Messenger
of God, who brings the Truth to people. That is, there is a
hint in this that Abd-ru-shin is the very Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, who is to come to the Earth. Is it
true!? Let’s try to answer.
First, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
must appear at the time of false prophets and false
Christs, and these times have come only since 1990, when
there were officially "Christs and the Virgins" in Russia.
Secondly, the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, is a Doctrine, which available
(easily understood) to any man from the small to the
great, from a servant (slave) to a preacher, a sage, that is,
this Doctrine is available (easily understood) to all
mankind.
And now let us see what Abd-ru-shin himself says
about his doctrine: "The Exposition (in the Grail Message;
approx. ed.) is intended only for those people who have
already been able to fully assimilate my Message in the
Inner Experience! Only such people will be able to follow
me." (p. 499)
And we can't help but wonder (involuntarily have
questions): what about the rest of the general public of the
world's population who can't do it, not to mention just
reading these three volumes and understanding?
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Or you may read this saying of Abd-ru-shin: "what I
am saying about today, is intended only for those who
have already received (accepted my Message and seek to
truly revive It in themselves. In other words, only for more
mature people of the earth!"(p. 510).
So make your own conclusion: what to do to others,
immature, who are the rest of the general public of the
world's population? And could there be a doctrine True if
it is only for "the more mature of the earthly people!?"And
can a man who gives the Truth say like this,' Religious
fanatics and groundless talkers have no place here; for
they defame the truth'? (The 1st volume "Parting words" p.
7)
But just these religious fanatics are a huge number of,
as well as groundless talkers. And how can they see the
Truth?! After all, the Truth is the Truth to be available
(easily understood) to every human heart. And if the Truth
does not reach any human heart, then what is the Truth, it
is only the truth, that is, one of the facets of the Truth, it is
only visible and available to some, and it is not visible and
available to others.
The Truth is not available, whoever you are (may be)!
And this Truth must be brought to the Earth by the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth. Amen.
And we will thank Abd-ru-shin for the Grail Message,
for the prophetic sayings about the Second Coming of the
Messiah. For Mercury, who bears in himself the union of
Aries (Aria) with the Eagle, just speaks of the coming of
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth under the
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Sign of Mercury to Russia. So, the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth – is in Russia!
By His deeds you will know Him!
By His fruits you will know Him.
By His All-Love you will know Him!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Chapter 7
DANIEL ANDREEV
"THE ROSE OF THE WORLD"
1. "The discovery of paths to uniting the world … a
spiritual leader and living saint [holy-bearer-righteous
man] who will head a united humanity in the future …and
the growth of a global community spirit this is what
believers pray for and nonbelievers dream about in our
century." (p. 11).
"And for that same reason, it would be most natural
for a person who possesses three of the greatest gifts —
religious vision, sanctity, and artistic genius — to stand at
the head of the Rose of the World." (p. 15)
"No one but [the Lord] God knows where and when
the Rose of the World’s first flames will be kindled. The
country Russia has only been designated ..." (p. 13)
"If the older religions are petals, then the Rose of the
World will be a flower: with roots, stem, head, and the
commonwealth of its petals" (p. 13)
"And for that same reason, it would be most natural
for a person who possesses three of the greatest gifts religious vision, sanctity, and artistic genius - to stand at
the head of the Rose of the World. Perhaps such a person
will never come, or will come much later. It is possible that
a collective of the worthiest, and not one single person, will
lead the Rose of the World. But if Providence sends a
person of such Great Spirit to our century - and it has sent
them before - and the forces of evil are unable to thwart
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his or her mission, it will be the greatest of good fortune
for the entire planet. "(p. 15)
Since, He is the Helper (Comforter) ― "[Providence],
the spiritual guide of billions and the guardian of their
souls."(p. 16)
"Some will say that such people appear perhaps only
once in every five hundred years. I will go one step further:
individuals of such stature, who possess the sum of these
above-mentioned gifts, could never have existed
before... The High Mentor should be so elevated morally
that love and trust in him will replace other methods of
rule." (p. 16)
Daniel Andreev was neither a theologian, nor a
philosopher, nor a Theosophist, nor was an
anthroposophist, but a poet, and «The Rose of the World»
written by him in Stalin's time, in the cell of the Vladimir
prison, where he was a political prisoner. Daniel Andreev
suffered a heart attack in prison in 1954, and in 1957,
thanks to the Khrushchev’s Commission for the review of
political prisoners, his sentence was reduced from 25 years
to 10 years, and Daniel Andreev was released after 10
years in prison. March 30, 1959 Daniel Andreev left our
Earth and went to other worlds.
Daniel Andreev can be called a Messenger, a
"Forerunner", who must prepare the paths to the One
Who follows him, that is, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth. Daniel Andreev is "the voice of one crying in
the wilderness," if the prison is represented by this desert
of spiritlessness and immorality.
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That is, Daniel Andreev, according to our hypothesis,
in past rebirths (reincarnations) was John the Baptist,
containing the souls of the prophets Elijah and Daniel, was
Dante Alighieri – the author of "The Divine Comedy", a
Hindu Brahmin, as Daniel Andreev himself says. And
finally, as a messenger of the coming of the Great Master
(Teacher) (the Helper [Comforter]), Righteous man,
Religious Preacher Andreev Daniel Leonidovich came to
the Russian Land with his Mission.
If John the Baptist had seen and baptized Jesus Christ,
Daniel Andreev was not neither one nor the other. He only
announced the coming of the Helper (Comforter) to
Russia, feeling His coming with inner vision, spiritual
vision. Daniel Andreev practiced the Karma of John the
Baptist. John the Baptist doubted Jesus Christ as the True
Messiah, whom he personally baptized and blessed. This
disbelief (doubt) John pulled (attracted) on the destructive
energy, why he was cut off his head, that is, the spiritual
and religious essence of the soul of John was not closely
related to the material and practical activities. That is why
Daniel Andreev had to go to prison as a political prisoner
by karma and write about the coming of the Messenger of
God, so that he would not be "beheaded" a second time
— a conditional expression, because the heart attack
experienced in prison was like a sword of Damocles over
his life. And that is why Daniel Andreev was not destined
to see the Helper (Comforter), but only to describe Him
and predict His coming.
Insight (inspiration) descended upon Daniel Andreev
in prison, and he saw with spiritual vision, how the Helper
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(Comforter) descends from Divine Heights to Russia for
His great Mission, for in the first Chapter of "The Rose of
the World" the author says: "But if Providence sends a
person of such Great Spirit to our century — and it has sent
them before — and the forces of evil are unable to thwart
his or her mission, it will be the greatest of good fortune
for the entire planet. " Daniel Andreev calls Him the
Spiritual Leader and Living Saint [Holy-Bearer-Righteous
man], the Supreme Messenger, Who must combine with
Himself three great Gifts: Righteousness, the gift of a
religious Messenger, that is, a Preacher of the Word of
God, and Artistic Genius: that is, it must be a person with
talent in many forms of art. Indeed, only such a person can
become "the spiritual guide of billions and the guardian of
their souls," and His name is the Helper (Comforter).
Daniel Andreev says truly: "individuals of such
stature, who possess the sum of these above-mentioned
gifts, could never have existed before." For, there are more
than a thousand or ten thousand human souls will purify
their Karma in the body of the Helper (Comforter): great
sages, holy fathers, prophets, preachers, musicians, poets,
artists, philosophers and others. Therefore, the Helper
(Comforter) has a Great Mission: to unite all the peoples
of the world under a Single Beginning, and Daniel Andreev
called this Beginning a figurative expression — "The Rose
of the World". Although we understand that the Helper
(Comforter) came to the Earth not to make (create) a
New Religion and to unite people of different faiths in a
Single Temple, which is built of material structures —
reinforced concrete, glass, etc., but to unite all people of
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the globe in Spirit and Truly through the worship of the
Most High Lord God in the heart, through a living loving
prayer of thanksgiving and repentance. For the Temple of
God must be built for every man in his heart.
Amen. Hallelujah!
2. What motivates (induces) the Helper (Comforter)
to come to the Earth, because the Son of God Jesus Christ
gave the Truth to all mankind. And maybe, as Daniel
Andreev considers, Jesus Christ did not fulfill His Mission
or did not have time to fulfill (complete) it because of the
crucifixion, the public execution over Him?
We will first see what Daniel Andreev says about it,
and then we will express our thoughts about his sayings,
revealing the above questions.
"Oh, Christ was not supposed to die a violent or even
a natural death. After living a long life in Enrof and
accomplishing those tasks for which He had undergone
incarnation, He was to have experienced not death but
transformation - the transfiguration of His whole being
and His passage into Olirna before the eyes of the world. If
it had been completed, Christ's mission would have given
rise to the establishment of an ideal Church/Community
two or three centuries later, instead of states with their
armies and bloody bacchanalias." (p.114)
"After all, the evangelists, inspired by God though
they were, were still human, and the great enemy was not
sleeping, so that even in the Gospels of the New
Testament there are in places clear traces of his distorting
imprint. But Christ could not set down His teachings in a
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book because His teachings were not only His words but
His whole life. His teachings were the Immaculate
Conception and His birth on a quiet Bethlehem night,
illumined by the singing of angels; His meeting with
Gagtungr in the desert and his travels on the roads of
Galilee; His poverty and His love; the healing of the sick and
the resurrection of the dead; His walking on water and His
transfiguration on Mt. Favor; His suffering and
Resurrection. Such teachings could only have been
recorded, even if with gaps and errors, by eyewitnesses of
that divine life.
But our sworn enemy crept into the gaps. By
infiltrating the all too-human consciousness of the
evangelists, he succeeded in corrupting many testimonies,
distorting and harshening ideas, debasing and qualifying
ideals, even in ascribing words to Christ that our Savior
could never have uttered. We as yet do not possess the
means to separate the genuine from the false in the
Gospels. There are neither precise criteria nor visible
markers. Everyone who reads the New Testament should
only keep in mind that Christ's teachings were His whole
life, not just His words. As for the words ascribed to Him,
everything that concurs with a spirit of love is genuine,
while everything that is marked by a threatening and
merciless spirit is false." (pp. 114-115)
"His very teachings (of the Christ; approx. auth.)
ended up distorted, having been mixed with elements
from the Old Testament, just those elements that Christ's
life had been superseding and would have superseded once
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and for all if it had not been cut short. The chief features of
those elements is the attribution to the image of God of
the traits of a fearful, merciless judge, even an avenger,
and the ascription of the inhumane laws of nature and
moral retribution to Him and no one else. That ancient
misrepresentation has acted as no small brake on the
ascending journey of the soul. The confusion in one's minds
between the divine and the demonic leaves one no choice
but to resign oneself to the idea of the just, eternal, and
immutable nature of those same laws…" (p. 115)
"The incineration of all yetzerhares - would have
eventually been accomplished by Christ had not been
curtailed His mission in Enrof... (it is the physical layer of
the Universe – our Earth, etc.; approx. Ed.)" "Instead of
furthering Christ's work, instead of strengthening and
enlightening the Church with the spirit of love and love
alone, the thirteenth Apostle launched a massive, farreaching organizational effort, binding the scattered
communities
together
with
strict
regulations,
unquestioning obedience to a single leader, and even fear,
since the threat of being expelled from the bosom of the
Church, in the case of disobedience, inspired just that:
spiritual fear. The Apostle Paul never met Jesus Christ
during His lifetime and was consequently denied all the
grace that issued directly from Jesus. Nor was Paul present
when the Holy Spirit descended on the other Apostles.
Yet the other apostles recede, as it were, into the
background, each of them concentrating on local missions,
on the creation of Christian communities in one or another
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country, while Paul, the one apostle lacking divine grace,
gradually becomes the dominant figure towering over all
the communities, unifying them, and dictating to them
what he thinks to be the continuation of Christ's work." (p.
116-117)
So it turns out: if Jesus Christ sowed the field (human
hearts) with the grains (seeds) of the Truth, then the devil,
the karmic Lord, did not sleep and sowed this field with
tares (chaff). That is why the Gospels of the New
Testament are riddled with "tares" to dogmatize the
Truth, to imperceptibly turn people into Ministers of
diabolical ideas under righteous masks, under the masks
of virtue.
Jesus Christ had already foreseen it, and told His
disciples, in advance the parable of the sower of the Truth,
figuratively speaking about Himself and about the devil,
who sowed the field with tares. That is, Jesus Christ
allegorically said that His Doctrine, which is recorded by
His disciples, will be permeated with just this "tares". And
in order to understand where the Truth is and where the
Deception (Dogma) is, when the wheat (Truth) and the
tares (Deception) ripen, then the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth will come in order to take the Fruit of
the Truth in one way and Deception in the other.
And so that the Helper (Comforter) could make such
a selection without errors, Jesus Christ had to show in
practice with His own Life how to acquire seven or more
basic divine epithets for any person in order to enter the
Kingdom (Realm) of God the Father.
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On this basis (For this reason) we may say that Jesus
Christ fulfilled His Mission in an ingenious manner in
every respect, both as a Great Master and as the Son of
God. Therefore, my lips will always, on a spiritual level, kiss
His Divine Holy feet and I will offer Him prayers of
Thanksgiving and Glorification (Praise) in a relentless
praying position (pose).
And if any of people, no matter what spirituality he
may possess, says that Jesus Christ did not fulfill His
Mission, then I humbly want only to regret such people
that they could not yet acquire in themselves that amount
of the Holy Spirit to see that Jesus Christ the Prophet of
Nazareth fulfilled His Mission to the end and in the best
way. Amen.
For the Life of Jesus Christ and especially His last
hours of the earthly life will serve for the Helper
(Comforter) as measure in the search for the Truth; and
the whole Doctrine of the Son of God, written by His
disciples will be sifted by the Helper (Comforter) through
the "sieve" of the Divine Epithets, which will help any
person if he acquires these epithets in practice in his
ordinary life, enter the Kingdom of the Lord God, the
Kingdom of Beauty, Peace and Creativity.
So, the Helper (Comforter) must purify all Divine
Scriptures from various Dogmas (the devil's tares [chaff])
and once again show in His own practice how to acquire
seven or more Divine epithets, so that any person, of any
creed (religion, faith), of any age, can enter into the World
of Eternal Pleasures (Delights), if a person does the same
as the Helper (Comforter).
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Amen. Hallelujah!
3. "The fifth meta-culture, permeated by the rays of
Christian Trans-myth, was Russian meta-culture. ... to the
consciousness of the Russian super-people, the Christian
myth from the very beginning conveyed (informed) to the
consciousness of the Russian super-people the
presentiment of a world mission – it is not a mission of
world sovereign dominion, but a mission of some higher
truth, which it must proclaim and affirm on earth for the
benefit of all. It is found (revealed) in the tone of the Kiev
and Moscow annals (chronicles) and in the naive but
indisputable (undeniable) ideology of the epics, which
comprehended their heroes as bearers and fighters for the
highest spiritual truth, shining for anyone who is ready to
open himself to it. Further, this self-consciousness creates
ideal images of Holy Russia: it is not great, not powerful,
not beautiful, but Holy; finally, in the idea of the Third
Rome, this feeling crystallizes already quite clearly"
(p.137).
"Another danger was what Russia was transformed
into — both spiritually and physically — as a result of the
Second World War. Autocratic tyranny took the sizes and
forms, which were not similar to reality any more ... Furious
rates of life and work, not to mention mass arrests, allow
nobody to spend quietly at least one night... it began to be
felt as through everyday bacchanalia any otherworldly,
incomprehensible and already absolutely inhuman
bacchanalia shines through. Repression has increased.
Wave after wave, one category of citizens after another
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were arrested and imprisoned (sentenced to 25-year) or
executed by shooting. Fascists and Communists,
Trotskyites and white emigrants, intellectuals and
collective farmers, generals and deserters, workers and
priests, atheists and sectarians, Orthodox Christians and
Jews, hooligans and monks, non-resistance bandits,
prostitutes and scientists, thieves and philosophers,
followers of Tolstoy and pederasts, secretaries of regional
committees and Bandera, engineers and partisans…
crowded in a general pandemonium in prisons and labor
camps. Avowal of guilt was obtained by tortures that had
never happened... neither the absurdity of the accusations
(charges) nor the ridiculousness of the evidence confused
anyone... in any corner of the country it was difficult to
meet a family, that has not lost in camps and prisons
someone of their members; many families uprooted
entirely (completely)... The experience of the Inquisition is
remembered and used ... The idea of correcting criminals
no one even came to mind, and the camps turned into a
gigantic (giant) corruption (depravity, molestation)." (p.
226-227).
"Stalin almost did not appear in public in the last
years of his life." "He (Stalin) was carefully conducted, as if
incognito, through some areas (of the other world)...
contemplated purgatory and layers of magma. From afar
(a distance), from outside and very dimly he saw even
Zatomis (The highest planes of human metacultures, their
heavenly lands, the bulwark of the demiurges and national
guiding spirits, and the abodes of the Synclites. Together
with Arimoya-the zatomis of the Rose of the World now
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under construction – (they are thirty-four in number.
approx. Ed.) Of Russia and once witnessed how Jesus Christ
descended there, having received an enlightened body. But
this meeting did not cause (arouse) anything in the dark
visionary, except the effort of deadly (mortal) hatred..." (p.
228).
In early March 1953, Stalin left his flesh and went
into the world of his destructive forces for his
purification.
"The funeral of the leader... turned into an idiotic
pandemonium... Moscow was a picture of Bedlam, which
is enlarged to the size of a world city... People died, were
crushed against the walls of houses and lamp pillars,
trampled underfoot, fell from the roofs of multi-storey
buildings" (p.230).
"For six months the forces of darkness fought against
the action of the karmic burden which carried away the
terrible dead man (Stalin; approx. ed.) down and down... in
October 1953, the fallen man escaped from the hands of
the guardians of karma. He was no longer like his human
form, but unimaginably terrible and powerful... Finally, the
tramp (sound) of the White Horseman was heard, rushing
from the heights of the Sinclite of the World here, in
shrastr. The usurper was enveloped (shrouded) by the
strong-willed weapon of Alexander the Blessed and
handed over to the guardians of karma..." (p. 230).
We have found out (learned) that the Helper
(Comforter), as an ordinary simple man, will be under the
protection of the planet Mercury on the Earth, and
therefore under the protection of the number five. And
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Russia as a wall of a certain metaculture is under the
number five. Then it is clear, and apparently, it is not
accidental, that Russia on the religious structure is
considered to be the Third Rome (the symbol of the
Consubstantial Trinity), where the Helper (Comforter),
the Spirit of the Truth, should come.
In the same way (Similarly), we found out that the
Second World War is a sign of rampant Forces of Evil, the
devil through the rulers of Stalin and Hitler. And the power
of Evil flows into the soul of Stalin with the death of Hitler,
and he becomes an integral servant of the devil. The devil,
the karmic Lord, knows that very soon the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, is to come to the
Russian Land, Who will reveal all his ingenious tricks, and
then he will need to strain his mind even more in
resourcefulness in order to force (make) people to work
for him. All righteous masks and masks of virtue will be
removed by the Helper (Comforter) from the face of the
devil, and many will wake up from the devil's hypnosis.
And that's what the devil doesn't want. Therefore, the
devil wants through Stalin to remove those parents
through whom the Helper (Comforter) will come into
human flesh.
If in India king Kansa kills all children of Devaki, so that
Krishna has not come to earth; if in Egypt Pharaoh kills all
newborn Jewish children, so that Moses does not appear;
if in Palestine Tsar Herod kills children under two years old,
so that Jesus Christ does not appear; then the devil
through Stalin went further. Stalin, perhaps, did not
understand who controlled (governed) him, and he killed
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not only children but also adults, through whom the
Helper (Comforter) should come to the Russian land. The
devil, according to the karma of the States, deliberately
(specially) unleashed the Second World War – maybe by
accident, from hunger, from a bullet, etc., he thought, the
parents of the Helper (Comforter) die. But that was not
enough.
The devil understood that he does not achieve major
results through war, and then a new extermination was
launched. And the extermination is already not to scale of
a family, a village or a city, but already in the scale of the
vast Russian land. And Daniel Andreev is right, having
written: "in any corner of the country it was difficult to
meet a family, that has not lost in camps and prisons
someone of their members; many families uprooted
entirely (completely)." And that was done not by chance,
for Stalin was shown that the image of Jesus Christ
descends into Russia, as it were, for His incarnation in the
Helper (Comforter), and he (Stalin) must blindly feel about
for destruction of the parents of the Helper (Comforter),
and then the child the Helper (Comforter) himself. This
phenomenon is much worse than the Massacre of the
Innocents in Bethlehem.
Even the death of Stalin entailed numerous sacrifices
(victims), for until the last moment the devil hoped to
somehow destroy the Helper (Comforter).
But alas, the devil in the person of Stalin lost, having
destroyed a huge number of people; he was unable to
reach the parents of the Helper (Comforter), because the
parents of the Helper (Comforter) should, as we have
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seen, be something physically flawed, i.e. people with
disabilities, but in fact repressions did not apply to them
(maybe not all of them). But that doesn't mean that the
devil's fight (struggle) against the Helper (Comforter) is
over — no, no, and no. This struggle will continue as long
as the Helper (Comforter) exists in the flesh.
If Daniel Andreev saw a White Horseman with
spiritual vision in 1953, and even under the name of
Alexander the Blessed, and if we add here the information
from the Revelation of John the Theologian, where the
Horseman on the White Horse is meant the Helper
[Comforter] (Defender in Greek – Alexander), the Spirit of
the Truth – then we can assume that in 1953 should be
born a boy, who will take on the Mission of the Helper
(Comforter) in the future. And the very numbers 1, 9, 5, 3,
19, 53 [themselves] bear (carry) occult-magical
information, and we have already had to disassemble
these figures. And it is said of the mystical number 53 in
the "The Secret Doctrine" by E. P. Blavatskaya. And what is
surprising, when it is necessary to revise texts from
different Scriptures again, then it turned out, that almost
all texts, where there is figure 53 in numbering, say about
the Helper (Comforter).
So, if we believe in such coincidence and spiritual
vision of Daniel Andreev, the Helper (Comforter) came to
Earth in 1953. The future will show!
Our task is not to be attached (tied) to any date, but
only to reveal and analyze, put forward hypotheses, and
let the reader draw conclusions for himself.
Amen.
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4. "Everything possible will be done to free science and
technology from the power of demonizing principles under
the White Horseman. They will try to combine science and
technology with trans-physical knowledge and ethics, they
will be forced to work solely for the purpose of general
welfare, to harmonize as much as possible, the relationship
of civilization and nature" (p. 262).
If, in our understanding, the White Horseman means
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, the Divine
Messenger, the Guide, the Preacher, the Master, the
Mentor, then He will not fight against the demonizing
principle in science and technology, for as long as there is
matter, there will be science which knows this matter, and
therefore this science and technology will always be
demonizing. Although humanity always strives for
universal welfare (well-being) and uses science and
technology for it, but the universal good (benefit) will
always be utopia, a myth for humanity in the material
world.
For universal (general) prosperity exists only in the
Kingdom of the Lord God, and it is manifested only by a
temporary splash (surge, outburst) in the material world,
and that is very relative.
The Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) will promote
religious orientation in all spheres of society, and it will
enable science and technology "to work solely for the
purpose of general welfare (to combine with trans-physical
knowledge and ethics), to harmonize as much as possible,
the relationship of civilization and nature."
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Daniel Andreev also predicts the coming of the
Antichrist at the time of the High (Supreme) Mentor, and
in our concept – the Helper (Comforter). Although the
Helper (Comforter) will never consider Himself the High
(Supreme) Mentor, for He will remain an ordinary man,
not using for His own purposes any religions and orders
(dignities), which society has given (assigned) to him.
Daniel Andreev writes of the Antichrist:
It seems that his birthplace will be one of the countries
of Latin America... By the age of thirty-three [years old] he
will already be recognized as the head of world science ...
Ostentatious kindness to people rightfully acquires him the
highest authority in the eyes of the majority of the
population of the Globe. In some scientific disciplines, he
would revolutionize some of the principles of magic ... by
supplementing them with the knowledge that would be
supplied (fed) into his thinking circle from his higher,
inexhaustible, devil-enriched mind.
He would be handsome in a striking (startling) but
terrible way... he would seem to be the synthetic
embodiment (incarnation, personification) of humanity in
one person.
At the age of about thirty he would be ordained, and
would soon become, as it were, the second man in
mankind, waiting with apparent humility for the hour
when the death of the supreme mentor (preceptor) would
give (entitle) him the right, to assume this tiara through
world (universal) referendum.
…The High (Supreme) mentor (preceptor) will be put
to death (pp. 264-265).
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Based on this information, we can give our
hypothesis, that is, make our assumption that, perhaps, a
boy will be born in 1999, the future spiritual devil in the
flesh, that is, the Antichrist. Because of his quick mind, he
will become a disciple of the Helper (Comforter), for to
become a disciple of the Helper (Comforter) will be a great
prestige on a world-wide (global) scale. And when he is 3033 years old, he will quickly move up the career ladder, as
he will move (go) away from the School of the Helper
(Comforter) and create his own school, he will have
(possess) wonders of magic. By the age of 33, he will have
a choice: either he removes (kills) his Master (Helper
[Comforter])and becomes the ruler of the world; or, if he
does not, other forces of Evil will fall upon him and will
forcibly lead him to ensure that he would still commit the
evil deed, which is planned by the devil.
And it suggests that the Helper (Comforter) will be
committed (made) several attempts [upon the life] under
the secret (astral) guidance of this disciple (Antichrist). But
all these attempts will not succeed. And then He must be
publicly denounced (convicted) in immoral behavior, as a
molester (corrupter) of human souls, to vilify (pour with
filth) Him of human words of the nationwide trial over
Him.
Thus the innocent Helper (Comforter) will be
prosecuted (on trial) of the rulers and the people as a
criminal, and will be condemned to death, and, in all
likelihood (probability), in front (before the eyes) of all the
peoples of the world. That is why Daniel Andreev,
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prophesying, wrote: "The High (Supreme) mentor
(preceptor) will be put to death."
Whatever happens to the Helper (Comforter), we can
be sure that He will never, even in His thoughts, wish even
the enemy anything bad, but on the contrary, will wish
everyone, everyone and everybody well-being (prosperity)
and spiritual insight (afflatus). So, whatever fall upon Him
in the form of those or other troubles from people, He
humbly and meekly takes everything upon Himself; and He
will constantly acquire seven and more Divine epithets in
practice. And even in the hours of tragic trials, He will pour
out (give vent) His Love to all mankind and pray for all to
the Most High Lord God.
But whether these predictions of Daniel Andreev will
come true on the Helper (Comforter), about His death ―
is an ideological issue (question), because the Helper
(Comforter) must fulfill His Mission, and when it happens,
it is unknown. After all, the material path of the Helper
(Comforter) is long, since in creativity He needs to reveal
the Truth for all Mankind.
So we will follow it, that is, try to learn in practice,
through a living loving prayer of thanksgiving and
repentance to the Most High Lord God to acquire seven or
more Divine epithets to direct our feet in the Kingdom of
Eternal Pleasures, in the World of Beauty, Peace and
Creativity. This Path to happiness is free for all who wish
and seek.
And it will be to you according to your deeds.
And it will be to you according to your love!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
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Amen. Hallelujah!
Russian Gods
Verses and poems
5. "RUSSIAN OCTAVES»
…
There is a slumbering one, as in the bowels of
Asia,
He is not born for the world yet,
Myth, destined to humanity ―
Of the Coming one the Good News
…
And if before the brink of the Fatherland
Narrowed our spiritual scope
And Supreme myth is closed
To the log squash (crush), ―
Now the expanse of all-humanity
Waits for the messenger, longs for thirst,
And each of the nations will take
A hidden dream here.
1950
We can understand from these lines that all nations
are waiting for the Coming one with the good news, and
this Coming one with the good news is only the Helper
(Comforter). For He must give to all mankind the Third
Covenant – the Covenant of the Truth – the Covenant of
All-Love, which is the Good News. Just as Jesus Christ came
to the Earth with the Good News, and brought the Living
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Word of God to people, so the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth will do the same.
And the following lines from the poem say that the
Divine Messenger (the Helper [Comforter]) must come to
Russia. And the Light of the Truth will flow from Russia to
all countries of the world, to all peoples of the Earth. For
the vast territory of Russia symbolizes the "expanse of allhumanity", and here a New Life in the Truth comes into
being, and this is just a hidden dream of all peoples to
perceive this Light of the Truth.
May all nations, tribes and languages (tongues) glorify
(praise) the Most High Lord God as the All-Loving, AllGood, All-Generous, All-Gracious, All-Merciful, AllForgiving, All-Patient, All-True, All-Holiest … God.
Amen. Hallelujah!
6. "Leningrad Apocalypse»
56. In the womb of the Romanovs
From generation to generation,
He sculpted from the flesh of generations
The messenger of his commands,
His faithful weapon,
The one who is called to rebuild
A receptacle and a form to Him.
Who cheerfully, with persistent feat
Re-create all being.
The poem "Death of the Terrible"
From the series "Holy Russian Spirits"
27. Oh, are dark priests, or nobles
Dare to know what words
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His spirit was struck like lightning,
And then they aimed like dew?!
What will they understand in the person
The Son of heaven, if he descended from
Above to become a shepherd, father,
And Holly-Sovereign of the morning country?
28. He will teach! Heavenly letters
He will write into the pitch hearts!
He will raise hosts of unknown souls
To the radiance of Father’s face!
He’ll establish love, magnificence,
Humility, God's truth everywhere,
So that the whole world gazed at the land,
With the brightness of such a star..!
2.52. I’d retire to the joy of chants
On the vast, far away glimmering spaces,
The coming of the righteous genius;
Light-Bearer, in the night of my land!
Of love; of breaking ties;
Of the end of the tyrannies and realms;
Of the planet fused into the union
Of the most perfect people’s rights.
As Jesus Christ said, "Behold, I make all things new,"
so the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth will do
the same, for the Word of God is Ever Living and abides in
Creativity.
Therefore, it is not for nothing that Daniel Andreev
said about the Messenger, God's Messenger, that He "is
called to rebuild" and that He would "with persistent feat
Re-create all being", which means that the Helper
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(Comforter) must write many books. That is, it will be
revealed (shown) in the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter)
the structure of the whole Universe, how the Creative
Process of God is going on, how civilizations and other
worlds are made (created), and what Way it is necessary
to choose to get into the Kingdom of the All-Loving Lord
God, into the World of Bliss and Eternal Pleasures. That is,
the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will reveal
in a new way the Divine being before the eyes of all men.
Amen.
And then Daniel Andreev shows in the lines of the
poem "The Death of Ivan the Terrible", what the Helper
(Comforter) should do on the spiritual plane. As a Master,
the Helper (Comforter) must teach the peoples the True
Epithets of the Most High Lord God and show how to make
a living prayer to the All-Loving. For, if God Makes
(Creates) by Word: "In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word was God... in Him
was life," then a man must learn to create (make) by the
word in order to acquire Eternal Life in God. That is why
Daniel Andreev also says (writes): "Heavenly letters He will
write into the pitch hearts!" that is, a living prayer of
thanksgiving and repentance to the Most High, AllMerciful Lord God, will be murmured in every sinful
human heart.
And indeed, the Mission of the Helper (Comforter) is
to preach (establish) all-love, humility, meekness ...
everywhere, in every human heart, so that the Divine
Truth (truth) is in front of (before) the eyes of all peoples,
tribes and tongues (languages).
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The whole world, of course, will look at that land,
Russia, from which the Savior of human souls appeared.
And in the very body of the Helper (Comforter) there are
a large number of human souls to rise "to the radiance of
Father's face." That is why Daniel Andreev calls these
souls, which reside in the Helper (Comforter) as "hosts of
unknown souls".
And what is surprising, Daniel Andreev even predicts
the birth of the Helper (Comforter) at night: "The coming
(birth) of the righteous genius; Light-Bearer, in the night of
my land (in Russia)!" That is, according to our hypothesis,
the Helper (Comforter) must be born at night, like Jesus
Christ. Although we must see that the words "in the night
of my land" say that Russia stayed under the tyranny of
Stalin as it were in the night. And that, at the end of
Stalin's tyranny and reign the Light-Bearer will appear (be
born).
It turns out that Stalin's death was (occurred) in early
March 1953, and in October 1952, perhaps, with spiritual
vision Daniel Andreev saw the Light-Bearer, the
Messenger descending on a White Horse, as if giving a sign
to Daniel Andreev that the Helper (Comforter) would be
born in the Russian land, also at night, like Jesus Christ.
So, if we assume that Daniel Andreev is the
Forerunner of the Helper (Comforter), he is a prophet, a
messenger of the Helper (Comforter), then, based on his
data, the Helper (Comforter) must be born in 1953
somewhere between March and October, from half past
ten at night to midnight or to two o'clock in the morning
(2 a.m.).
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These are only our assumptions, and we have no right
to attach ourselves to them, but will continue our further
search to find out which of the preachers, prophets and
Christs is a potential Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth.
"By their fruits you will know them," Jesus Christ
teaches us, how the Helper (Comforter) should be found!
By His fruits you will know Him.
Amen. Hallelujah!
7. From the series "Through nature"
…
He who will be calling, this Covenant,
Like peaks of boron on a slope of the sky;
As wise as the age-old stones of great nations;
Looking like white towers;
Kind as warmth of the hearth;
Populous,
Like the festive hum of stadiums,
And He’s as fun as children's games.
1950
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will be the One who will
give the Third (New) Covenant for all mankind, "He who
will be calling, this Covenant", the Covenant of All-Love.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will purify all the Holy
Scriptures of the world from all kinds of religious dogmas,
so figuratively, in the form of a symbol, he appears in the
imagination of Daniel Andreev "Like peaks of boron on a
slope of the sky;" which resembles a comb for combing hair
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and other purposes. And the Helper (Comforter) will comb
different Scriptures of the nations with Heavenly Truth.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will have wisdom of
different nations as strong foundation for His Wisdom.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will be directed to the
Most High All-Holiest Lord God, steadfastly looking up, and
to put it in the figurative language of Daniel Andreev,
"Looking like white towers." And the word "towers" is in
the plural, because there are many souls of men in the
Helper (Comforter).
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will be a kind (good),
ordinary earthly man, as warmth of the hearth for every
man, for, His every Word will warm and purify the souls of
men who listen to Him.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will be crowded
(populous), for He will be listened to by huge masses of
people in different parts of the globe, "like the festive hum
of stadiums." Yes, the Helper (Comforter) will be like a
Child, cheerful and able to frolic. "Unless you turn and
become like children!" Jesus Christ taught us.
Having summed up mentally all the information, we
obtained in the poems of Daniel Andreev, we cannot help
but cite in our book the verse of one of the famous Russian
poets F. Tyutchev, which can be called prophetic:
Blessed are they who sojourned here
In this world's fateful hoursFor they were summoned by the angels
As guests to a great feast;
They witnessed spectacles majestic,
Were brought into the inner circle,
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And, while there, drank immortal life
From heaven's own chalice!
(Fyodor Ivanovich Tyutchev.)
Let everyone in his own way perceives these lines of
F. Tyutchev's verse, and we see in these lines information
about the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, who
is a spectator of high spectacles both on the Earth and in
the other worlds in the Divine Universe, both past and
present and future. He, the Helper (Comforter), will
indeed on the spiritual plane be admitted into all
councils, both earthly and otherworldly, and, above all,
He will be opened the Door into the Kingdom of God. For,
He, the Helper (Comforter), is the heavenly (celestial) one
in human flesh, Who drinks here on the Earth the cup of
immortality, and follows in the footsteps of Jesus Christ.
And He, the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, did
not come to the Earth from Himself, but He was
summoned by the angels (by the all-good ones) to acquire
the Truth, Eternal Happiness and to join the Eternal
Creative Pleasures, to Peacemaking.
Therefore, F. Tyutchev is right, saying:
"Blessed are they who sojourned here in this world's
fateful hours." For, the messengers of God come to this
earthly world precisely at fatal moments to this or that
nation, or nations (peoples). Here [Russia is] in this world's
fateful hours, and it means, the Helper (Comforter), the
Spirit of the Truth already works (acts), approaches His
Mission.
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Yes, the Helper (Comforter) makes (creates),
preaches God's Word and summons (calls) all mankind,
anyone willing (who wants to), "as guests to a great feast"
to glorify the Most High Lord God with His Beautiful
Epithets, so that all mankind not only knows the True
Divine Epithets, but also knows the Way to enter the
Kingdom of Eternal Pleasures, the World of Blissful Beauty,
the world of Creativity and Peace.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) brings to all mankind the
Good News that the Lord God is All-Loving, All-Good, AllGenerous, All-Merciful, All-Forgiving, All-Kind, and AllPatient... All-Fascinating, All-Affectionate, All-Beautiful
(All-Handsome); and that the Kingdom of God is open to
all and everyone and everybody, and who will acquire
seven or more Divine epithets, he will enter an
Indescribable world of Bliss, Beauty and Rest (Peace).
And it will be to you according to your deeds.
And it will be to you according to your faith!
Amen. Hallelujah!
THE POEM "THE IRON MYSTERY"
8. The sixth act
CRYPT
…
The seer, by entering with the Unknown
I bring to you a proven one
He went through years of adversity and terror.
Trust the owner of the accelerated
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Lot among you!
Here he is.
Rector
Is it he? But he ran among our children
Equal with equals,
Nimble counselor of games and inventions
With his half-brothers..!
He who starts to see the light
He is yours; he is a prisoner; but there is no other,
He who bears triple gift through life,
Stores words in the magic caskets
Worldwide total knowledge
Of his dreams
…
My boy, I entrust you to the One
Whose voice you heard yourself,
Whom you scented during (within) eighteen
springs,
You’ve become more trustful to heaven.
If, according to our hypothesis, Daniel Andreev is a
messenger of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the
Truth, then we will analyze all poetic texts according to our
theme, in search of information to determine, guess the
earthly life of the future Helper (Comforter) from early
years to the end of the fulfillment of His Mission on the
Earth.
Therefore, figuratively speaking, He who starts to see
the light is just Daniel Andreev, who leads the Unknown,
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that is, the future Helper (Comforter), to the path of
further education – the image of the Rector, and to the
path of knowledge of God – the image of the Old priest.
There is a future Helper (Comforter) in front of us in
the form of a teenage boy, there is the lot, the seal (stamp)
of the future Messiah on him. These lines confirm our
hypothesis that the born future Helper (Comforter) will
not be brought up by parents, but (and) in special
children's institutions to pass to be tested "through years
of adversity and terror" of his love to people around, and
whether his heart will harden from such a large number of
tests (trials). That is the Fate — "the Owner of the
accelerated" — specifically shrouds (envelops) the
childhood of the Helper (Comforter), with callous (hard),
rigid upbringing atmosphere, because the devil, having
already known of the newborn Helper (Comforter), sends
different forces, to destroy, to grow callous inexperienced,
weak heart of the Helper (Comforter), so He wouldn’t be
able to go to a great Mission.
Daniel Andreev in the role of the person Who starts
to see the light firmly and clearly says to the whole cultural
and religious world in the person of the Rector: "Here he
is. He is yours; he is a prisoner (that is, a disciple [pupil] of
children's homes [orphanages]); but there is no other, He
who bears triple gift through life,
[He] stores words in the magic caskets worldwide
total knowledge of his dreams." It turns out that there is
still a triple gift, is deeply hidden in the boy-Helper
(Comforter) which we talked about, while investigating
(setting forth) "The Rose of the World." And "words in the
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magic caskets worldwide total knowledge of his dreams"
are just the Words of God and the Doctrine of the Third
Covenant, the Covenant of All-Love.
The following lines say that the childhood and youth
of the future Helper (Comforter) were spent in
orphanages: "he ran… equal with equals... with his halfbrothers!" For, all the children appear as half-brothers in
the orphanage. But Daniel Andreev predicting, says that
He, as a boy, was not a quiet man, but was a "nimble
counselor (leader) of games and inventions
(undertakings)", that is, he was a leader among his
children, resembling a righteous ataman, so to speak.
Though, he was no different from the rest of the boys and
girls, either strength or intelligence, but, perhaps,
intelligence and incomprehensible quick wit (sympathy),
rather not external, but internal beauty.
And further Daniel Andreev as if prophesies: "My boy,
I entrust you to the One", that is to the Lord God, Whom
you have not realized yet, but "Whose voice you heard
yourself", perhaps, when you enter into an independent
road (after leaving [‘walls’ of] the orphanage), and "He,
Whom (God) you scented during (within) eighteen springs
You’ve become more trustful to heaven."
That is, it turns out that somewhere within eighteen
years, after the leaving (‘walls’ of) the orphanage, step by
step He will climb (ascend) the religious ladder (stairs) up
to heaven, and somewhere at the age of thirty-five or
thirty-six, He should receive a sign, and then a revelation
about the beginning of His Mission.
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Thanks to Daniel Andreev, we have two more
significant dates from the life of the future Helper
(Comforter) – it is 17-18 years old and 35-36 years old.
Amen.
9. The Unknown addresses (to the Daimon – who is a
guide to other worlds)
…
Again, your incomprehensible message
Is burnt into my brain
By a triple sign!
Ignite my mind with a dream ―
A dream that only we two can understand,
Again, you languish and intoxicate
By thought,
By the most impracticable thoughts…
Daimon
I'll take you down on the formations
To cemeteries of the spirit at the bottom, in hell,
Along a path that sways like a cord,
Rise to the heights of meta-cultures;
I'll open before your eyes
A light beyond the control of earthly nights;
I'll strengthen your speech and build,
You would become the Herald,
And I'll leave only in the days of the end,
It’s at the moment of the Triple Crown.
…
The old man-priest
Yes: he was given leadership;
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Paradise flickers in their eyes for us,
For in strange speeches is evidence
About transcendence
And what is untold about.
(pp. 140-141)
…
Elementals
We’re the souls of rivers, forests, gulfs in your
homeland, which
Murmur on pebbles and sand,
Where, over the ruins,
You heard in childhood:
Chiv-Chiv! Cuckoo!
…
The Unknown
My God... not by hearing, not by sight —
By all my whole being
I see the foot
Of the incredible temple, —
The Earth Mounts - nothing before him..!
Daimon
You see – for, you’ve remembered.
You’ve remembered – for you’ve become.
…
To the mournful land
The heaven goes down.
Are those who listen ready?
Is the chamber adorned?
…
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The Unknown
The tent of the silver light,
Shimmering with a thin shelter,
Dressed me... my vision fades
From uncontrollable tears…
Daimon
That’s the approach of the spirit,
The Pleroma of the Universal Church,
The breath of roses
…
"An instantaneous (momentary) flash makes it
possible to distinguish how radiant hosts of saints and
righteous people of the past flock from everywhere" (pp.
146-148)
If the Daimon (spirit, deity) is an entity, who invisibly,
like a guardian angel, helps us from other dimensions,
other spaces, worlds, then for us, earthlings, such work
often happens (occurs) in dreams or we intuitively read
what we should do (how we should act) in certain difficult
situations, also thanks to him again.
And since the consciousness of the future Helper
(Comforter) is closed for taking (decision-making) on the
great Mission in childhood, then, apparently, the work of
Daimon with the boy on burning in the brain of the triple
sign of the unfathomable message about Mission for all
humanity scared the boy and excited him, that’s why,
perhaps, he was waking up, without understanding, what
was happening with him... For, the boy-teenager, who
lives in province, of course, was non-feasible dream to
become a Master for humanity. But the work of the
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Daimon continued through sleep and through intuition,
for he had to bring (lead) the future Helper (Comforter) to
a religious understanding, so that he would find out for
himself how the visible world and the invisible worlds are
built, how God's Laws work and how the Divine Creativity
flows (works, does). The Daimon had to influence the
child-boy-teenager-man so that he began to strengthen
his body physically, and then to strengthen (develop) his
speech according to the flow of thoughts in order to
become the Herald of the Divine Word. And as soon as the
future Helper (Comforter), being a preacher,
strengthening his speech in the Divine Word, acquires the
triple crown, that is, he will be officially recognized as a
righteous Man, as a Genius of creative nature, and as a
Preacher of God's Word, a Healer of human souls, then the
Daimon will leave, and the Spirit of the Truth as Epiphany
(Christening, Baptism) will descend upon this Preacher, to
make Him the Messiah, the Spirit of the Truth. And
according to the whole hypothesis all this should happen
in 1999. God grant that we may witness this triumph, to
find out and determine for ourselves the True Master, the
Spirit of the Truth, to follow His Doctrine and, if it is
possible, in His footsteps.
And even many clergymen (priests, deacons) Holy
fathers, monks, whose heart is not overlaid with dogmas,
will say in the words of an old man-priest: "Yes: he was
given leadership... For in strange speeches is evidence (in
the speeches about All-Love, All-Humbleness, AllMercifulness... about not violence against oneself and
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many other things) – about transcendence and what is
untold about", that is, of the great Mission.
Elementals, such as the souls of rivers, confirm the
idea that the future Helper’s (Comforter's) childhood has
passed (was spent) in provincial places on the banks of
rivers, bays and forests, "Where, over the ruins, in his
childhood heard: Chiv-Chiv! Cuckoo!"
At a certain stage of his path (journey) to the
knowledge of God, the Unknown, that is, our future Helper
(Comforter), will feel that everything material, visible and
audible to him is only a small part of all His, of God, of the
Universe, that life continues in other planes, dimensions,
and spheres. And the whole Universe is the Temple of
God, and the material world only serves as the foundation
of This Temple.
Apparently, from the moment of this Insight (Afflatus,
Enlightenment), the future Helper (Comforter) irrevocably
takes the path leading him to the path of the Preacher, to
the Path of assuming the role of the Messiah. And in the
words of the Daimon: "You see – for you’ve remembered.
You’ve remembered – for, you’ve become" it is just said
about how, that Unknown (our Helper [Comforter]) have
recalled (remembered), as would having waken up, why
He has come to the Earth and what Mission lies on Him.
Therefore, the Daimon asks Him: Are you ready to accept
Epiphany (Christening, Baptism), for "To the mournful land
the heaven goes down," that is, the Holy Spirit, the Spirit
of the Truth, in order to entrust to You the Mission of the
Helper (Comforter), the Mission of the Spirit of the Truth,
the Messenger of All-Love. And this Holy Spirit, figuratively
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speaking, comes down in the form of a tent of silvery light,
as "The Pleroma of the Universal Church," as "The breath
of roses".
"An instantaneous (momentary) flash makes it
possible to distinguish [to the future Helper to see with
spiritual vision] how radiant hosts of saints and righteous
people of the past flock from everywhere" to the material
world to be born on the Earth at the time of the Helper’s
(Comforter's) deeds for their further advancement and
purification on the way to the Kingdom of the All-Loving
Lord God.
Amen. Hallelujah!
10. Quiet talk
— Hurry in restage
Yoke breaker…
— Coming — in brilliance (splendor)
Archistratigus (Archangel)!
— His presence
Will multiply our help!
— His parting words
Will serve as armor
…
(pp. 150-151)
Daimon, while traveling with the Unknown, that is,
with the future Helper (Comforter), sees (meets) the
Emperor Alexander I, the philosopher-historian V.
Solovyyov; they meet with A. Pushkin and M. Lermontov.
Daimon thereby wants to show, according to our
hypothesis that these souls, that the Unknown sees
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(meets), reside in his body, i.e. the Helper (Comforter) is
both an Emperor, and a religious philosopher, and a poetprophet.
Daimon
…
As a great poet, a prophet
He was in your country…
Unknown, of trembling
Lord... my most loved..!
Let me bow down to the ground…
Give me your precious hand
See and cry to me..!
…
… But …
What is it Daimon?! He himself
Is bowed in front of me …
Daimon! I'm scared! Of your miracles
My conscience and reason are opposed…
Daimon
You're shy. It’s still strange for you.
Accept what you see humbly.
…
Until your strength is exhausted,
Meet another with the worship ―
…
The Unknown
I see … Oh, I know! The One who went
Into the depths of human souls,
He who peeped at Demons of the future
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…
The Spirit of compassion..! A Martyr..!
…
Just answer: why?
Did these geniuses pass by? ―
Daimon
…
You have distinguished only those, whose
Direct path was next to you.
Listen to the sacrament: the White Temple
And it will be your destiny.
(pp. 155-156)
Although the first lines of the verse mentioned above
most likely speak of Alexander I who rides a white horse,
but all this is a sign of the inner world for the future Helper
(Comforter). It can be seen that in the future, when the
year of the "White Horse" comes, then revelation and
insight will descend upon the Unknown to embark on the
path of the Messiah.
For indeed, the yoke will be spotless and refined
(dissolve) before His All-Love; the Helper (Comforter) will
shine with Wisdom, thanks to the Word of God; His
presence anywhere gives power to those who present,
and His parting words ― to acquire seven or more Divine
epithets in your ordinary earthly life through constant
thanksgiving and for all the Most High Lord God ― will
really serve as an armor for each person against troubles
of various kinds from the outside.
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In the following verse (poetic) lines we understand
that if the images of Pushkin and Lermontov bow before
the Unknown (the Future Helper [Comforter]), it gives us
food for thought that the Helper (Comforter) should
appear before people not only as a Preacher, but He must
also be a Poet, that is, in the literary activities of the future
Helper (Comforter) should be written verses, sonnets,
poems, etc., which are associated with the work both of A.
Pushkin and M. Lermontov.
And according to our hypothesis, the souls of
Alexander I, V. Solovyyov, A. Pushkin and M. Lermontov,
and others like them, can reside in the body of the future
Helper (Comforter). And it is confirmed by Daniel Andreev
himself: "You have distinguished only those, whose direct
path was next to you," that is, inside you.
Therefore, to complete the analysis of the material
about the Helper (Comforter) from the sixth act of the
poem "The Iron Mystery", we will join the prayer, which is
proclaimed by Yarosvet, the Russian Demiurge.
Yarosvet, raising his voice
Pray to God
About revelation,
About response:
Yes, we will distinguish
The most guiding verb,
We will find the way ― unpredictable by us,
The third,
Let us avoid the horror of election
Evil of evil.
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Pray, righteous ones,
Spirit seekers
In the cells!
Pray, geniuses, who were messengers below!
Pray, those, who hear my voice through the
dungeons,
And clans which once ruled in a thunderstorm
(tyranny)!
(p. 161)
That is, Yarosvet calls on everyone to pray to God so
that the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, would
come to the Earth in the flesh in a multinational Russian
country to go to God along the third road, according to the
Third Covenant (Testament), according to the Covenant of
All-Love, [which is] given by the Helper (Comforter) for all
Mankind.
Amen. Hallelujah!
The seventh act
GETHSEMANE
11. Yarosvet
…
The primordial flesh is transformed
In the glow of dawn,
God―
Son!
He reconciles, having become human,
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Two enemies,
Flesh―
Spirit!
Rushing upon the bosom of Eternity
From centuries,
Way
Of two!
…
Heavenly Russia waits for inspirations
Your powers,
Our
Friend!
…
The eldest of the saints
Your help in the battle against doom
All of us pray.
Your Truth at a terrible choice
All of us pray.
Passing by close storm
All of us pray.
About pitch Russian country
All of us pray!
…
And from slavery of the spirit of Darkness
Defend!
…
Outrage
By the Russian people
Other people's shrines
Prevent!
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…
And tyranny
Over the nations
Of all the lands
Prevent!
…
(pp. 162-165)
Of the reduction of victims and terms,
Snow and flame ―
All of us pray!
Of mollifying
Of way of the afterlife
For victims of time ―
All of us pray!
(p. 168)
We see from this poetic information that the Way to
God from the Earth is only the Way of Two and these Two
are the Son of God and the Spirit of the Truth, Who can
come here to the Earth as Guides of human souls to the
Kingdom of the Lord God, and live, in human flesh on the
earth. Only the Son of God comes to the Earth as the Sower
of the Truth, and the Spirit of the Truth is incarnated on
the Earth as the Reaper and Sower of the Truth, that is, as
the Helper (Comforter).
When the Son of God comes from the Heavenly
Father to the Earth to sow the Truth in human hearts,
those human souls who sincerely believe in the Lord God
gradually begin to flow into His Soul through the energy270

informational circles, and they, these human souls, are
given the opportunity through the Body of the Christ to
purify their Karmas and enter the Kingdom of the Lord God
or to rise through the energy-informational spheres higher
than they were before entering the Body of the Christ. The
flesh of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth,
plays the same role for all human souls. That is, the Son of
God and the Spirit of Truth are Two Guides thanks to
Whom one can ascend to the higher energy-informational
spheres, as it were, to the more blissful circles of Paradise,
or enter the Kingdom of the Lord God, the Kingdom of
Eternal Bliss (Blessedness).
Therefore there are Two Ways of ascension (ascent)
to God: the Way of the Christ and the Way of the Helper
(Comforter) – conventionally called as Two Ways because
the One is the Sower and the other is the Reaper-Sower.
Although we must remember that this is the One and the
same Way, and the Sower and the Reaper are TwinBrothers, like Dawn and Sunset, like Daybreak and
Evening. Only if there is purification of human souls from
a thousand to a million through the body of the Christ,
then there is purification from a thousand to a billion
through the Body of the Helper (Comforter). Such
purification takes place in the Body of the Helper
(Comforter) because the Energy of the Son of God Christ
resides in His Body. We can also say like this: if in the first
coming to the earth the Messenger of God will be called
the Christ, then when He comes to earth the second time,
He will already be called the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit
of the Truth.
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Amen. Hallelujah!
That is why multinational Russia is waiting for This
Messenger of God, called the Helper (Comforter), as Their
Friend. That is why, as it were, the whole Russia with the
words-prayers of the elder Saint appeals to the Helper
(Comforter) for help, asking for enlightenment and
salvation! For, not only all Russia, but the whole World,
prays to the Spirit of the Truth through the mouth of the
elder Saint.
Amen. Hallelujah!!!
12. Daimon
When, as a baby, you slept
In the swell,
Yearning in the earth vague
Sleep,
Yarosvet Himself your rise
Unstable
Measured, counted and handed
To me.
Do it! Get ready for the other
Sowings!
…
Descent of your radiant
Dream
We bless in depth
Of darkness
…
All the help of Paradise is in your
Force (Power),
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In the fate of the people's destinies
Point,
And The Milky Way is
In the skies of Russia
Looks like a shepherd at your
Way.
The Unknown
But what should I do?
What is appointed (assigned) to?
What, besides songs, is destined for me?
Daimon
You’re the one who took in Zenith of
night
News of the coming from the heights
Day.
You will establish your world city ―
…
That the world will be bound by circular
Brotherhood,
Alive as air,
That’s as simple as bread.
(pp. 172-173)
We see in this information that regardless of the fact
that, from the cradle, the childhood of the future the
Helper (Comforter) will not be surrounded by his family,
mother and father, and surrounded by other [people’s]
hands, and he apparently will not be different from other
children, there is still the Holy Spirit inside him from birth,
only a portion of the Holy Spirit is transformed (converted)
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into the protective image of Yarosvet, and Yarosvet
entrusts the protection to the Daimon, so that Daimon
(the divine spirit) prepares the boy-youth's psyche to
take (adopt) huge energies to be ready for the Mission.
That is, the Daimon must prepare the future Helper
(Comforter) for other, different sowings. And in order to
sow something different, we must learn to reap, harvest,
collect and select, in our understanding — to select wheat
from the chaff.
And when the time for the initiation of the Unknown
into the Messiah comes, then He will be led through the
depths of Darkness and through the spheres of purification
— hell of fire (Gehenna), and through the spheres of
Paradise. And Russia will indeed (truly) proudly look at the
Helper (Comforter) as at the Shepherd and at His Way.
Before a new spiritual insight, the Unknown (he is the
future Helper [Comforter]) turns out to be a singer by
profession, as He asks the Daimon, "But what should I do?
What is appointed (assigned) to? What, besides songs, is
destined for me?" And Daimon explains to Him: "You are
the one who took in Zenith of night News of the coming
from the heights Day", that is, You, as an adult, received a
revelation from God about your profession as a Singer,
and that in the near future, You have to fulfill the Mission
of the Preacher of the Word of God and thereby "You will
establish your world city", that is, to build the Temple of
God in the heart, and it will reveal (show) You through the
principle of All-Love to unite "That the world will be bound
by circular Brotherhood, Alive as air, That’s as simple as
bread." For, All-Love is the air of Life which is breathed by
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everything, and also the simple bread which is eaten by
everyone.
That is, the Helper (Comforter) must give to all
Mankind the Third Covenant (Testament), the Covenant
(Testament) of All-Love, as the True Path to the Kingdom
of the Lord God, to the Kingdom of Eternal Pleasure
(Enjoyment).
Let it be so (So be it)!
Amen. Hallelujah!

The eighth act
DESCENT
13. Daimon
Cross of responsibility,
The burden of knowledge
Only you have the right to take it now.
The Unknown
But is it time? Cause the day before I
As a blind man wandered through the layers, planes,
I slipped and strayed, and you saw,
I was grieved, as in the past
Created I my totem, idol
From fun of good and evil,
Still not to forget
Songs,
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That drew me in, down,
And the steeper cooler was descent,
To those dens that sleep
In us.
…
(p. 175)
Daimon ([tells] of the Unknown as of the future
Messiah)
Only his spirit will descend. Twice and three times
I'll shorten his path in depth;
But in this last hour before the battle
He must see everything to the end,
To endure by a wise soul
The yoke of the crown
…
Daimon (To the Rector)
What you know about learning
Brought low to you
Through him (of the Unknown),
About the upcoming triple wedding
…
(p. 176)
The descent of Daimon (the divine spirit) with the
Unknown (who should become the future Helper
[Comforter]) into energy-information circles of Hell begins,
if it can be expressed so.
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Daimon
…
My God! Help to return,
Grant strength.
The Unknown
I'm ready. I must. But mortal
Melancholy chills my blood …
(p. 177)
Only a verse reached consciousness:
"Poverty is your lot ―
Build on the edge,
Timidly, gazing down into my abyss
…
(p. 178)
Voices barely heard in the crypt
"Let’s get around the descending one
As brotherhood of harsh oaths!
―We’ll protect the longing one
With Cathedral of our prayers!
You have become this night of inspiration
The spiritual window for us…
…
(p. 179)
... Moans, like a plea
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―"It’s the Spirit!
Temple
To the top
Is under construction!
― Friend,
Brother,
Brother
The penitent!
― You,
Threw off
Yoke
Of the barm!
―You are
The meaning
Of karmas
Weighed!
―You
Have known
The cross
Of the reign;
…
(p. 180)
The Unknown
I know. I must. He who stepped on the edge
He waits for descents to the bottom, not the
wedding.
…
Daimon
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With mystical mind you see
And weigh,
There are no fetters
On you
…
(p. 190
)
The Unknown
It burned in me to the end
Everything from an inventor and an impostor
…
Daimon
Your spirit was born by a new birth
Among people
…
Friend, it has come the expanding
Moment of your fate: you hear ―
The burden-bearer
Coming from above,
You will lead the world
Over the slopes to the abyss,
You will testify to people
About Good and about Terrible
…
(p. 196)
(Initiation of the Unknown on the Mission begins)
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The Voice of the Great Initiate
…
The messenger and prophet
Of the Universe’s heart
Rise to fight and wander!
Voices in Heavenly Russia
With Spirit permeated,
To message anointed,
Clean before judgment,
…
Initiate to the one who is initiated
But know: we aren’t rejoiced by this age
No one meets us at the door:
To the fires of orphans, vagrants, cripples
Your road will slip first.
Executed by exile like Adam,
Marked by judgment as fierce Cain,
You'll go through dead cities
To mourn at the scorched outskirts
…
The Unknown, now ― Ecclesiastes (preacher)
After all, I'm not looking for awards
At the end of the night:
Know, act, and suppose ―
And do not rule otherwise
The Initiate
Joy will be the eyes (look) of children.
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…
Will be surrounded by an anxious ring
Of love, dreams, hopes, unity,
Revealed to the true messenger
Hot spirits hospitality.
In the smoke of outskirts, in the fumes of apartments
In a wide, God-waiting world
…
Ecclesiastes (the former Unknown)
Only this, father,
I seek and call:
To be in the community of architects,
Build in the blue heights.
The voice of the Initiate, moving away (retiring)
Then your Zenith will come.
Then we'll meet you with a Council
And Yarosvet will bless
You by crown:
By the second
And the third.
Daimon
…
We are always with you, our beloved friend,
Contemplator of peaks and abyss of Russia
(pp. 197-199)
Yes, indeed, "Cross of responsibility, the burden of
knowledge only you have the right to take it now." the
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future Helper (Comforter), because time is inexorably
rushing forward, and the material world is moving towards
destruction. It is necessary to have time to all people of the
earth to give the True Knowledge about the Way to God,
about the Way to Happiness, about the Way to Eternal
Pleasures.
Daniel Andreev gives us amazing (surprising)
information, that before new revelations the future
Helper (Comforter), as a young guy-man, got lost in
unbelief and was not involved (implicated) in any world
religious faith. That is, if he is the Russian, he was not an
Orthodox Christian; he only had so far his "totem, idol
from fun of good and evil," which he made (created) with
his thoughts and amused himself with it, for he lived in a
song, that is, he was a singer by profession, that is why it
is said: "Still not to forget songs." But there comes a time
when the invisible Daimon begins to accelerate his
influence on the future Comforter, to reveal to Him His
Mission, which will bring him both [upward] flights of Joy
and falls of bitterness. Although all the troubles that will
befall the Helper (Comforter), He will accept humbly and
meekly and transform them into All-Love, that is, he will
"endure by a wise soul the yoke (oppression) of the crown."
Even the Rector ― the image of all the knowledge of the
society ― cannot give to mankind what the future Helper
(Comforter) will give, to Whom at a certain time the Spirit
of the Truth will descend, and then after a while the
coming triple wedding will take place, under the guidance
of the Spirit of the Truth. The future Helper (Comforter)
begins to know the world and worlds and gradually, thanks
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to spiritual insight, begins to understand that "Poverty is
his lot (destiny)" and that the Path to God is the Path along
the razor's edge over (above) the abyss. When the second
revelation occurs after eighteen springs, the future
Helper (Comforter) will begin to write religious books. But
before writing these books, He will be baptized
(christened) and acquire the Orthodox faith as the
foundation for the construction of the Heavenly Temple.
That is why Daniel Andreev writes: "You have become this
night of inspiration the spiritual window for us."
Yes, the books of the Helper (Comforter) really
should be for people as spiritual Windows, which open
(reveal) other worlds and the Kingdom of the Lord God.
Gradually, the future Helper (Comforter) for the people
around him becomes a friend, brother, and master, who
has learned and weighed the meaning of karma and
learned (recognized) the cross of reign (kingship). He
understands and realizes that thanks to the Holy Spirit,
the Spirit of the Truth, He will be able to work out his
Karma in this incarnation, that is, to remove all fetters
(chains, bonds) from Himself, and enter the Kingdom of
the All-Loving Lord God.
Yes, the future Helper (Comforter) will have a
mystical mind, but thanks to the Spirit of the Truth He will
understand that if He acquires in practice seven or more
Divine epithets, then indeed in His soul "Everything from
an inventor and an impostor" will dissolve to complete
disappearance. That is, the future Helper (Comforter) will
never call Himself either the Christ or the Helper
(Comforter), so as not to pass for an impostor. The time
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will come when the spirit of the future Helper (Comforter)
will be born as a new spirit, the spirit of the Preacher, [in
order] to bear (carry) the Living Word of God to the
masses. And then the words will come true:"You will
testify to people about the Good and about the Terrible",
that is, you will prophesy both by word and pen.
Further, Daniel Andreev reveals to us the scene of the
Initiation of the future Helper (Comforter) to fulfill His
Mission so far only as the Preacher of the Truth until the
Zenith of His glory or the time when He will be "crowned"
with the crown of the Righteous, the Preacher and the
Creator of Artistic Genius. But the Helper (Comforter) will
not seek for Himself the rewards of the earth, for He has
the rewards of Heaven, which He generously shares with
all people (men). The Helper (Comforter) tries to acquire
for Himself in practical life seven or more Divine epithets,
which speak for themselves: humility (humbleness),
meekness, patience, non-condemnation, generosity,
mercifulness (mercy), forgiveness, all-love…
All the doors of houses, from the poor to the rich, will
be opened to the Helper-Preacher, and He will gladly enter
where He is expected (waited) and wanted to talk about
God and the Path (Way) to God. His heart will radiate AllLove, Warmth and Affection.
Amen. Hallelujah!
The tenth act
SITE OF FIRE
(MOULDERING RUINS, HEARTH AND HOME)
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14. Two excited women, passing quickly (talking
about sermons, lectures of the Helper [Comforter];
approx. Author)
―For my whole life... from the cradle…
Such a speaker never!
I was as shocked as a child,
I cried; do you believe me? Yes, Yes, Yes!
"Is he handsome?" "I don't know. But, after all, is he
young?
Ah, dear, youth has nothing to do with it.
But his speech hits the soul like a hammer,
It invades the conscience with a bright ray.
…
(p. 249)
An acquaintance [friend] (to the architect)
"He's here in the morning, in Detroit at night,
Tomorrow in Bombay, then Shanghai, ―
…
―"How many followers did he find?"
"Hundreds are willing to take risks."
"He's as ordinary (simple) as Gandhi, as sharp as
Shaw,
And forgiving, like Francis himself."
…
(p. 250)
Educator
He who will be as simple as a dove,
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And wise as a prophetic serpent,
That will be answered in a clear voice
By the spirits of the elements
…
(p. 254)
The Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, will
be just as simple as a dove and wise as a serpent, carrying
out the instructions of Jesus Christ. Thanks to the Holy
Spirit, the Helper (Comforter) will have magnetic living
speech. And, in all likelihood (probability), His sermons,
lectures will be unusual and will "invade the conscience
with a bright ray" not in the way of past preachers, but in
the usual way which does not fit into the framework of the
Holy fathers and other religious figures.
Yes, the Helper (Comforter) must be an amazing
speaker, to captivate (bewitch) the listener with voice
and word thanks to the patronage (protection) of the Holy
Spirit. Having become known (famous) as a Preacher of the
Word of God, the Helper (Comforter), apparently, in the
future should travel around a lot to all countries of the
world with His sermons and lectures. And since the Helper
(Comforter) will have the Truth, many people will follow
Him as a Master, a Guide, and many of them will even be
willing (ready) to give their lives for Him. So, we come to
the conclusion that according to the basic seven epithets
we will be able to recognize the Helper (Comforter).
He, who has an eye, let him see!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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The eleventh act
OPPORTUNITIES (SCOPES)
15. Conversations during the intermission [interval]
(of the World League)
"The master, anyway,
Homeless, open to all;
"Neither rest, nor well-being;
Honey, bread, milk ― and fed up.
― Visions of higher reality
His days are permeated…
― Young men hurry away to carry
The lights he lit.
― His spiritual organs
Pierce any darkness…
"Isn't it strange, even the Morgans
Listen to him!
…
(p. 269)
The head of the Areopagus ― to the Chairman of the
League and the Minister of culture
…
Clear as day, one thing:
Nobody's halo
And authority
Hasn’t been like this yet:
Billions believe that he ―
Is light
For countries and continents.
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I can see it myself: fate hasn’t revealed yet
Anywhere, anytime,
So that genius, righteous man and prophet
So powerfully merged into one
…
(p. 283)
By the way: if he to a new religion
Wants to create
Temple,
If he laid chains on the chest
As the wanderer of the worlds
…
Minister
In the myths of religions, in any other creeds
He seeks to understand reality,
Transmyth,
Highest, free God-co-creation
To establish Cornerstone.
The head of the Areopagus
He wants to be spotless
In a burning struggle for power…
Chairman
His power is still immense.
Is the enemy furious? Let it be.
…
"There's his cabin ― by the far Cove.
…
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"On his porch, I think ―
There are several people. But who are they?
"It's from the League's management
Close disciples and friends:
To be at the origins of inter-religions ―
This is both their,
And our path
Minister
I have believed in this hour since I was a child,
I prayed for this moment in tears,
When it warms among us
Inter-culture, super-religion!
…
(pp. 284-285)
Ecclesiastes is completely silent in the dark depth (as
if in meditation; approx. Ed.)
The Hindu is in a state of deep contemplation
I see three. They passed
Through the walls of the house. Their faces shine.
Clothes flowing to the ground,
Flow, glow and tremble.
Fingers on the Master's forehead
They're coming down now, all three of them…
They surround him.
They're like brothers to him
In that layer
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…
(p. 285)
(Ecclesiastes disappears before the audience, as if
dissolves in the air; approx. Ed.)
Emperor-Redeemer
…
You are taken in this moment
By our long work:
Are lightly risen to see the sacrament yourself
And become for nations
Like a Herald.
Such a burden is not given to anyone,
No reflection on any man…
The Voice of Ecclesiastes
I understood. Both joy and heaviness— I take for
me…
Accepted it forever
…
(p. 287)
(The travelers enter the Heavenly Russia... then
Ecclesiastes and his guides enter the temple of the Sun of
the World…)
The faint voice of Ecclesiastes
Stairway to the clouds — and in the heavens…
I See You, Jesus!
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(p. 291)
If the future Helper (Comforter) was brought up in
orphanages, then, He will always be homeless, that is, He
will never have a permanent residence, maybe at times,
with rare exceptions in order to prepare Him for the
acceptance of the Mission according to the circumstances
of His Karma. But as a Preacher, a Master of the Truth, the
Helper (Comforter) will always be open and easy to
communicate. The young men, His disciples, having
received the particles of His Doctrine from Him, try for
their joy to spread and preach this Doctrine to their native
lands. For, the Doctrine of the Helper (Comforter) is
closely connected with practice, and not only with
philosophical wisdom. The Helper (Comforter) will have
such great authority in the future that even rulers and rich
people, who bask (bathe) in earthly pleasures, will listen to
His opinion for their own well-being. According to Daniel
Andreev, the glory of the Helper (Comforter) will be so
great that even "Nobody's halo and authority hasn’t been
like this yet: Billions believe that he ―Is light for countries
and continents", that is, the Doctrine of the Helper
(Comforter) should fly around the world, and all mankind
will try to get acquainted with this Doctrine. And every
man, whoever he may be, will find the harmony of his
heart, for the joy of his spiritual insight in this Doctrine.
We can understand in the information of Daniel
Andreev that according to His Doctrine the Helper
(Comforter) will unite all the people of the world, but in
spirit. And His disciples, religious associates, on the basis
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of His Doctrine will try to build a Temple in order to unite
different nations in One Faith by His Doctrine. The Helper
(Comforter) will study the ancient myths of different
peoples and find (look for) in them what is common that
makes the nations (peoples) brothers in the spirit of God.
The great power of the Helper (Comforter) over billions of
human souls will be envied by many politicians and rulers,
and in all likelihood (probability) He will be offered some
post in His country. But the Helper (Comforter) will remain
an ordinary (simple) man, without imposing any religions
on Himself, and will never be proud and boast of His
"power", otherwise He will no longer carry out (fulfill) in
practice such epithets as all-humbleness, all-meekness...
Thus, we see that the activities of the Helper (Comforter)
on a global scale will accelerate the unification of intercultures and super-religions under different names.
We see in Daniel Andreev's information that the
Helper (Comforter) will have the mystical gift to dissolve
into thin air in front of everyone present to travel to other
worlds to confirm His intuition. And the Hindu, who is also
in meditation, sees the journey of the Helper (Comforter)
through the Divine worlds. In this case, we can assume that
in the form of a Hindu, we see John the Theologian himself
with a mystical gift of vision. When the Helper (Comforter)
ascends (rises) higher and higher up (through, in) the
energy-informational spheres to God, He, apparently, sees
the Gates of the Heavenly Kingdom open before Him.
There is a strong flood (flow) of bright all-radiant (alleffulgent) Light upon Him, and the Helper (Comforter)
sees Jesus Christ in this Light.
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And, in all likelihood (probability), this spiritual
meditation led Ecclesiastes, and in our version ― the
Helper (Comforter) to physical blindness. Whether it will
happen to the Helper (Comforter) we do not know yet.
Time will tell. But according to Daniel Andreev, it may
happen. The last twelfth Chapter of “The Iron Mystery” is
before us, and we hasten to look into it to ascertain (find
out) the further fate of Ecclesiastes, who symbolizes the
image of the Helper (Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth.
So, go ahead!
The twelfth act
THE ROSE OF THE WORLD
16. ....Being surrounded by the leaders of the League,
Ecclesiastes moves slowly, firmly and straight. His head is
shining, but he is blind. There is a Blue Rose in his hands.
People bow in greeting on the sides of the path.
There are voices accompanied (surrounded) by
Ecclesiastes
―The Fighter
Of the greatest battle
―The Creator
Of the highest order
― The Blind man
Of the rays of the Empyrean
Voices on the right and left
…
"We know one thing: he says
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From on high,
As the one having authority.
…
There are voices accompanied (surrounded) by
Ecclesiastes
―The highest Church of the
Worldwide faith flickered so.
(pp. 292-293)
The voice of the demiurge Yarosvet
…
To the Triple Crown
You have been
Led
From of old [times];
Here is the crown, who crowns the crowns:
Dignity of Shepherd
…
The chairman of the League, the head of the White
hierarchy of the Rose of the World now
From now on, having passed Christianity,
You are the shepherd of THE NATIONAL-PRIESTHOOD!
The one who was once the Unknown Youth, the triune
crown of the Supreme Preceptor is placed on
(p. 296).
…
The Head of the White hierarchy
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…
We build
The third temple of the Truth-city
To Him who was the Christ on earth,
…
(p. 297)
Here we see a description of the coronation
(crowning) of the Helper (Comforter) with the Triple
Crown in the material world for His world-wide Activities.
But, as we understand it, this coronation (crowning) is only
a Sign of confirmation of His Mission, for the Helper
(Comforter). But regardless of such world Fame, the
Helper (Comforter) must still remain an ordinary, simple,
accessible, humble, meek, and all-loving man.
Yes, the Unknown young Man will acquire the World
fame and become the Shepherd of the NationalPriesthood in the future. Many [people] will call Him ― the
God's Messenger, Savior, Guide, Master, Mentor, Christ,
Maître, Helper (Comforter), but He will never officially call
Himself Christ, Maître, Helper (Comforter). At the very
least, he'll probably say He's a Messenger of God's Word
or something like that.
We thank Daniel Andreev for his prophetic vision in
poetic artistic form, he tried to show (reveal) us the life of
the Helper (Comforter), from an early age, and to the
World Triumph. And if all this information somehow
comes true on the Person who will be the Preacher and
will as though claim the Mission of the Helper (Comforter),
then Daniel Andreev's glory as the great Prophet, the
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Forerunner who paved the Way to the Other, Who follows
him, Who is Stronger and True, will also increase.
We know, according to Jesus Christ, that in addition
to the great preaching activity and in addition to the
mystical gift, the Helper (Comforter) must have unique
abilities to heal the sick ones, the blind, the lame ones, the
possessed ones, and even to revive the dead. All it will be
a material confirmation that there is the True Messiah, the
One of Whom Jesus Christ Himself told in front of us.
Although Jesus Christ also warned that one should not look
only at miracles of healing or other miracles, for in the time
of the prophets and Christs many of them will work
miracles and seduce many [people] and, if it’s possible,
even the chosen ones, that is, those who accept (have)
their particular faith in God. But what is surprising, it is said
nothing about the gift of Healing in "The Iron Mystery". But
the Gift of Healing for us will be one of the main Signs that
this Man is from God, because to treat (heal) the body and
heal the souls of diseases that neither official medicine,
nor sorcerers, nor magicians, nor psychics are able to cope
with; He will be able to treat just by one word or the touch
of His hand. Or maybe, after the solemn coronation
(crowning) of the triple crown of Ecclesiastes, who,
according to our reasons (considerations), is the image of
the Helper (Comforter), He just acquires another Gift —
the Gift of Healing, only the reader does not know about
it, since the poem ends, and we did not know how the
earthly life of the Helper (Comforter) would end from the
information of Daniel Andreev. Was it only physical
blindness? Or perhaps by the physical blindness of
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Ecclesiastes we must understand something else, for
example, that Daniel Andreev himself, despite his
prophetic foresight, is spiritually blind in something. It is
not for nothing that John the Baptist, who baptized Jesus
Christ in Jordan and announced His Mission, suddenly,
being imprisoned by Herod, doubted: "Is He the One we
are all waiting for?" Due to the fact that John the Baptist
doubted Whom he had seen with his own eyes, in the new
incarnation, being Daniel Andreev, he loses this spiritual
insight, that is, Daniel Andreev predicts about the Helper
(Comforter), starting from the early years of His life and
only to His announcement for the role of the Messiah. In
the same way, John the Baptist knew Jesus Christ only
from an early age and to His work as the Messiah. That is,
this information once again confirms our version,
hypothesis that Daniel Andreev in past reincarnations was
also John the Baptist. And if our point of view on this
question will find a response in other spiritual hearts, then
glory to You, Lord (thank God)!
Amen. Hallelujah!

CONCLUSION
If, in the future, we have occasion to consider other
writings and religious doctrines (teachings) of the past, in
which we can find prophetic statements about the Helper
(Comforter), the Spirit of the Truth, we will certainly make
more interesting textual points in this book. For, any
information about the Helper (Comforter) is important
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(dear) to us, because of these prophetic sayings of
different Scriptures and religious doctrines (teachings),
the shape of the Helper (Comforter) and a figurative
portrait is formed, by which we will determine which of
the preachers, prophets, healers is the One we all expect
(seek) as the Messiah. This is the theme of our book
entitled "The Second Coming of the Messiah", which will
consist of three volumes (books); where the first book,
"Biblical Prophecies", the sayings of the Old and New
Testaments are included, and the second book "The
Prophecies of different Scriptures", which the reader has
already read, include various sayings (dictums) about the
Helper (Comforter) from various sources, which the author
of these books had [at that moment]. And in the third
book, "Contemporary prophecies and doctrines
(teachings) of “prophets and Christs”" will include various
sayings about the Helper (Comforter) of our
contemporaries, as well as the doctrines (teachings) of the
newly appeared prophets, who consider themselves either
Christs, or Helpers (Comforters), or God the Father or the
Most High. When we examine and analyze the doctrines
(teachings) of the newly appeared prophets and Christs
themselves, we will reveal their true nature, so that we can
draw the appropriate conclusions for ourselves: do we
face the True Messiah, the Helper (Comforter), or a false
prophet or a false Christ.
To briefly summarize all the materials we have
analyzed from different Scriptures and religious doctrines
(teachings), which talk about the future Messiah, the
Helper (Comforter), we can give, according to our version,
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the following criteria, data (facts, information) to
determine who is who. We have learned from all the
information that the Helper (Comforter) must be born in
the year of the Serpent, for the Serpent is His Symbol; He
must be under the protection of Mercury (the planet of
the solar system), and He must also be born on
Wednesday or Friday at night. Mercury helps us to know
the sign of the Zodiac, under which the Helper (Comforter)
came: either it is Gemini, or – Virgo. But the constellation
of Gemini corresponds more symbolically to the Helper
(Comforter), since the Helper (Comforter) is the Energy
Double, the Twin of Jesus Christ.
According to Daniel Andreev, the Helper (Comforter)
had to be born after Stalin's death (March 1953) and
before Daniel Andreev himself left for another world
(March 30, 1959). But the year of the Serpent is just 1953.
And we also found out, thanks to the information of
Daniel Andreev that the month of birth of the Helper
(Comforter) is between March and October. But here we
can put forward the following hypothesis: if the Helper
(Comforter) is the Twin of Jesus Christ, then if we look at
all the twelve months, the month January is opposite, as
the double, the twin of the month June ― the birth of the
Helper (Comforter).
And we also have to find out the day of the month,
but we do not have any information (data) and versions
about it yet. Well, let us humbly wait and hope that we
shall find it out.
Further, the Helper (Comforter), according to Daniel
Andreev, must be brought up in children's places
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(homes), and therefore He will not have His own native
corner. His whole life will be wandering, and therefore, in
all likelihood (probability), He will not have a family of his
own. That is, He will be His Own Master in everything. And
we also found out that He has to be a singer and have the
use of other kinds of art.
The Helper (Comforter) must have the gift of poetry,
and perhaps be a writer, for He must set forth His
Doctrine in different books. In addition, He must also heal
people and be the Guide of the Word of God. And the
main thing we must look for in the Helper (Comforter) is
whether He acquires seven and more Divine epithets. For,
if we do not find one epithet out of seven in the preacher
we are looking for, it will make us ponder (think) about the
truth of his doctrine (teaching). Although, as the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of the Truth teaches us, we know that all
doctrines (teachings) are true, but only they are located
at different levels of the hierarchical ladder of the
information Universe.
That’s, very likely (probably), all.
Do not forget to thank the Most High Lord God in your
loving prayer with joy in your heart, and the Holy Spirit,
which descends from the All-Loving, will illuminate
(enlighten) you and help you find the future Helper
(Comforter). For, the true Messiah, the Helper
(Comforter), will never call Himself either the Christ or the
Helper (Comforter).
By His deeds we will know Him!
By His fruits we will know Him!
By His All-Love we will know Him!
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He, who has an eye, let him see. (The seer will see)!
And it will be to you according to your faith!
And it will be to you according to your deeds.
And it will be to you according to your love!
Amen. Hallelujah!
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Suddenly, Alexander lost his voice, and years of
searching began (came). He works in Moscow as a
decorator, and then as a janitor. And then he enters a
medical school, which he graduated from with honors in
1989. Then, he works in the keep-fit club "Healthy family"
as a chiropractor (manual physician). People begin to be
healed from young and to old under his hands. Alexander
received the divine revelation in 1990 and began to write
spiritual-religious books. Since 1990, he began to lecture
in the hall (premises) of the Institute [MISIS]: [ the themes
of the lectures]; the creation of the Universe and man in
the image and likeness of God, the life of Jesus Christ, all
kinds of treatment, the other world and much more. The
author had the opportunity to visit Egypt to try to uncover
(reveal) the secrets of the pyramids, for this purpose he
collects information, and identifies errors in other studies
on this topic. Alexander revealed (discovered) some
sensational secrets about the pyramids. And in the
following years he had the opportunity to visit other
countries of the West and the East. During this time, in the
religious and research genre, he has written about 90
books on the various worlds’ religious doctrines
(teachings). While deciphering the texts of the Scriptures
and revealing information about the secret Initiations —
the alchemy of the great doing (work), he practices the
doctrine (Eastern and Western), which allows to maintain
health and acquire youth, experience pleasure and bliss,
giving birth to 250 orgasms, while preserving the male
semen (sperm) inside the flesh (body). Globality of
information, spirituality, and accessibility of presentation
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make these books interesting for a wide range of readers.
Alexander for the first time combines religious, scientific
and esoteric doctrines (teachings) about God, the
Universe, nature and man into a single harmonious
system, which shows (reveals) the path of development of
the world from God to the material worlds and return
ascension (ascent) to the All-Good God through the Son of
God (Man).
He created a simple model of the Universe as
Perpetuum-mobile, which operates in Space (Galaxy, Solar
and planetary systems), in man, cell, atom, and it is shown
that the whole structure from the Cosmos to the atom is
built on the law of the Golden Section. All this information
helps to find out what scientific, esoteric and religious
doctrines (teachings) have their pros and cons, and what
links in the logical chain of understanding of the world are
missed in their theories. Science fixes (records) the laws of
birth, development (evolution and involution) and death
only in the visible physical world, and does not know that
this material world is affected by the invisible world.
Therefore, scientists offer only hypotheses about the birth
of the Universe from the Big Bang, relying not only on the
theory of Hubble, which is true only for galaxies, although
there are still theories of strings, membranes and parallel
worlds, which contain their flaws. Alexander proposes
(suggests) a logical chain of development of lives in the
Universe in all five Elements (Ether, Mental, Fire, Astral,
Earth), in the Cosmos (in the Universe, and Galaxies in it
and so on), because life exists everywhere. For the first
time he explains the meaning of human life on the Earth
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and in the Universe, that is, his mission both as a creator
and a destroyer, as well as a ‘transformer’ (‘converter’,
reformer) of all material energies into divine ones. For the
first time, he tried to link into single system information
about energy and develops it from the Lord God to the
functional action in the human body. The main slogan of
Alexander's life: the Truth is in All-Good, All-Loving, AllBeing God, and the path (way) of ascent (ascension) to Him
is in the Son of God, Who is the Christ!
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